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Abstract 
The compound Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 is of special interest for two reasons: it is an impor-
tant member of the family of cuprates who possess superconducting transitions at high 
temperatures, and it is an example of the class of layered compounds whose structures 
are distinguished by incommensurate modulation. The unique normal state and su-
perconducting properties of the cuprates are intricately linked to their far from ideal 
disordered structures. The additional incommensurate nature of some compounds has 
greatly hampered the understanding of their novel behaviour. This thesis describes-
single-crystal studies of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+5 using x-ray scattering techniques as a tool 
for establishing in detail those structural features of significance to the behaviour of 
this compound as a superconductor, and those of importance to its nature as an in-
commensurate. 
The thesis starts with the characterisation of the variations between crystals grown, 
using flux and floating zone methods, by four separate research groups. The inclusion 
of impurities is found to be a feature of flux grown crystals. The nature of the incom-
mensurate modulation is also clarified, and defects associated with it are identified. 
The fundamental properties of the modulation are investigated by studying in situ the 
response of the structure to high temperature. It is demonstrated that the modulation 
is strongly pinned, and that the incommensurate period of the modulation is not a con-
tinuous function of oxygen content; a possible oxygen deficient high temperature phase 
is tentatively identified. The inert nature of the incommensurability to temperature is 
also established at low temperature, down to 20K, limiting any possible direct involve-
ment of the modulation in the superconducting transition. Oxygen content, on the 
other hand, is known to hold a major influence over both normal state and supercon-
ducting properties, and a study is made of the effects of nitrogen and oxygen annealing 
treatments. The results reveal modifications in microstructure associated with oxygen 
ordering, a result of potential importance tothe understanding of transport properties. 
111 
I thought drumming was very free, as music goes, because there was no 
scale and no tonality - harmony is a very mysterious thing. So my theory 
used to be, that any measure of four is inherently divisible, so you can hit 
anything in any time, and it would be in time in someone's mind. Because 
you could subdivide a measure infinitely, so you could never be off. But it's 
just not true. .. There's time and there's rhythm, and they're two different 
things. (Only) Rhythm may be considered infinitely divisible... 
- Damon (Galaxie 500) [1] 
Complete, in ignorance, new combinations. 
Only an infinite finitude I see 
In those lovely peculiar variations. 
- Thom Gunn, 'The Annihilation of Nothing' [2] 
'Rocks are space,' I thought, 'and space is illusion.' 
I had a million thoughts. 
- Jack Kerouac, 'The Dharma Bums' [3] 
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The structure of the high temperature superconducting cuprates has proven to be 
a complex subject, but nonetheless rewarding because of the wealth of structural 
and physical phenomena which can be observed within these systems. From 
the basic components of covalent Cu0 2 and ionic metal-oxygen planes, a rich 
and varied family has been constructed since the first discovery in 1986 of su-
perconductiMity in the La2_BaCu04 system [4]. The challenge to achieve a 
detailed understanding of the nature and properties of these cuprate structures 
is motivated by a fundamental desire to understand their, as yet unexplained, 
superconducting mechanism, and novel normal state properties. It is further mo-
tivated by the technological need to optimise their performance for applications, 
and the continuing possibility of designing new materials with still higher values 
of T. 
Although, with their extraordinary properties, they are usually treated as 
a class of materials unique to themselves, the high-T a cuprates can be most 
effectively considered as being members, or at least close relations, of a number of 
pre-existing groups of materials which are well understood. Crystallographically, 
the ideal structures of all the cuprate systems have much in common with the 
perovskite AB0 3 structure type. In this system, a metal atom B sits at the 
centre of an oxygen octahedra, and a large metal atom A occupies the spaces 
formed when these octahedra link into a corner-sharing network. A huge array 
1 
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of perovskite-based systems are known, and have been of special interest for 
their magnetic and ferroelectric properties long before the advent of high-Ta 
superconductivity [5]. The systems can all be developed from the AB0 3 structure 
by considering the various possibilities of stacking the two constituent layers, AU 
and B0 2 . The system A 2 130 4 is, for example, such a combination of layers with 
a stacking sequence AO-130 2-AO; with A=La and B=Cu this is essentially the 
structure of the cuprate La 2 Cu04 . Although the basic perovskite structure is 
cubic and truly three-dimensional, it is through a combination of layer stacking, 
intergrowths, and ordered vacancies, that the strongly two-dimensional nature of 
the cuprates derive. A complete scheme of classification for the cuprates based 
upon the perovskite description has been advanced [6]. 
Listed in Table 1.1 are some of the most commonly studied cuprate structural 
families, along with their respective stacking sequences, and transition tempera-
tures. In the text that follows each cuprate system will be identified by its prin-
cipal cation, and a particular phase by its layer sequence (so that YBa 2 Cu3 07 
becomes Y-123 for example). There are many more systems than can he listed 
here, and comprehensive structural surveys are available [7, 8]. An important fac-
tor for superconductivity is the number, ii, of adjacent Cu0 2 layers, the value of 
T increases with it up to a maximum for it = 3. In single layer structures the Cu 
atoms are octahedrally coordinated, but for it > 1 the layers are formed of Cu-0 
tetrahedra, with each adjacent layer separated by an oxygen-deficient layer of an 
A atom. It is within these planes of copper oxide that superconductivity takes 
place, and it is the mixed valence state of the Cu which appears to be the crucial 
factor governing superconductivity in this. Each of the perovskite A_ 1 Cu02 
blocks is separated by further layers, which can be of a variety of compositions 
and structures, but which fulfill the common role of acting as a charge reservoir 
for the doping of carriers to the CuO planes. It is the oxidation of the average 
Cu valence above 2+ by this mechanism of charge transfer from the AU reservoir 
layers which is responsible for the metallic, and ultimately the superconducting 
behaviour, of the Cu0 2 layers. 
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System Typical layer sequence n 
La2CuO4+ LaO-Cu0 2-LaO n=1 38K 
La2_(Sr,Ba)Cu04 La2_ r (Sr,Ba)xO-Cu02-La2_x (Sr,Ba) n=1 38K 
YBa2 Cu3 07 CuO-BaO-Cu0 2-Y-Cu0 2-BaO-CuO n=2 95K 
YBa2 Cu4 08 CuO-CuO-BaO-Cu0 2 -Y-Cu0 2 -BaO-CuO-CuO n=2 90K 












Pb2 Sr2YCu308 CuO-PbO-SrO-Cu0 2 -Y-Cu0 2-SrO-PbO-CuO n=2 70K 




Table 1.1. The basic structures of just some of the most commonly studied 
high-Ta cuprate systems. 
1. Introduction. 
The orderly picture of the cuprates presented by Table 1.1 is only a starting 
point, for their real structures are far from those of the crystallographic ideal. 
In his review [7}, Sleight states the pervasive themes of the oxide superconduc-
tors to be defects, disorder, inhomogeneity and thermodynamic instability: 'It is 
highly doubtful that a good understanding of the high-T a superconductors can 
be obtained unless we learn to model the inhomogeneities that abound.'. The 
inhomogeneities include point defects due to mixed cation substitutions, oxygen 
vacancies and interstitials, as well as extended defects, dislocations, distortions 
due to the strain between layers, and twinning as a response to the relief of 
strain. In addition, the compositions given in Table 1.1 are only to be consid-
ered as nominal values; the true stoichiometries are always different from these, 
and may vary over a considerable range. These intrinsic structural complexi-
ties are a characteristic of metastable multi-atom structures, and they are, it 
would seem, intimately linked to the exciting novel properties of these systems. 
Indeed, if the ideal structures were to be actualised (and some of the ideal com-
positions are too unstable to even prepare) then in the main, they would result 
in anti-ferromagnetic insulators. The metallic states of the real systems, which 
are essential for superconductivity, are the result of oxidation or cation doping, 
and the deliberate introduction of such defects can be employed to control the 
doping of carriers to the Cu0 2 planes, and hence control the superconducting 
properties. The intentional application of defects to increasing the magnetic flux 
pinning properties is also a vital means of increasing values of critical current, a 
factor so important for technological applications. 
Inevitably, the non-ideal crystalline nature presents very difficult problems 
for reliable synthesis and characterisation of samples, and differentiating the ef-
fectiveness of specific defects is likewise problematic. X-ray scattering is now 
well established as an essential tool in the determination of crystal structures, 
and in the case of diffuse scattering as a means of observing deviations from 
the ideal structure due to both structural fluctuations and defect structures [9]. 
The advantages of x-rays for studying relatively small samples, and the ability to 
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investigate bulk properties, means the technique can provide an invaluable com-
plement to the other probes of atomic structure such as high-resolution electron 
microscopy (HREM), electron diffraction, neutron diffraction, EXAFS, positron 
annihilation, etc. It is certainly an important tool for characterising the high-T 0 
cuprates, and it is the aim of this thesis to apply x-ray scattering techniques to 
the study of one of the structurally most involved, and consequently least well 
understood, of the cuprates, the system Bi 2Sr2 CaCu2 08+5 (or Bi-2212). 
The bismuth-based family Bi2Sr2Ca~_jCUnO4+2n  is closely related to both 
thallium T12Ba2Ca,,_iCu04+2 and mercury HgBa 2 Ca_ 1 Cu0 02+2 families, and 
together the n=3 phases of these rank amongst the highest T values yet achieved; 
110K, 128K, and 135K respectively. The charge reservoir AU layers have a 
+ocksalt-type structure, but in all three systems they are strongly distorted. In 
the case of the Bi-systems, the distortions are so strong that the whole struc-
ture is modulated, and this modulation has long-range order with a well-defined 
periodicity which is incommensurate with that of the ideal structure. Such in-
commensurate structures are also observed with only short-range ordering in the 
TI-systems. The incommensurate nature of the structure has compounded greatly 
the difficulties of determining the structural characteristics of an already com-
plex system, and many uncertainties remain. The potential implications of the 
incommensurate modulation for the superconducting properties, perhaps through 
control of charge transfer has, for instance, led to much inconclusive debate. 
The incommensurate modulation of the Bi-systems are the most dramatic 
response to a structural frustration which is common to all of the cuprates: the 
mismatch in lattice dimensions between the covalently bonded perovskite Cu0 2 
planes and the rocksalt-type structure of the charge reservoir layers. Frustra-
tion is a characteristic of all layered structures to some degree and as such the 
modulation of the Bi-systems forms part of a wider field of interest which is as-
sociated with the general properties of incommensurate structures. In this field, 
the interest is focused on the mechanisms which drive the incommensurate phe-
nomena, and the factors which determine amplitudes, wavevectors, and other 
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characteristics of the modulation. 
The aim of the experiments which make up this thesis attempt to study 
the structure of Bi-2212 with reference to its dual properties as both a high-T a 
cuprate and an incommensurate structure. As such, Chapter 2 first sets out 
to place the cuprate systems in this wider context. It starts by introducing 
the general concepts of incommensurate structures with particular reference to 
the class of two dimensional layered misfit structures with which the cuprates 
are most closely associated, and examples of systems which share features of 
relevance are discussed. The formalism of basic x-ray scattering theory and the 
extension necessary for its application to incommensurate systems will also be 
set out in this chapter. 
In the field of high-T a  a tremendous amount of literature has been published 
since 1986, and the portions relating to the structure and properties of Bi-2212 
have occupied a considerable share. The relevant parts of the literature will there-
fore be reviewed, where necessary, at the most appropriate points throughout the 
thesis. Chapter 3 starts with an extensive review of studies concerned with de-
termining the structure of Bi-2212, and emphasises the many still unresolved 
differences between proposed models, and the contradictions of some experimen-
tal observations. An attempt to resolve some of these questions, is then described, 
by a comparative study of x-ray scattering measurements obtained from a variety 
of Bi-2212 single crystals grown by four different research groups. The results are 
successful in clarifying precisely which features are fundamental to the structure, 
and which are sample-dependent. Extra features not accounted for by current 
models are also identified, and high-resolution measurements of these show them 
to be characteristic of defects in the incommensurate modulation. 
In Chapter 4 the properties of the incommensurate modulation are investi-
gated by studying its temperature response in situ up to 450'C. The results reveal 
the invariance of the incommensurability due to pinning, and the fundamental 
control exerted by oxygen diffusion above 300°C is also characterised. A possible 
new oxygen-deficient high-temperature phase is tentatively identified. 
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The important role of oxygen in the high-T a cuprates is now beyond doubt, 
and the experiments in Chapter 5 attempt to distinguish changes in diffuse scat-
tering associated with changes in oxygen content or ordering. The specific case of 
Bi-2212 is reviewed at the start of this chapter, for which there have been many 
investigations of the transport properties as a function of oxygen content, but 
remarkably few into the possible associated changes of microstructure. 
The final question relating to the Bi-2212 structure regards the possible ex-
istence of low temperature structural changes which could be associated with 
the superconducting transition. There have been a variety of reports from other 
structural probes for evidence of changes in the buckling of the Cu0 2 layers, 
and an anomaly in the temperature dependence of the O(apical) Debye-Waller 
factor. Chapter 6, therefore, presents the most detailed x-ray measurements to 
date made over the temperature range T=200-10K of the variation in intensity of 
fundamental and satellite reflections. It is found that the results follow well the 
expected Debye-Waller behaviour, and show no evidence for any changes in either 
the period or amplitude of the modulation. The results thus place an upper limit 
upon the magnitude, or the lengthscale, of any possible structural involvement. 
The thesis is completed by Chapter 7 which describes the development of a 
method to simulate the diffuse scattering from a computer model of the Bi-2212 
structure, with the aim of aiding the interpretation of the experimental obser-
vations from previous chapters. The approach involves large scale numerical 
calculations of the scattered intensity which are designed to exploit the parallel 
architecture of a Connection Machine 200. The preliminary results which are 
presented show the method to be well capable of accommodating the incommen-
surate features of Bi-2212, and to be suitable for more detailed studies in the 
future. 
Chapter 2 
Incommensurate Crystals and 
X-ray Scattering 
2.1 Incommensurate Crystal Phases 
In the ninety-year history of crystallography the concept of lattice periodicity has 
been paramount to the development of the subject, and to much of solid state 
science, for the major part of that time. Translational lattice periodicity was seen 
as the distinguishing characteristic between ideal ordered crystals and disordered, 
or amorphous phases, which have no long-range order in their atomic positions. 
Over the past two decades, however, the notion of what can truly be considered 
as crystalline has had to be dramatically revised with the advancing discoveries of 
what are termed incommensurate, or more broadly, quasiperiodic crystal phases; 
materials which possess perfect long range order but which lack translational 
periodicity in one or more of their lattice directions. Although doubted by many 
physicists upon their conception, the existence of such phases should not have 
been so surprising considering there was no theoretical basis, beyond the desire 
for beautiful simplicity, to the assumption that the thermodynamic ground state 
of a solid be three-dimensionally periodic. 
The first incommensurate phases were discovered more than twenty years 
ago in magnetic systems where the magnetisation has a helical structuie with 
F;, 
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a pitch that does not have a rational relation to the underlying lattice. Many 
materials have since been found (some as common and everyday as quartz or 
the mineral calverite AuTe 2 ) which display two or more periodicities which are 
incommensurate with each other. Simply stated, the two periodicities qi and q 
are incommensurate if they cannot be expressed as a ratio of two integers: 
qi M 
--- , N = 1, 2,3.... (2.1) 
q2 N 
In general, however, the term incommensurate is applied quite loosely (and is 
frequently interchangeable with the term modulated) to any phase which cannot 
be simply described by the ratio of small integers. Indeed, in practice a truly 
incommensurate phase may well be indistinguishable from one in which the ratio 
is of two very large integers. The simple case of equation 2.1 being a rational 
fraction with small arguments would describe the more familiar situation of a 
commensurate superstructure (e.g. a unit cell doubling due to a vacancy ordering 
at every other site). The intermediate stage of semicommensurate has also been 
used to describe cases comprised of two moderately small integers (e.g. 7/4, 12/7) 
which are often suggestive of a 'lock-in' value. 
Incommensurate phases are understood to be the result of a conflict between 
various competing forces within a system. A simple model commonly used to 
illustrate this is shown in Figure 2.1. A chain of atoms connected by harmonic 
springs are imposed upon a periodic potential with its own fixed period b. The 
equilibrium separation of the chain atoms, a 0 , which would in general be non-
commensurate with b, is then perturbed by this periodic potential. On average, 
the atoms will favour the minima of the potential and the resulting atomic spac-
ings will be dependent upon the strength of the potential relative to the harmonic 
interaction. A commensurate structure is shown favoured in Figure 2.1(a) for a 
strong potential, whilst Figure 2.1(b) shows the case for a weak potential where 
an incommensurate phase results. For a very strong potential a chaotic phase is 
possible where the atoms are pinned at random in the potential's minima. This 





Figure 2.1. A simple model which is able to display many of the properties 
of incommensurate phases. The system is in a commensurate phase in (a), an 
incommensurate phase in (b), and in (c) the system is pinned in a chaotic phase. 
simple semi-microscopic model which is able to exhibit many of the phenomena 
associated with incommensurate phases was originally introduced by Frenkel and 
Kontorova (later developed by Frank and Van der Merwe [10] and references 
therein). 
The behaviour and properties of an incommensurate system may show many 
unique features but precisely which may differ widely from system to system, 
and will be dependent upon the microscopic origin of the incommensurability. 
Classifying different systems along these lines allows two general types of incom-
mensurate structure to be distinguished. (i) The modulated structure, which has 
a basic crystalline lattice with a modulation wave imposed upon it, the wave-
length of which is incommensurate with the basic lattice. The modulation could 
be of any local variable such as atomic position, charge density, electric polari-
sation, magnetisation, occupation, etc. The origin of the incommensurability in 
this case is then the result of competition between interactions of different ranges. 
(ii) The composite structure consists of two or more interpenetrating sublattices 
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of different chemical compositions with mutually incommensurate lattice period-
icities. In this case the origin is the presence of two incompatible length scales. 
The two categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive. It is often found in the 
composite structures, which are the more complicated of the two, that interaction 
between the sublattices will also lead to a modulation of the structure. 
The periodic potential of Figure 2.1 is realised in a material system by an 
underlying crystal lattice, and would fall into the category of the composite struc-
tures. For example, when the model is extended to two dimensions, the model 
resembles the situation of gas atoms adsorbed on to a crystal surface. At low gas 
pressures and temperatures commensurate phases are formed, but for high enough 
pressures the high density of adsorbed atoms pack into an incommensurate phase. 
An example of a modulated structure would be the Peierls mechanism in conduc-
tors.- Here the interaction of conduction electrons with the atomic lattice leads 
to a modulation of the electron density and an accompanying distortion of the 
lattice. Known as a Charge-Density Wave, this well understood electron-phonon 
phenomenon is observed in the superconducting perovskite BaPbi.Bi03 system 
for example, and in the layered metal chalcogenides such as TaSe 2 . 
The phase diagram of an incommensurate system will also be dependent upon 
the specific microscopic mechanism at its origin, however, some general comments 
can be made which apply to both composite and modulated categories. When-
ever some parameter is varied, such as a 0 in the model of Figure 2.1, or the 
temperature or pressure in the case of adsorbed gases, a system may exhibit two 
fundamentally different natures. The 'floating' phase is one, Figure 2.2(a), in 
which the change in the modulation wave vector is continuous, passing through 
commensurate values without any 'lock-in'; this behaviour may occur in two di-
mensions. The other is the 'staircase' phase, Figure 2.2(b), where the wavevector 
does lock-in at commensurate values. When an infinity of these lock-in values 
exist, it is termed a 'devil's staircase', Figure 2.2(c). Hysteresis is often a prop-
erty of such staircase phases. The phase diagram properties have been treated in 
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greater theoretical than experimental depth as yet. In particular, a phenomeno-
logical Landau approach has been reviewed by Levanyuk [11], and a microscopic 
approach reviewed by Bak [12] and by Janssen [13]. 
The high-Ta cuprates can perhaps be most closely identified with the two-
dimensional misfit layer structures. These belong essentially to the composite 
structure type but with displacive modulations often playing a strong role. The 
properties of the misfit layer structures have been most recently reviewed by 
Makovicky and Hyde [14]. The next section of this chapter will introduce the 
system of classification established to aid understanding of such structures, and 
use an example of the well understood ABS 3 sulphides to illustrate the ideas. 
The following section will discuss the basis for a reciprocal space approach to 
incommensurate phases, this being the experimentally observed picture in x-ray 
scattering. The remainder of the chapter will briefly establish the mathematical 
nomenclature for x-ray diffraction, and show how this can be extended to include 
deviations from an ideal translationally periodic crystal in a general way. The 
results of which will offer specific descriptions for the incommensurate reciprocal 
space features, as well as for the temperature response due to thermal vibrations, 
and for the effect of crystal defects. 
2.2 Misfit Layer Structures 
One category of incommensurate phases exhibited by low-dimensional structures 
can be simply described as being composed of the stacking of two, or more, 
alternating layer types, the in-plane periodicities of the different layer types being 
mutually incommensurate along at least one direction. It is to this category of 
so-called misfit layer structures to which the high-T a cuprates, well known for 
their highly two-dimensional nature, can be most closely identified. 
The basis of a classification scheme for misfit structures has been systematised 
by Makovicky and Hyde [14]. Their extensive review is rooted in the mineralog- 
ical origins of the first naturally occurring examples to be found but goes on 





Figure 2.2. The three possible phase diagrams of an incommensurate system, 
each with a fundamentally different nature: (a) the floating phase; (b) the stair-
case phase; and (c) the devil's staircase. 
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to include many recently synthesised misfit layer compounds, such as the sul-
phides to be discussed later, which demonstrate just how quickly the field has 
expanded from what were initially thought to be quite rare geological oddities to 
instead be a wide-ranging and important structural phenomenon. The degrees 
of incommensurability, the types of layers and their chemical composition, and 
in particular the type of match between the interlayer surfaces are all applied in 
the classification. The interest of the work is a qualitative understanding of the 
structural modulations which result from the interactions between layers. 
A mineralogical example is that of the tochilinites, described by Organova 
[15], in which tetragonal sulphide layers of edge-sharing FeS 4 tetrahedra alternate 
with a octahedral hydroxide layer of (Mg, Al, Fe)(OH) 2 . The nature of the 
incommensurability will be dependent upon the match, or mismatch, which exists 
between the intralayer lattice vectors of the tetragonal layer and those of the 
hydroxide layer. In general terms, the coincidence of two layer types can be 
such that each of the two pairs of layer periodicities may independently be either 
commensurate (C), semicommensurate (S), or incommensurate (I), and thus the 
overall match can potentially be a combination of any two of these. A concise 
notation is to represent the possible combination as SC, IC, II and so on. So, 
for example, in one variety of the tochilinites both layer types are commensurate 
along one direction, while along the other there is a coincidence match every 3 
cells of the tetragonal layer with every 5 cells of the octahedral layer, and the 
structure is thus described as SC. 
The geometry of the interlayer interface (i.e. the bonding surfaces of the 
layers) in the tochilinites is of the most common type. There are only a limited 
number of layer types known amongst misfit layer compounds, and the result is 
that the interface geometries are mostly either of the hexagonal/hexagonal type or 
of the hexagonal/tetragonal type. The two types are abbreviated by Makovicky 
[14] to H/H and H/Q respectively. The tochilinites are an example of the latter 
kind. The H/H category, on the other hand, is based upon the combination of 
chemically distinct octahedral layers, and also includes the graphite intercalation 
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compounds [16], almost all of which form II structures with no significant signs 
of modulation. In contrast, the H/Q category shows a wide variety of structures 
and both component layers are frequently modulated along one direction. 
An important trait of the misfit compounds which presents itself again in the 
tochilinites is that of vacancy ordering. The presence in tochilinite of Fe vacancies 
in the tetragonal sulphide layers allows a variation in the stoichiometry, 2Fe i _S 
with 0.08<x<0.28, to maintain an agreement with the interlayer match. In the SC 
structure, the fractional occupancy of selected Fe sites is ordered with the period 
of the 3 cell coincidence match of the tetragonal layer. The interaction between 
layers is such that this Fe vacancy pattern is duplicated in the adjacent hydroxide 
layers, which have full occupancy, as a preference for Fe3+  at certain octahedra, 
matching with the necessary 5 octahedral cell. A whole series of tochilinite 
varieties are known, from different geological origins, which change the interlayer 
match through IC, SS, to II by means of different chessboard arrangements of Fe 
vacancies. 
In the high-T, cuprates vacancy ordering has found its most remarkable ex-
pression in the abundance of oxygen vacancy superstructures to be found in the 
Cu-O(reservoir) layers of the Y-systems[17]. In YBa 2 Cu3 07 _5 the oxygen sites in 
the reservoir layers form Cu-0-Cu chains. The two bookends of the phase corre-
spond to 8=1.0, in which all the oxygen chain sites are vacant (T 0=0K) and 8=0.0 
in which the chains are fully occupied (T=90K). A complete phase diagram has 
been experimentally established by scattering experiments [18, 19, 20] which in-
cludes a series of superstructures, with long- or short-ranged order, ranging over 
the intermediate values of 8 and with which T also varies between 0 and 90K. 
The midpoint 8=0.5, for example, corresponds to a 2xa superstructure formed of 
alternating full and empty chains, and is responsible for a plateau at 60K in T 
versus 8. At higher oxygen contents successively longer period superstructures, 
3xa, 5xa, form as 8=0 is approached, and at low concentrations partially filled 
chains produce more complicated arrangements. The relationship between the 
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ordering and T has also been established, and the understanding of the mech-
anism for it draws heavily upon the model of charge transfer to the conducting 
Cu0 2  planes. This is an example of how interlayer interactions not only play an 
important role in determining a system's structure but may also be inextricably 
linked to the material's physical properties as well. 
A strong association may be made between the influence that layer match-
ing has upon a structure, and the magnitude of the interlayer interactions which 
exist within it, both in terms of structural modulations and material properties. 
The bonds which cross layer interfaces will be strained along any lattice direction 
which departs from a commensurate match, causing adjacent layers to alternately 
suffer compression and tension. Such lattice strain will be contained by the fluctu-
ation of local charge balance. It is to alleviate such strain that substitutional and 
configurational modifications are favoured by a lattice. When such mechanisms 
are insufficient or unable to accommodate excessively strained layer matches then 
more dramatic structural transformations are to be expected. The result then is 
a broad range of behaviour found extending from cases with such weak interac-
tions that the layers are essentially independent with barely any modulation to 
semicommensurate 'lock-in' cases with strong interlayer interactions, and to an 
extreme where the interactions are so strong that the layers are actually broken 
up into strips by the excessive strain. 
The sulphide known as cannizarite, of approximate stoichiometry (Pb,Bi) 2 5 2 , 
is an example of an IC structure for which sufficient studies have been made to 
allow analysis of its modulated structure [21]. Cannizarite is the basis for a very 
large series of compounds which ultimately transpose to an overall CC structure 
by means of the stress-induced break-up of the layers into alternating strips of 
commensurate and incommensurate units of differing compositions. It is again of 
the H/Qtype with a two atom thick tetragonal (Pb,Bi)S layet alternating with 
a five atom thick layer of (Pb,Bi) 2 S3 octahedra. The positions of Pb and Bi are 
believed to be mixed in both layers. The structure is notable because of the 45 
degree rotation of the tetragonal layer with respect to the more usual orientation 
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relative to the octahedral layer. Both layer types are sinusoidally modulated 
in unison, and a complex variety of modulation waves of differing direction and 
wavelength, dependent to a fine degree upon stoichiometry, are found. 
The remarkable range of misfit structures to be found amongst layered sul-
phides highlights the extent to which subtle compositional changes are critical. 
At a fundamental level, the effect of chemical composition can be understood in 
terms of the difference in cation sizes and the extent to which layers must adapt 
to accommodate ionic radii different in size from that of the lattice ideal. The 
atomic arrangements which connect across a layer interface of the H/Q variety 
are illustrated in Figure 2.3; it is clear that the two layers can only be stacked in 
this form, undistorted, if the bond lengths meet the condition AO/BO = If 
this condition is not met then distortions will ensue. The mismatch in the bond 




where t is known as the tolerance factor, and was first introduced by Coldshmidt 
[22] to consider distortions in perovskite systems. A particularly well studied 
high-Ta cuprate system which has been understood in this way is La2_SrCu04, 
reviewed by Goodenough [23]. Starting with the unsubstituted structure with 
x=O, it can be calculated from the values of the ionic radii [24] that at room tem-
perature i < 1 and the Cu0 2 (BO) layers will be under compression and the LaO 
(AU) layers under tension. This is responsible for an orthorhombic distortion of 
the tetragonal structure. Further, because of the different thermal expansions 
of the bonds, La-0 being the larger, then t also decreases with decreasing tem-
perature. At high temperatures ( 540K) there is a transition to the tetragonal 
structure when t > 1. In the substituted structure La3+  is replaced by the larger 
ion of Sr 2+  and this too has an effect, increasing t as x increases. With the result 
that the transition to the orthorhombic phase is shifted to lower temperatures as 
substitution is increased, eventually being completely suppressed by x = 0.22. 
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Figure 2.3. The ll/Q layer match represented in (a) by an hexagonal AO layer, 
and in (b) by a tetragonal B0 2 layer. 
2.3 The Reciprocal Space View 
The presence of well-defined reflections in reciprocal space, the quantity accessible 
to diffraction experiments, is a distinguishing feature of crystalline as compared 
to amorphous phases. In a periodic crystal these reflections will lie on points of 
a three-dimensional reciprocal lattice. The observation of additional, so called, 
satellite reflections in the diffraction pattern of a material is the most unequivoca-
ble means possible to characterising an incommensurate phase. The first satellite 
reflections to be correctly identified as such were in diffraction patterns of NaNO 2 
in 1961 [25] (although such spots had been observed as long ago as 1936 in stud-
ies of calverite). They are so called because they do not lie on the nodes of the 
three-dimensional reciprocal lattice but rather lie at fractional positions centred 
around the fundamental reflections. The satellites are well-defined, their sharp-
ness is limited only by the degree of disorder and the size of the crystal, and may 
appear as sharp as the Bragg reflections of a periodic crystal. This is a reflection 
of the long range order, demonstrating beyond doubt that microscopic periodicity 
is not a prerequisite for macroscopic crystallinity. It was to encompass this that 
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the International Union of Crystallography, only as late as 1992 [26], officially 
sanctioned the redefinition of the term "crystal" as being "any solid having an 
essentially discrete diffraction diagram". 
The route to understanding the reciprocal space picture of a crystal is thus 
to start with a representation of the material as a superposition of plane waves: 
n(r) = E nkexp(ik.r) 	 (2.3) 
kOtL 
The quantity n(r) may represent any local physical- variable. In the case of x-
rays the quantity with which they interact is the electron density. A scattering 
experiment means sensing the Fourier component for a selected wavevector k, if it 
is present. Each location in Fourier (reciprocal) space may potentially represent 
a value of k. The complete description of the structure requires that the full set 
bf wavevectbrs L be determined. It is the restrictions upon which k components 
are allowed to go to make up L which determine the nature of the crystalline 
state, and are the key to an understanding of the reciprocal space image. 
The traditional definition of a crystal (a periodic crystal) had the requirement 
that n(r) should be invariant under any translation of the form T = u1 ai +u2a2 + 
u3a3 where a( 1 ,2 , 3) are the crystal axes and U( 1 ,2 , 3) are integers. And therefore 
n(r) = n(T + r) (2.4) 
This condition for translational invariance means that the only components of 
n(r) which are allowed are ones which contain reciprocal lattice vectors G, such 
that G can be expressed in terms of reciprocal lattice axes 	G = v 1 b 1 + 
v2 b2 + v3b3 where 	are integers. The condition also restricts the symmetry 
point group of the structure to one of the 14 Bravais lattices and is the basis for 
the three-dimensional space group classification. The result is, of course, also in 
accord with the new requirement for a discrete diffraction diagram. The Fourier 
coefficients nk will determine the weights of the reciprocal lattice nodes i.e. the 
intensity of the fundamental reflections. 
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The same starting point; equation 2.3, is again applicable when considering 
the new broader crystal definition which includes aperiodic structures. The ex- 
istence of a discrete diffraction diagram requires merely that a finite number of 
the wavevectors k in the set L possess significant coefficients nk. The periodic 
case also necessitated that just three generating vectors be able to express all k 
wavevectors in the set L. But, more generally, without the periodic restriction, 
the minimum number of generating vectors, b, whose integral linear combina- 
tions express all L may vary. The minimum number of b i necessary is known as 
the rank, D, where: 
k = 	 (2.5) 
i=1,D 
The .case when the rank is 3, can be seen to be that of the already described peri-
odic crystal, the three generating vectors being the axes of the reciprocal lattice. 
When the rank exceeds 3, however, the condition for translational invariance is no 
longer met, it can no longer be classified by the traditional space group scheme, 
and a quasiperiodic crystal is the result. 
A new crystallographic scheme, advanced by Mermin [27], has been developed 
to encompass this enlarged crystallographic view. With the concept of period-
icity now no longer central to crystallinity, the Mermin scheme instead starts 
from a more fundamental basis. The constraints on the set L are derived from 
the requirements for physical stability itself. At the heart of the method is the 
redefinition of point group symmetry using the concept of indistinguishable, as 
opposed to identical, densities. Briefly stating Mermin's definition, two densities 
are indistinguishable if any substructure on any scale that occurs in one occurs 
in the other with the same frequency. Under indistinguishability, the condition 
on n(r) in equation 2.4 can now be satisfied for any value of the rank, D. The 
scheme is able to treat both periodic and quasiperiodic materials on an equal 
footing, with periodicity merely reducing to the simplest case amongst many 
other possibles. 
Although the new Mermin scheme presents a highly aesthetic argument for 
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its adoption it has, however, still to be applied widely by crystallographers. An 
alternative and less radical scheme, predating that of Mermin, has become more 
widely accepted for practical purposes. Known as superspace group symmetry, 
it requires only an extension to, as opposed to the complete reformulation of, 
the three-dimensional space groups. Although advantages of the Mermin scheme 
are apparent in the classification of quasicrystals and five-fold symmetry, the 
superspace method, albeit of a somewhat more abstract nature, has been found 
to be wholly satisfactory for the description of modulated and misfit layer type 
structures which are pertinent here. The superspace method will therefore be 
utilised here in preference to the Mermin scheme. 
In order to recover the translational invariance of a quasiperiodic crystal it 
is necessary to introduce higher dimensions to the space group description. The 
observation was first noted by De Wolf [28] that a quasiperiodic crystal of rank D 
could be considered as the three-dimensional section of a lattice which is periodic 
in D dimensions. A general scheme of the symmetry groups in higher dimensions, 
known as superspace groups, has subsequently been formulated by Janner and 
Jannsen [29]. 
Within the superspace formalism, the requirement upon the set of wavevec-
tors L is that they now be translationally invariant in D dimensions. It follows, 
in the same way as it does for three dimensional periodicity, that a  concomi-
tant periodic reciprocal lattice must exist in D dimensional reciprocal space. Of 
course this is an imagined construction and the experimental realisation is still 
three-dimensional. However, the three-dimensional reciprocal space pattern can 
now be interpreted as the projection of that D dimensional reciprocal lattice. 
This is illustrated in Figure 2.4 for the simplest example of a four-dimensional 
reciprocal space. The position of the reciprocal lattice points are lifted out of 
the three-dimensional plane, represented by R*,  and located in the higher dimen-
sion represented by the fourth reciprocal axis b 4 . Because b 123 are identical 
in both three- and four-dimensional reciprocal space the fundamental reflections 
coincide with the intersection of b 4 with R*.  The superspace reciprocal lattice 
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Figure 2.4. A representation of four-dimensional reciprocal space, indicating the 
lattice points (solid circles) located in the higher dimension along b 4 and their 
corresponding satellite reflections (open circles) observed by projection along e 4 
into three-dimensional reciprocal space R*. 
points, however, are observed as a projection of the points from b 4 into R*  and 
correspond to the satellite reflections. 
The position of a satellite reflection relative to its fundamental reflection can 
be described by a wavevector q which is related to the higher dimensional recip-
rocal space coordinates by a vector e 4 perpendicular to R* , 
b4 =q+e4 	 (2.6) 
So that the indexing of the three-dimensional reciprocal space pattern can now 




where the rank D = 3+d, and each reflection is now represented by D indices. As 
stated, the li/C! values are the same in both three-dimensional and D-dimensional 
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reciprocal space, so the positions of fundamental reflections, corresponding to 
i-n = 0, will coincide in both. For reflections with in 0, that is the satellites, 
higher orders will be observed corresponding to mjqj (mj = +1 ± 2...) but with 
intensities rapidly decreasing with m. Each wavevector qj can be represented 
by a sum of components along the three-dimensional reciprocal axes, such that, 
qj = cja* + pb* + 7jC* 	 (2.8) 
For the wavevector to be incommensurate one or more of a1, 0, -yj will be irra-
tional. 
In the application of this theory to studies of the bismuth based high-Ta 
cuprates, the concern will be predominantly with displacively modulated crystals. 
In equation 2.7 the value of d is then known as the dimension of the modulation. 
In the main, the structures of the bismuth based cuprates are one-dimensionally 
modulated and can therefore be represented in four-dimensional superspace, and 
by a single wavevector q. The wavelength of the modulation will be related by 
A=1/q. 
2.4 X-ray. Scattering Theory 
Although the physical consequences of incommensurability upon a structure will 
be made manifestly observable to most experimental probes, it is scattering tech-
niques which have proved the most valuable tools for their study. A comprehen-
sive review of the other various experimental methods, and their development 
based largely on superspace methods, can be found in Cummins [30]. 
The nature of x-ray scattering from incommensurate crystal phases is dis-
cussed in this section, developing the necessary theoretical ground for the un-
derstanding of the experimental results presented in subsequent chapters. The 
starting point is the basic equation for the diffraction of x-rays by an ideal peri-
odic crystal which is briefly introduced using the kinematical approach. Then the 
equations are extended to include diffuse scattering by considering the general 
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case of deviations from the periodic. The result leads to useful approximations 
for two cases: (i) the dynamic fluctuation of atoms, due to thermal vibration, 
which describes the influence of temperature upon scattered intensities; and (ii) 
the description of the satellite reflections from crystals modulated by a single 
harmonic displacement wave. 
2.4.1 Diffraction by an Ideal Crystal 
Consider the elastic scattering of a parallel and monochromatic x-ray beam by an 
ideal periodic crystal. A rigorous treatment of the situation is given by Warren 
[31]. The incident x-ray is represented by the wavevector k 0 , the scattered x-ray 
by the wavevector k 3 . The position of a scattering centre within the crystal, 
relative to an arbitrary origin 0, is given by 
	
R= m + r 
	
(2.9) 
where m is the lattice vector of the mth unit cell and r the position of the nth 
atom in that cell, relative to the cell's origin. The resulting scattered wave is due 
to the superposition of many scattered waves, each with a phase shift due to the 
position of R. The amplitude, A, of the scattered wave is therefore obtained by 
a summation over all unit cells in the scattering volume, there being N cells in 
total: 
A(k - k0 ) = E exp(i(k3 - ko).m)(EfnexP(i(ks - k o ).rm) 	 (2.10) 
7fl0 	 12 
Here fn  is the atomic form factor of the nth atom, a function characteristic of 
the electron density for that atomic species. 
The scattered amplitude is, of course, closely related to the density Fourier 
summation discussed in equation 2.3, i.e. the Fourier transform of the electron 
density. The first of the summations in equation 2.10 describes the size and 
geometry of the scattering volume considered. Whilst the second, the summation 
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over n, is independent of such considerations and is intrinsic to a particular 
structure. It is called the structure factor, 5, and is equivalent to the Fourier 
coefficients nk of 2.3. In an ideal periodic crystal the structure will be identical 
for all unit cells. The same arguments as for equation 2.3 may be applied so that 
(k3 - k0 ) = G must be satisfied for a fundamental reflection, where equation 2.7 
defines G as a reciprocal lattice vector. 
The intensity, I, is the experimentally measured quantity. It must have a real 
value and is obtained from the complex conjugate of the scattered amplitude: 
I = A(k8 - k4A*(k, - k 0 ) 	 ( 2.11) 
2.42 The Effects of Static Disorder 
The scattering from a real crystal can, of course, only ever be an approximation 
to that described by equation 2.10. All real crystals will inevitably be susceptible 
to defects and deviations from the ideal periodic structure due to the preponder-
ance of stresses and strains which are frozen in during crystallisation. The terms 
of equation 2.10 suggest two distinct ways in which disorder may be introduced. 
Through either a variation of the phase, (k 3 - k0 ).r, or a variation of the am-
plitude,1 f,, such that the structure of all unit cells can no longer be considered 
as identical. The result is an interruption to the periodicity of the structure. 
A variation in the atomic form factor, f,, occurs if the occupation of the 
lattice site n is changed chemically. The site may be unoccupied due to a vacancy, 
or it may be occupied by a different atomic species such as an impurity. This 
case is said to be occupancy or compositional diorder. The variation of the 
phase involves a deviation of the atomic positions away from their lattice site. 
This is called displacement disorder and requires the inclusion of an additional 
displacement term, Ar, such that equation 2.9 now becomes 
R=m+rn +Arn , m 	 (2.12) 
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The disorder terms, such as equation 2.12, can be incorporated into the scat-
tering equation. For the simplest case of a monatomic lattice, and k 5 - k0 short-
ened to k, then the intensity now becomes 
N N' 
1(k) = E E f 2  exp(ik.(m - m')) exp(ik.(Ar_ - Ar m ;)) 	 (2.13) 
in' 
It is possible to expand the argument and write it as a sum of component inten-
sities. This is straightforward, if somewhat lengthy, and a complete and general 
derivation along with much useful discussion is given by Welberry [32]. Here 
the intensity is given in the simplest terms, for the specific case of displacement 
disorder 
NN' 
1(k) = 	f 2  exp(ik.(m— m')) I— < (k . Ar_) 2 >) 
m 
N N' 
+ E E f 2 exp(ik.(m—m')) < (k.&)(k.Ar')> 
in' 
The first term describes the fundamental reflections due to the average struc-
ture. In the discussion it now becomes meaningful to discuss an average structure, 
which is the resultant average over the whole crystal including the disorder effects, 
and a basic lattice which is the original ideal crystal. The second term is due 
solely to the disorder fluctuations and is dependent upon the correlations which 
may or may not exist between cells in and in'. It will be dependent upon the 
specific nature of the disorder. This additional term contributes what is known 
as diffuse scattering, the weak, poorly-defined distribution of intensity which lies 
between fundamental reflections.. 
If the disorder fluctuations show no correlations, due to defects or impurities 
of a sufficiently low density and wide separation so as to have no interaction, 
then the diffuse term is due solely to the self-correlation of each cell and the 
diffuse intensity will be widely distributed. If correlations do exist, perhaps in 
connected defect structures, then the diffuse intensity will display some more 
localised structure in its distribution. 
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2.4.3 The Effect of Thermal Vibration 
The permanent state of thermal excitation experienced by the atoms of a real 
crystal is a further deviation from the ideal crystal structure. The fixed lattice 
positions are only ever average positions about which the atoms oscillate with 
a motion which is a function of temperature. Such dynamic fluctuations can 
be represented by the displacement Ar m ,n (t) being a function of time and the 
instantaneous position at a time t can then be written 
R(t) = m + r + Armn (t) 	 (2.14) 
The experimentally observed intensity is a time average of the scattering; so 
correctly speaking; it is a thermal average of the atomic motions which will be 
observed. 
The incorporation of thermal vibrations into the scattering equation was for-
mulated by Debye. The Debye method is described below, with a simple approx-
imation to the thermal vibrations made that each atom fluctuates independently 
about its own lattice position. Known more generally as the Einstein model of a 
solid, it denies the existence of phonon lattice excitations. It is a good approx-
imation for elevated temperatures but shows stronger discrepancies at very low 
temperatures. 
The result of Debye's formulation is achieved by a similar route to that for 
displacement disorder, only now the thermal average of equation 2.13 is required. 
A further simplification is to assume that the function Arm(t) has no correlation 
with the scattering direction. However, more realistically, a spherical displace-
ment function can be used which allows for different vibration modes along the 
'afious crys€ãllographiCdiietions. IrittentsnlythccomponentoFdisplac& - - 
ment along (k, - k0 ), the component normal to the diffraction plane, which will 
be of consequence to the scattering. The exponential can again be expanded, and 
the component of r.(t) taken which is normal to k. If the displacements have 
equal probability of being +ve or -ye and are small, or if they follow a Gaussian 
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distribution, then it follows that 
	
<exp(ik.(Arm - Ar m')) >= exp(_k2 < (Ar m - Ar m ,  ) 2 >) 	(2.15) 
where <..> denotes the thermal average. A complete proof is given by Warren 
[31]. The incorporation of this result into the expression for intensity leads to 
N N' 
1(k) = 	f exp(-2D) exp(ik.(m - m')) 
M ,' 
N N' 
-E 	f2 exp(-2D) exp(ik.(m - m')) 
M ,,y 
x [exp(k2 <AT m AP m' >) - i] 
The result is to reduce the intensity of the fundamental reflections by a factor 
exp(-2D), which is known as the Debye-Waller factor, and where D = 1 0 < 
Arm  >. The intensity lost is redistributed throughout reciprocal space by the 
second term; similar to the disorder term, it is known as thermal diffuse scatter-
ing. 
The term < Ar 2 > is the mean-square displacement of an atom and will 
obviously be a function of temperature. The value may be estimated most simply 
by relating the vibrations to that of a classical harmonic oscillator, the thermal 
average potential energy of which is 
k3T = MW  <Ar2> 
	
(2.16) 
Here the vibrational frequency is w, the mass of the atom is M, and the temper-
ature T. From this the Debye-Waller factor now becomes 
D - k2 
kT 
2 Mw 2 
(2.17) 
It becomes clear that the scattered intensity will decrease exponentially with 
increasing temperature. Also that the Debye-Waller term affects reflections with 
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large values of k, further out in reciprocal space, to a greater extent than those 
with smaller values closer to the reciprocal space origin. 
2.4.4 Satellite Reflections from a Displacive Modulation 
The effect of modulation, such as has been discussed in incommensurate crystal 
phases, may also be incorporated into the scattering equation (equation 2.10) in 
a similar manner to the disorder effects. Only the fluctuations from the basic 
structure will now possess strong correlations between unit cells. A simple but 
useful example is that of a single harmonic displacement wave. If the direction of 
the wave is given by the vector q, then the displacements, zsr, may be represented 
as a sinusoidal function with an amplitude D (the polarization of the modulation 
will be encapsulated by this vector). The position of the nth atom in the mth 
unit cell, equation 2.12, now becomes 
R = m + r,, + Dsin(q.(m  + rn )) 	 (2.18) 
The substitution of this new expression for R into the scattering equation, 
making the simplification again of a monatomic lattice, results in 
N N' 
1(k) = 	f2 exp(ik.(m - m')) exp(ik.D(sin(q.m) - sin (q.rn')) 	(2.19) 
M ,' 
This equation may again be expanded, in a similar way to the case of static disor-
der (equation 2.14), only now it is complicated by the presence of the exp(izsinO) 
term. Using the Jacobi-Anger generating function for the Bessel functions J(z), 
these terms maybe transformed into exp(izsinO) = > exp(inO)J(z), and the 
resulting intensity expression-into-a-series of terms such-that:----. .. 
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N N' 
1(k) = E f2 J0 (k.D) 2 exp(ik.(m - 
7Th 
N N' +EEf2 j, (k.D) 2 exp(i(k + q).(m - m')) 
M  
N N' + EEf 2 €12 (k.D) 2 exp(i(k + 2q).(m - m')) + .... (2.20) 
In In' 
The first of these intensity components describes the fundamental reflections, 
which are dependent upon the average structure and also the amplitude of the 
displacement wave through the Bessel function J 0 (k.D). The subsequent compo-
nents, the diffuse intensity, can now be seen to be a function of (m - m').(k ± q) 
So, in addition to the fundamental reflections at k = G there will be an accom-
panying series of reflections which exist with k =• G + q, k = G + 2% and so 
on. These are, of course, the satellite reflections. More rigorous derivation of the 
terms in equation 2.20 are given by [33, 34], and discussion of their application 
in [30, 9, 32]. 
In the experiments which will follow, making up the bulk of this thesis, exten-
sive application of the modulation wave approach to interpreting diffuse scattering 
will be made. A measurement of the position of a satellite allows the modulation 
vector q to be established. While the measurement of satellite intensity can, 
in part at least, be related to the amplitude of the modulation. Equation 2.20 
shows that, for a single harmonic modulation, the intensity of satellites decrease 
as their order in increases, in accordance with J(k.D). Non-harmonic modula-
tion components will be responsible for abnormally increasing the intensities of 
higher order satellites. 
Chapter 3 
The Structural Characteristics of 
Bi2Sr2CaCu20 8 5 
3.1 Introduction 
The high-temperature superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu208+5 is a member of the se-
ries Bi2Sr2Ca_iCu02+4+6 (n=1,2 or 3), and it is a representative example of 
the structurally similar compounds which feature perovskite copper oxide planes 
separated by a double layered charge reservoir of either hO, TlO, PbO, or HgO. 
The Bi-2212 system is most widely studied due to the relative ease with which 
single crystals can be grown and for its conveniently high transition tempera-
ture of around 90K. Common to all compounds in this class the charge reservoir 
layers display a large degree of inherent disorder, and this has left the task of 
solving the precise crystallographic structure by traditional techniques of x-ray 
and neutron refinement a most difficult challenge. The difficulty is compounded 
by the problems of reliably growing large, high quality single crystals, with both 
the composition and structural inhomogeneities being extremely sensitive to the 
thermodynamic conditions of their preparation. In the past many studies by a 
variety of techniques have resulted in offering conflicting views. It is the purpose 
of this chapter to clarify the current state of knowledge relating to the modulated 
structure of Bi-2212. 
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The presence of incommensurate satellite reflections in the diffraction patterns 
of the Bi2Sr2Ca0_jCuO2+4+6 phases were reported by the very earliest of studies 
[35, 36, 37]. At that stage in the general development of high-T 0 , in early 1988, 
little progress had been made in characterising the structural complexities of the 
cuprates beyond their ideal structures. The surprise at finding such strong, easily 
observable distortions in this, and later the other related systems, was responsible 
for an intense initial effort into the study of the bismuth-based systems. A brief 
historical review of the main points raised by these early studies is given as the 
start to the next section. A detailed description of the Bi-2212 structure will then 
be presented, highlighting the points of consensus which have developed within 
this substantial body of literature. However, the difficult incommensurate nature 
of the modulated structure has led to various competing models being proposed 
to account for it. These are assessed, and the common areas of uncertainty, and 
some contradictions, amongst the published results will be made apparent. 
The experiments presented within the remainder of this chapter set out to 
explore the remaining points of contention which surround the structure of Bi-
2212. Within the confines of each specific cuprate structure type (be it T1-2212, 
Hg-1212, etc.), there exists a wide range of composition over which the structure 
may be stable, and within which both physical and structural properties will vary. 
The accreditation of characteristics observed in the study of particular samples 
to the position of universal properties of a specific structure type has frequently 
proved the cause of experimental inconsistencies in the high-Ta field. The failing 
of such generalisations are typically a sign that further latent variables have still 
to be considered. The experiments in this chapter attempt to overcome this 
by repeating measurements on a number of single crystals, each of the crystals 
having been grown by one of four different research groups, and using a variety 
of growth techniques. The results have made it possible to identify the features 
which are closely associated with sample dependent effects, and those which are 
genuinely associated with fundamental aspects of the structure. 
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3.2 A Review of Structure Studies 
The first report of superconductivity in the Bi-Sr-Cu-O system was by Michel [35] 
in 1987. There soon followed other reports, with substantial improvements in T 0 , 
and efforts to identify the structure responsible for superconductivity [38, 36, 39]. 
Michel's attempt to synthesise such a bismuth based high-Ta cuprate, in the wake 
of discoveries in the lanthanum and yittrium systems, was suggested by the al-
ready known tendency of bismuth to form layered oxides in the systems known 
as Aurivillius phases [40]. Identification of the n=2 structure came with the first 
single crystal x-ray study of Subramanian [37] who found the average crystallo-
graphic structure to be orthorhombic with a unit cell of a b=5.4A, c=30.9A, 
and containing four formula units. The structure was similarly identified by 
Tarascon [41] but was assigned a unit cell based on the perovskite sublattice, the 
parameters related by a = vf2-ap  where a = 3.85A is the Cu-0-Cu cube edge, 
and caused because the Bi-O direction is rotated through with respect to the 
perovskite sublattice. The structure within the Bi layer was however mistakenly 
classified by both studies as being of this classical Aurivillius type, a statement 
which was subsequently taken up in other studies [42, 43, 44]. 
Recognition that the Bi 2 0 2 layers were different to those of the Aurivillius 
phase came in an x-ray refinement by Sunshine [45] and in a neutron refinement 
by Bordet [46]. Its was noted by Sunshine that the bismuth bonding and ge-
ometry was highly unusual with double layers of edge-sharing octahedra, with 
a coordination consistent with Bi 3 , rather than the eight-fold coordination of 
the Aurivillius structure. The same conclusion was drawn by Torardi [47] from 
Bi-2201 and TI-2201 systems. An important observation of this comparison was 
that the c axis of the Bi phase was 1.4A longer than in the TI phase, despite 
essentially equivalent average structures, and the average ionic radii of Bi and 
TI being almost identical. Torardi correctly concluded that this was a reflection 
of the very weak Bi-O interlayer bonding. In all of these early refinements the 
oxygen sites within the Bi 2 0 2 layers were poorly defined with excessively large 





















Figure 3.1. The idealised crystal structures of the three members of the bismuth-
based family Bi 2 Sr2 Ca_ i Cu04+2 with n=1,2 and 3 (relating to the number of 
Cu02 layers in each unit cell). 
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thermal parameters. So large, they could only be indicative of large static dis-
placements away from the refined sites. An attempt to refine the positions from 
neutron powder data by Sequeira [48], however, led to anomalous values of Bi-
0 bond lengths. Evidence that the displacements were at least locally ordered, 
rather than uncorrelated local displacements, came from atomic pair distribution 
function (PDF) analysis of Tl-2212 by Dmowski [49]. The presence of significant 
local distortions were more clearly confirmed in a later neutron study by Bordet 
[50] who proposed a model where the oxygens are shifted off the centre of the 
rocksalt cell to instead occupy one of four possible sites arranged symmetrically 
around the rocksalt position: this allowed for an ordering of the Bi-0 bonds into 
chains running along the b axis, and accounted for some of the disorder. 
None of these early studies made any attempt to incorporate information from 
.the incommensurate satellites. The many dramatic structure images obtained 
by high resolution electron microscopy (1-IREM) [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] clearly 
demonstrated this would be necessary for the screen of apparent disorder to be 
lifted from the Bi 2 02 layers. Matsui [53] observed alternating dark and light 
bands corresponding to zones of contraction and expansion in the layers with 
displacements too large to be ignored in refinements of the average structure. The 
bands repeated along the b axis with a periodicity of 4.75, and were stacked 
orderly along the c axis so as to form a body-centred supercell. The images 
were in good accord with the positions of the satellites, whose symmetry had 
been explored in detail by electron diffraction [52, 57, 58, 59], and were found 
to be only observable in b*c*  and  a*b*  reciprocal planes with a wavevector 
(for Bi-2212) of q = 4 1 b* + c. That oxygen was a significant participant in 
the modulation was suggested by the large differences measured by Fischer [60] 
between x-ray and neutron intensities of the satellites. The commensurate -yc* 
component results from the body-centred stacking observed by Matsui [53]. In 
the case of the n=1 system this does not apply with the c component varying 
between 0.3c to 0.6e*,  while the /3b*  component remains identical. It was pointed 
out by Chen [58] that the difference between the incommensurate value, in 'real 
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space, of 4.76b and a potential commensurate value of Sb is 1.3A, the presence 
of the C component is effective in reducing this difference to only 0.7A along 
the wavevector direction. Also, Imai [61] observed that the separation between 
modulation wave fronts in real space, when calculated frdm the relevant lattice 
parameters and q values, is rendered similar, close to 20A, in both Bi-2201 and 
Bi-2212 systems by this. 
It should be noted that some confusion in notation has arisen between authors 
in ascribing the modulation to either a or b lattice directions; this is essentially 
arbitrary as both a and b lattice parameters are similar. The sole consequence is 
the choice of space group, which may be Amaa related for an a axis modulation or 
Bbmb related for a b axis one. As both descriptions are otherwise equivalent, the 
choice of the b axis is made in this work and will be used consistently throughout, 
and the differences between authors will be neglected. 
With so few experimental facts, several alternate mechanisms were initially 
proposed to be at the origin of the modulation. Their respective arguments 
have been discussed previously by Zandbergen [56] and Toledano [62]. The two-
dimensional nature of the Bi 2 0 2 layers along with the propensity for bismuth 
to disproportionate into Bi3+  and  Bi5+  suggested a charge density wave, similar 
to that in the Ba(Bi,Pb)0 3 , to be responsible. The CDW also requires the 
nesting of the Fermi surface, and evidence for this came from early band structure 
calculations based on the average structure which did show pockets below the 
Fermi level [63, 64]. However, the coordination is typical of Bi3+,  and no evidence 
for the presence of Bi5+  has come from any of the many spectroscopic studies [65, 
661. That the displacements could be the result of an occupational modulation 
was suggested by Kirk [67] based upon scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 
images which appeared to show rows of Bi vacancies every nine or ten atomic 
sites. Certainly the occurrence of vacancies and other compositional variations 
hold an influence over the period of the modulation [68, 69], but evidence for such 
ordered arrays of vacancies have not been observed in any of the similar studies 
subsequently undertaken [70]. 
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The suggestion that the modulation could be the result of lattice mismatch 
between the component layers was advanced early on by Zandbergen [56], and 
later by several others. The mismatch is between the crystallographic units of the 
rocksalt type charge reservoir layer and the more rigid perovskite Cu0 2 layers. 
This can be quantified using equation 2.2 for the tolerance factor discussed in 
Chapter 2. Because of the inflexibility of the strong intralayer covalent bonding 
of the Cu0 2 sheets, it is the intralayer Cu-0 bond length of i.OA, which 
ultimately determines the lattice parameters a and b. Using this value in equation 
2.2 an ideal length for the rocksalt intralayer bond of 2.7A is obtained, which 
is the value required for the stable undistorted stacking of the two layer types to 
be possible. When compared to the standard Bi-O bond length of between 2.3A 
and 2.4A [24] favoured in other bismuth oxides, the magnitude of the structural 
frustration becomes clear. This mismatch places the BiO layers under tension 
and the Cu0 2  layers under compression. The difference is comparable to the 
magnitude of the Bi atom displacements along the b axis of O.4A observed by 
HREM. 
A complete structural determination, which must incorporate the satellite re-
flections, is a considerable challenge. Traditional Rietveld refinement methods 
analyse only fundamental reflections and so refine only an average unmodulated 
structure. These can be adapted in two ways to incorporate the satellites, but 
the number of refinable parameters will increase dramatically in both cases. The 
least satisfactory of the two alternates is to approximate the incommensurate 
structure to a commensurate supercell; the earliest attempt analysed Bi-2201 by 
approximating to a 5b supercell [71]. The results were successful in illustrating 
that large displacements of Cu and 0 along the c axis accompanied the Bi dis-
placements along b. This strong disruption of the Cu0 2 planes in Bi-2201 which 
is present, though less dramatic in the other systems, was suggested as explana-
tion for its comparatively much lower T value (T=40K for Bi-2201 and T=80K 
for Tl-2201). The more satisfactory solution is the extension of the refinement 
method using the superspace group description of modulated crystals described 
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in Chapter 2. Such methods had been only recently developed prior to the dis-
covery of high-T a  by Petricek and Coppens [72], and the solution of the Bi2212 
structure in a single crystal x-ray study by Gao and Coppens [73] was to be its 
first large scale application . They determined in full amplitudes and phase rela-
tions of cation displacements in each layer, and showed the sinusoidal modulation 
of the Cu sites involved only displacements along the c axis, perpendicular to the 
plane, in agreement with the strong covalent bonding within the plane. Oxygen 
site refinements could still not be made, however, due to the oxygen, which is 
a weak scatterer of x-rays, being in the presence of the very strong scattering 
contribution of bismuth. 
A breakthrough in understanding came with the discovery by Tarascon [74] 
that the satellites were locked on to commensurate values in compounds where 
Cu is replaced by either Fe, Co, or Mn; a refinement using traditional methods, 
without need for approximation, was then possible. The compounds are insulat-
ing but in all senses isostructural to Bi-2212. The x-ray refinement by Le Page 
[75] of Bi 10Sr 15 Fe10 O46 , found it to be modulated with a commensurate period of 
5b, the modulation Was sinusoidal but unlike Bi-2212, there was no second har-
monic contribution (perhaps as a result of the commensurate state). The results 
supplied a model for the oxygen distribution in the Bi 2 0 2 layers consistent with 
the need to establish physically sensible intralayer bond lengths. The oxygen was 
found to occupy two distinct types of sites, which they called the rocksalt-type 
accounting for roughly 70% of the oxygen, and the bridging-type accounting for 
the remainder; these are illustrated in Figure 3.2. The rocksalt regions coincide 
with the zones of compression in the modulation, and the bridging-type corre-
spond to the zones of expansion which link these regions. This works to reduce 
the Bi-O bond length, which in the undistorted rocksalt structure would be 2.7A 
and too long compared to the favoured value. An important feature of the bridg-
ing region is that it allows the accommodation of an additional oxygen atom, 
filling the space created at the point of greatest expansion between two Bi atoms. 
The result is the incorporation of an additional oxygen atom every 5 unit cells. 
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Figure 3.2. An idealised representation of the two possible arrangements in the 
Bi2 02  layers identified by Le Page with oxygens in (a) the ideal rocksalt, and (b) 
the bridging positions. 
In Bi-2212 Le Page [75] suggested the structure could be similarly locked onto 
the underlying Cu-0 lattice, and the incommensurability would then be the result 
of a pseudo-periodic insertion of oxygen at intervals of either 4.5 or 5 unit cells (i.e. 
between every 9 or 10 Bi atoms). The overall average of the random sequence of 
such commensurate blocks would reproduce the incommensurate period observed 
in diffraction experiments. Interpretation of HREM images of the BiO planes 
have drawn Onozuka [76, 77] and Goodman [78] to propose similar models. A 
theoretical model based on the concept has also been explored by Walker [79] in 
which commensurate domains are separated by domain walls formed at the extra 
oxygen position. 
The presence of oxygen in excess of the ideal stoichiometric value of 8.0 per 
formula unit (p.f.u.). had already been indicated by compositional analysis and 
efforts to determine oxygen content using thermogravimetric methods (a full de-
scription is given in chapter 5). This being a question of significance to the 
superconducting properties, it had led to much debate about the possible loca-
tion of the extra oxygen. An early discussion by Goodenough [80], for example, 
put the case for oxygen incorporation into either the oxygen deficient Ca layers 
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or into the Bi 2 02 layers. Evidence that the Ca layers remain oxygen deficient, 
however, comes from the La2...SrCaCu206 system where oxygen is believed to 
be readily incorporated into the Ca layers but as a consequence, superconductiv-
ity is difficult to attain due to the unfavourable Cu coordination which results 
[7]. The case for extra oxygen located in the Bi 2 02 layers had already been made 
prior to the results of Le Page [75], and models which implicated the modulation 
in this had been crafted by Zandbergen [56], Torardi [81], and a model very close 
to that of Le Page suggested by Hewat [69]. Although the extra oxygen position 
is said by Le Page [75] to 'cause' the modulation, this is not in fact the case. The 
underlying cause is rather the lattice mismatch which has already been discussed. 
It is to accommodate this mismatch that the Bi atoms adjust their coordination 
and thereby create the extra space in which oxygen atoms may be accommodated. 
A more correct statement may perhaps be that, the extra oxygen is responsible 
for stabilising the long range coherence of the modulation with a particular pe-
riod. Whether the period of the modulation might then be expected to vary with 
oxygen stoichiometry is a question which will be addressed in Chapter 4. 
The relationship with oxygen stoichiometry established a definite connection 
between the modulation and superconductivity, through its potential to mediate 
the supply of carriers to the Cu0 2 layers. This property plays a role equivalent to 
that of oxygen intercalation in the CuO reservoir layers in the Y-systems, and to 
Sr substitution in the La-systems. The importance of understanding the details 
of the mechanism has stimulated a substantial and continued effort to better 
describe the microstructure of the Bi 202 layers, and to model the properties of 
the modulation. 
A number of detailed structural refinements have now been undertaken, and 
these are outlined along with their main differences in Table 3.1. Good agree-
ment exists amongst the studies upon the nature of the cation displacements, 
which are illustrated in Figure 3.3, and can be described in two components: 
(i) a longitudinal modulation wave with displacements along the b axis, which 
originates in the Bi 2 02  layers and decays rapidly to almost zero amplitude within 













a 	b 	c q super Composition oxygen 
cell Bi:Sr:Ca:Cu 8 + 5 
[82] 5.407 	5.412 	30.771 0.210b* Sb 1.94:1.78:0.72:1.86 0.40 
rystal x.ray (Bbrnb)  
stani [83] 5.416 	5.416 	30.965 020a 5a (data not given) 0.0 
:rystal x-ray (Arnaa)  
kcrovnyi [84] 5.397 	5.401 	30.716 0.211a*  19a 2.00:2.14:0.72:2.00 0.21 
:rystal neutron (Amaa)  
iamoto [85] 5.396 	5.397 	30.649 0.21lbt N Bbmb 2.15:1.92:0.75:2.00 1.00 
x-ray and neutron /I I - 1 
4cek [86] 5.408 	5.413 	30.871 0.210a*  M A2aa 0.10 
crystal x-ray /1 - 11  
[87] 5.415 	5.415 	30.861 0.2095a* M A2aa 2.02:1.75:0.96:2.00 0.14 
ted x-ray & neutron /1 - 11 
Table 3.1. A summary of the structural refinements which have been under-
taken, and their results for unit cell and compositional parameters. Where su-
perspace methods have been applied the superspace group is given, otherwise the 
size of the commensurate supercell is given (along with the spacegroup for the 
average structure). 
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the Cu0 2 layers; and (ii) a modulation with transverse displacements along the 
c axis which is at its most pronounced in the Cu0 2 layers. Harmonic analysis of 
the displacements has been presented in each case. 
However, important points of contention exist amongst the studies upon the 
organisation of oxygen atoms within the Bi 2 0 2 layers. In agreement with Le Page 
[75], each offers a model which includes the ordering of short (2 to 2.5A) Bi-O 
bonds into parallel chains running along the modulation direction. These chains 
illustrated in Figure 3.4(a), are varyingly described as BiO double strings [83], or 
zig zag chains [82], and are separated from each other perpendicular to the modu-
lation by 3A. Disagreement centres upon the oxygen arrangements within the 
expanded regions of these chains, and the resulting inclusion, or not, of additional 
oxygen sites. The extra oxygen atom in the bridging position, as described by Le 
Page [75], is indicated by an arrow in Figure 3.4(a). This same oxygen position is 
refined, but with differing occupancy probabilities, by Beskrovnyi [84] and Levin 
[82] using supercell approximations, and by both Petricek [86] and Gao [87] using 
superspace methods. In contrast Calestani [83] failed to find any such evidence 
for an extra oxygen in this bridging position, and in its place presented a model 
with a Bi-Bi distance of 31A, and which was suggested to be a covalent Bi-Bi 
bond similar to that in Bi metal. 
Extra oxygen in additional sites to the bridging position have also been identi-
fied. Levin [82] found oxygen in a position which effectively links adjacent chains. 
Evidence for this interchain position was also found by Calestani [83], though it 
was not included in the final refinement. The interchain position has also been 
refined, in studies of related compounds; by Torardi [81] for Y doped Bi-2201, by 
Miehe [88] for Bi-2223, and Jirak [89] for the isostructural Bi2Sr2MnO6.5. Some 
evidence was also found by Calestani [83] of extra oxygen located out of the BiO 
plane between adjacent rocksalt areas, a position coincident with the points of 
maximum layer separation; this possibility was rejected because of the short 0-0 
distances (< 1.6A) involved. The variation in the number and occupancy of these 
additional sites in each refinement is made evident in the final column of Table 
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Figure 3.3. A projection of the structure in the b-c plane to illustrate the 
displacement of cations (solid circles) and oxygens (open circles), over roughly one 
period of the modulation i.e. five unit cells (a single unit cell has been outlined). 
The diagram is taken from the results of Yamamoto [85] but is representative 
of all the studies. Only Cu-U bonds shorter than 2.5A, and Bi-O bonds shorter 
than 2.7A are plotted. 
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Figure 3.4. Two possible atomic arrangements of a single BiO layer represented 
in the a - b plane. In (a) well defined chains of Bi-O bonds exist with an extra 
oxygen atom inserted pseudo-periodically between every 9 or 10 Bi atoms in the 
'bridging' position (taken from Le Page [75]). In (b) the more complicated ar-
rangement refined by Yamamoto [85], in a truly incommensurate model, involves 
additional extra oxygen located in the expanded bridging region, and a split site 
(arrowed) with an occupational probability of 
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3.1, where the value for the excess oxygen content, 8, varies from 0.0 to 1.0. The 
exceptionally high value of 8 = 1.0, a value which has not been substantiated 
by any other experiments which have determined 8, comes from a study by Ya-
mamoto [85]. This study is one of the two most elaborate to date (the other 
being by Gao [87]), involving the combined refinement of both x-ray and neutron 
datasets using superspace methods. The representation of the Bi 2 02 layer in Fig-
ure 3.4(b) is modeled after the results of this study. In this picture there are now 
four additional oxygens located within the expanded region, of two distinct types 
which are similar, though not identical to, the bridging and interchain positions 
found in the other studies. A more realistic picture is perhaps obtained with 
lower occupancy values for these sites than obtained by Yamamoto [85], but the 
potential for variations in the oxygen arrangements is made clear by this model, 
and is most likely closer to the real structure than the single bridging position 
settled for in other refinements. 
It cannot be ignored that substantial differences also exist for values of cation 
composition determined by the studies. The implications for mixed occupancies 
and vacancies are discussed by the respective studies, though little discussion is 
offered as to the implications they may have for the modulation or the oxygen 
arrangements. Partial occupation of the Ca site by Sr, varying between 4% to 
28%, was observed by Beskrovnyi [84], Gao [87], and Yamamoto [85], and it is 
noted that the distribution must be random to comply with symmetry. The Sr 
site was observed to be partially occupied by both Ca and Bi by Yamamoto [85], 
whilst vacancies in the Sr layer (of order 10%), were reported by Beskrovyni [84], 
Levin [82], and Gao [87]. The location of the Sr substitutions, or vacancies, would 
be most favoured at locations adjacent to the extra oxygen insertion in the BiO 
layer. An anomalous x-ray scattering study by Lee [90] of the Bi distribution 
across the cation sites produced similar results. 
Despite the detailed pictures of the structure which have emerged, achieving 
at least a certain level of agreement, it is surprising there should still remain 
controversy over the positions and nature of the satellites which are observed 
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arranged around the fundamental reflections. Previous single crystal diffraction 
studies using both electron and x-ray methods have consistently observed ad-
ditional features in incommensurate positions which are not accounted for by 
any of the current refinement models. To illustrate the situation Figure 3.5 is a 
schematic diagram showing the position of the first and second order satellites 
which are observed around the fundamental reflections, and are described by the 
wave vector 
= 0.21b* + c* 	 (3.1) 
and arise from the modulation already described. However, additional reflections, 
much weaker than the primary satellites, have been observed at the odd (0 0 0 
positions where I = 2n + 1 [52, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95]. Such reflections violate the 
established centrosymmetric space group (Amaa or Bbmb), and were proposed by 
Eibl [91] on the basis of electron diffraction studies to indicate a primitive Bravais 
lattice. While Zaretskii [96] and Zhigaldo [95] observing the same features using 
x-rays, proposed instead a second modulation parallel to the c axis to account for 
them. In addition, asymmetry about the c axis has been observed in the main 
satellites by electron and x-ray diffraction [42, 92, 94, 95, 97] which confers a 
small incommensurate e component upon the modulation wavevector q, similar 
to that found in the Bi-2201 compound, and implies a lower monoclinic symmetry. 
Supposed satellite reflections have also been observed lying either side of fun-
damental reflections with the characteristic 0.21b*  value but with no c compo-
nent [52, 92, 98, 99, 1001. These reflections can commonly be seen to be present 
in the [1 0 0] zone electron diffraction patterns of many published studies, but 
are frequently passed by without comment [101], or have led authors to mistak-
enly assume, in contradiction to the body-centred symmetry of the modulation, a 
wavevector q = 0.21b* to describe all satellites [91]. It was suggested very early 
on by Shaw [52] that they could be the result of some further ordering in the 
structure. More systematic x-ray studies by Patterson [100] showed them to be 
broadened along the c direction and suggested a second, longer incommensurate 
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Figure 3.5. A schematic diagram of an area of reciprocal space in the b* - 
plane showing fundamental reflections (large circles) along with their companion 
incommensurate satellites, 1st order (large squares) and 2nd order (small squares) 
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wavevector, or like Novomlinsky [99], that the additional reflections could still be 
described by q* = 0.21W ± c, but were satellites of the forbidden I = 2n + 1 
fundamental positions. Similarly, Bdikin [92] linked their presence to that of the 
reflections on the forbidden positions, and concluded that they derived from the 
sensitivity of super-reflections to symmetry violations and hence .indicated the 
structure to have a primitive monoclinic unit cell. 
All of these additional errant features, then, are frequently interpreted as sug-
gestive of a second weaker modulation being present in the structure, or of there 
being some lowering of symmetry in the modulation. Certainly, all suggest further 
structural subtleties which have yet to be incorporated into the models derived 
by the refinements. The inconsistencies between studies is strong evidence to 
suppose that they may be strongly dependent upon either cation composition 
or oxygen content. The wide compositional range of the Bi-2212 phase, as evi-
denced by the values in Table 3.1, would certainly support this. The motivation, 
then, for the experimental work of this chapter was to study in detail the diffuse 
scattering that is associated with each fundamental reflection, and by looking at 
a variety of crystals to ascertain which features are fundamental to the structure 
of the Bi-2212 phase, and which can be attributed to sample dependent factors. 
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3.3 Experimental Details 
3.3.1 Crystal Growth 
The growth of single crystal samples of Bi-2212, large enough for x-ray measure-
ments of the kind intended here, can be achieved in several ways. The earliest, 
and probably still most common means is to grow crystals from the melt. Be-
cause of the incongruent melting of the compound, a solvent is required, and the 
primary means has been to use the self flux formed during a directional growth 
process. The traveling solvent floating zone (TSFZ) method is a more recent 
technique applied to Bi-2212 and which has a number of advantages over the 
crucible growth methods. 
Each of the four crystals used in these measurements was grown indepen-
dently by a different research group; The institute of Physics, Beijing, University 
of Birmingham, University of Oxford, and University of Warwick. And each crys-
tal will be referred to by its place of origin. Crystals grown by both Beijing (as 
described by Yan [102]) and Birmingham were grown by the flux method in alu-
mina crucibles. The Oxford crystal was grown in a platinum crucible [103]. The 
Warwick crystal was grown using the Traveling Solvent Floating Zone (TSFZ) 
process [104]. All the crystals were carefully selected from batches of samples 
by initial microscopic examination for large flat shiny surfaces and their true 
crystalline nature was then checked by preliminary x-ray diffraction. Many ap-
parently single crystal samples under detailed examination were often found to 
have a multi-crystalline nature, being composed of many single crystal grains all 
of which have their axes slightly misaligned by only a degree or two, and are thus 
unsuitable for these measurements. The four crystals so selected were of varying 
dimensions, roughly ranging from 2 x 1 x 0.02 mm up to 5 x 3 x 0.02 mm, 
and all with the characteristic platelet shape with the c axis as face normal. The 
longest face dimension was consistently found to correspond to the a axis. 
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3.3.2 X-ray Measurements 
The x-ray measurements described in this, and subsequent chapters were all per-
formed upon the same triple-crystal diffractometer, using a GEC Avionics GX21 
rotating anode x-ray source. The rotating anode operates at 3kW on a copper tar-
get producing CuKa radiation. A schematic picture of the triple-crystal arrange-
ment is shown in Figure 3.6, illustrating the scattering geometry of monochro-
mator, sample, and analyser crystals. The CuKa 1 wavelength, A = 1.5405A is 
selected by the appropriate adjustment of monochromator and source-slit. A 
further adjustable pre-sample slit is used to reduce both, vertical and horizon-
tal beam size to the appropriate dimensions of the sample. The detector is a 
proportional counter. 
The use of an analyser crystal ensures a resolution which is limited only by 
the mosaic spread of the set of crystals chosen for monochromator and analyser. 
This has the advantage of discriminating against scattering from any slightly mis-
aligned secondary crystallites, and also provides for a well-defined resolution in 
two dimensions in the scattering plane making possible the mapping out of the 
intensity distribution of the scattered x-rays in an area of reciprocal space. The. 
set of monochromator and analyser crystals is selected so as to meet the resolu-
tion needs of a particular experiment but the trade-off in intensity paid for using 
higher resolution also has an important bearing on this choice. There are three 
sets of crystals from which to choose, the properties and shape of the resulting 
resolution function in reciprocal space have been described for each in detail by 
Lucas [105]: 
Low resolution, using pyrolitic graphite crystals which have a mosaic spread 
of 0.4°; these provide a maximum of intensity and are ideally suited to mea-
suring weak and very diffuse features. They have been utilised in the bulk of 
measurements described in this thesis. 
Medium resolution, using the ill reflection from germanium crystals with a 
mosaic spread of 4.3x10 3 degrees, the intensity is reduced by a factor of t100 
compared to graphite but provides a resolution which is more than sufficient for 




Figure 3.6. A schematic diagram of the triple-crystal X-ray diffractometer. 
measuring the intrinsic widths of high-T a  crystals. 
(3) High resolution, which uses the (111) reflection of perfect silicon crystals, lim-
its the available intensity still further and therefore ideally requires a scattering 
volume greater than the largest of high-Ta single crystals which can be currently 
grown. They have not consequently been used in this work. 
The sample crystal was fixed to a suitable holder which was then screwed onto 
the goniometer head. The goniometer has two axes of tilt and two of translation 
to allow alignment of the sample in the beam. A sample was aligned on the 
diffractometer in Bragg reflection geometry with its reciprocal b* - c axes in the 
horizontal scattering plane. Because the incident beam is reduced to a size less 
than that of the sample's face, it allows the elimination of secondary crystallites 
by the translation of the sample across the beam. 
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.4 Results 
3.4.1 Low Resolution 
The use of large-scale QQ maps make it possible to explore broad areas of re-
ciprocal space to determine the distribution of satellites and other features of 
interest. Once identified, more detailed maps, using longer counting times, can 
be made concentrating on the features of interest. By way of illustration, Fig-
ure 3.7 shows the result of a large-scale map of the on-axis area of the Beijing 
prystal encompassing some seven main reflections running down the centre of 
the Figure. A profusion of additional diffuse features can be seen extending out 
on both sides of the c*axis,  but with the highest density of scattering lying in 
vertical lines along the b*  positions equal to roughly +0.2 and +0.4. The weak 
horizontal bands across the picture are powder lines from the copper plate used 
to mount the sample. The contour lines are drawn here, as in all the subsequent 
two-dimensional maps, to follow an essentially logarithmic intensity scale to span 
the up to five orders of magnitude difference between the lowest background lev-
els (typically 1 to 10 counts/sec) and the very strongest fundamental reflections. 
But in order to best show the positions and shapes of the peaks present in any 
particular map, especially those of the 1st order satellites which can be anything 
form two to four orders of magnitude above background, some weighting and fine 
tuning of the scale is always neccessary to extract the most detailed information. 
Each of the four crystals were characterised in this way, and to illustrate the 
comparisons which have been made between them, an example of a detailed QQ 
map will now be presented for each crystal in turn. The maps are all centred 
around the same (0 0 20) main reflection, this being chosen for its strong inten-
sity and relatively large Q value. The maps encapsulate examples of all of the 
disparate points which have been observed, and are typical of the many maps 
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Figure 3.7. A large-scale contour map of the on-axis area of reciprocal space 
centred around the (0 0 30) fundamental reflection; measured from the Beijing 
crystal. 
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The Beijing crystal, Figure 3.8(a). 
The first-order satellites due to the modulation can be seen sitting on the 
four corners of a rectangle centred on the main reflection, visible further out 
on either side of the map are the much weaker second-order satellites. The 
picture is comparable to that illustrated in the schematic diagram in Figure 
3.5, and the wavevector q has also been included here. In the structure models 
discussed at the start of this chapter, the satellites described by q would be 
the only features present. However, it is immediately obvious that the map 
displays a whole confusion of additional features, the majority of which are also 
at incommensurate positions. All of the anomalous features which were detailed 
at the close of the last section are distinguishable in this map. The weak features 
(marked) close to the forbidden fundamental positions (0 0 21) and (0 0 19) 
are those previously identified as violating the generally accepted space group by 
Eibl [91], and Zaretskii [94]. Similar diffuse features could be observed close to all 
other positions examined both on-axis (0 0 0 and off-axis (0 +2, 0 and are also 
visible, for instance, in the large-scale QQ map of Figure 3.7. But the features 
have been resolved here into two separate peaks displaced to opposite sides of 
the reciprocal lattice node. This is not consistent with them originating from a 
symmetry property of the average structure as has been previously believed. The 
detailed map in Figure 3.10(a), this time close in around the (0 0 35) position 
demonstrates this more clearly, with the two diffuse features in incommensurate 
positions, lying asymmetrically on either side of the c' axis. 
The satellite reflections are also observed to be asymmetric in Figure 3.10(a) 
where the right satellite is stretchçd above, and the left below, the (0 k 35) line, 
giving an apparently incommensurate value for the 7c*  component of 0.97 c * . 
This is caused, however, bythe splitting of the two peaks, just visible emerging 
from the resolution function in Figure 3.10(a). This is made yet more obvious 
in the second-order satellites of Figure 3.8(a) where the splitting has clearly 
separated into extra peaks along the C direction. As already mentioned, such 
asymmetry has previously been reported but without explanation. 
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Figure 3.8. Contour maps of the scattered .intensity centred around the (0 0 
20) fundamental reflection, the lines are drawn to a pseudo-logarithmic inten-
sity scale, weighted to accentuate weaker features. In (a), the Beijing crystal, 
features around the forbidden fundamental positions are marked; (b) shows the 
Birmingham crystal. 
(a) 
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The Birmingham crystal, Figure 3.8(b). 
The map for this crystal is dominated by a broad width to all peaks, showing 
the crystal to have a large mosaic spread. But the pattern is somewhat simplified 
compared to that of the Beijing crystal. The main satellites are now more sharply 
defined along the c*  direction, with no evidence for any asymmetry, and as a 
result the splitting of the second-order satellites has completely disappeared. 
This clearly demonstrates the sample-dependent nature of such asymmetry and 
confirms the -yc* component to be commensurate. The diffuse features around 
the odd c (0 0 19) and (0 0 21) positions are again present in this map and 
show a similar character to those of the Beijing crystal. The most prominent 
anomalous feature of this picture is the streaking along the c*  direction which 
lies between the first-order satellites. The same features are also clearly visible in 
Figure 3.8(a) of the Beijing crystal. These, as discussed in Section 3.2, have been 
commonly reported in electron diffraction studies [52, 101], and in x-ray studies 
[92, 991. They appear to be closely related to the modulation, possessing the 
same 0.21b component, and have been previously interpreted as being evidence 
for a second modulation wavevector, one which has no c*  element, or they have 
been described using the normal q modulation vector as satellites of the weak 
symmetry-violating refiectipns on the forbidden fundamental positions. 
The Oxford crystal, Figure 3.9(a). 	 - 
Comparing the peak widths with the previous two pictures shows this to be 
a crystal of a much higher quality. The pattern is also greatly simplified, looking 
much more like the expected schematic picture of Figure 3.5. The only point of 
confusion is the presence to the far right of an (0 0 20) reflection from a small 
secondary crystallite which is present in the sample at a slightly misaligned angle. 
Scattering from such secondary crystallites in the mosaic direction of the main 
crystal is a commonly observed feature for all the samples in these experiments. 
In most cases it is possible to remove such secondary features by careful vertical 
or horizontal translation of the sample in the beam. However, where this proved 
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impossible to remove, as was the case here, it suggests the secondary crystallite 
is located at a different depth within the sample. Whatever, the resolution of the 
experiments is such that it is an easy task to differentiate between its contribution 
and the features of interest. 
The crystal shows very little evidence of asymmetry in the first-order satellites 
but again, as in the Beijing crystal, some splitting of the second-order satellites 
is evident. The improvement in crystal quality has not therefore influenced this 
particular feature but there has been an accompanying change in the weak diffuse 
features on the forbidden positions. These are now completely absent in this 
pattern. A repeat of the detailed (0 0 35) map, shown in Figure 3.10(b), confirms 
their disappearance with only slight traces of diffuse scattering in the area. The 
result demonstrates the sample-dependent nature of these low intensity diffuse 
features. Their origin must therefore be interpreted as being due to some sort of 
defect structure which is present in crystals of a poorer quality. A possible origin 
could be stacking faults along the c axis. But they are certainly not an attribute 
of the fundamental structure as has been previously claimed. 
The Warwick crystal, Figure 3.9(b). 
Comparing this with the Oxford crystal shows it to be similar in nearly all 
respects. In both cases, the high-quality of the crystal is such that the widths of 
the observed reflections are not the intrinsic widths but are rather limited by the 
resolution of the graphite optics. This is unlike the Birmingham crystal where, 
because of its inferior quality, the widths were broadened significantly beyond 
the instrumental resolution and were therefore a true intrinsic measurement. The 
forbidden odd (0 0 1) positions are again free from any scattering, confirming the 
Oxford result. The only point of difference between this and the Oxford crystal 
is the apparent absence of any splitting in the second-order satellites, and little 
trace of asymmetry in any of the satellite reflections. The results on this point 
are therefore more in accord with the Birmingham crystal, and confirms that this 
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Figure 3.9. Contour maps of the scattered intensity centred around the (0 0 20) 
fundamental reflection for the Oxford and Warwick crystals. In (a) the Oxford 
crystal, the peak to the far right is the (0 0 20) reflection of a small secondary 
crystal only slightly misaligned; in (b) the Warwick crystal, the extra diffuse 
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Figure 3.10. Detailed maps highlighting the scattered intensity around the 
forbidden fundamental position (0 0 35). (a) for the Beijing crystal showing 
the diffuse features lying at asymmetric positions between the two first-order 
satellites on either side, and (b) for the Oxford crystal which in comparison 
shows the complete absence of any diffuse scattering in these positions., 
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As in all the crystals that have been studied, the additional diffuse streaks be-
tween the satellites are once again observed here, and are now very well resolved 
(their position has this time been marked in the Figure). They therefore remain 
the sole anomalous feature of these observations which has not been found to 
vary between samples, and which are unaccounted for by current models of the 
modulated structure. Their shape, position, and intensity are consistent in pic-
tures from all four crystals and it must therefore be concluded that they do relate 
to a prevalent aspect of the structure. Although much less intense, similar peaks 
are also seen on the equivalent second-order positions (also marked). Both first 
and second order examples are visibly more diffuse than their primary satellite 
counterparts and are broadened along the c direction in such a way as to almost 
link the two neighbouring satellites. 
To investigate their characteristics further, profiles of the incommensurate 
satellites have been measured along both the c and b*  directions. The results 
show the diffuse streaks to be broadened in both. Examples of the c profile are 
shown in Figure 3.11 from the Oxford crystal, these clearly show the widths of the 
diffuse streaks to be at least twice those of the main satellites. They also possess 
an intrinsically different shape in the cK  direction, in some cases the diffuse streak 
even appears almost attached to one of the neighbouring satellites, while from the 
other it remains well separated. In Figure 3.12 the b*  profiles of a diffuse streak 
and a first-order satellite are compared. The satellite is limited to the mosaic of 
the graphite optics, however, the comparison shows the streak to be broadened 
slightly beyond this. 
In the hope of finding a clue to the origin of the diffuse streaks, their intensity 
distribution relative to the satellites has been surveyed over a large area of recip-
rocal space. Certain points stand out from this. Around the (0 0 24), shown in 
Figure 3.13(b), which is a relatively weak reflection but which is surrounded by 
four comparatively very strong satellites, the diffuse streaks are entirely absent. 
The same picture is repeated around the (0 0 30) in Figure 3.13(a). In contrast 
here, where the satellites of the (0 0 30) are remarkably weak, the diffuse streak is 
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Figure 3.11. Two examples of profiles along the c direction of the first-order 
incommensurate satellites of the Oxford crystal. The main satellites are seen with 
1=25,27 and 31,33 while the associated diffuse peaks lie in-between with 1=26 and 
32, respectively. 
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Figure 3.12. A comparison of profiles in the b*  direction for the first-order 
satellite (0 -0.21 19) and its companion diffuse streak at (0 -0.21 20). 
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Figure 3.13. The contrasting pictures of comparable areas of reciprocal space 
from around two different fundamental reflections (a) the (0 0 24) and (b) the (0 
0 30). 
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Figure 3.14. The increasing intensity of the diffuse streaks with value of 1, 
plotted on a scale normalised to a Bragg intensity of 10000. 
actually more intense than the satellites. This evjdence for an inverse dependence 
of satellite to streak intensity does not hold around other positions however, the 
(0 0 20) for instance has both strong satellites and streaks. It would seem from 
these observations that the diffuse streak intensities are overall closely depen-
dent upon their fundamental reflection of origin, and that this dependence has a 
different nature from that of the satellite reflections but that no simple system-
atic relationship exists between the two. The overall intensity dependence upon 
increasing Q values for the streaks, after being normalised to their originating 
fundamental reflection, is shown in Figure 3.14. It was stated in Chapter 2 that 
diffuse scattering originating from displacive as opposed to compositional effects 
will have an increasing intensity with increasing Q value, and this is certainly 
demonstrated to be true for the streaks in Figure 3.14. 
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3.4.2 Medium Resolution 
The low-resolution results have indicated that two of the crystals are of a very 
high quality, and established the general nature of diffuse features which can be 
observed in the scattering patterns. However, in order to resolve the intrinsic 
width of the crystals and make a more quantitative comparison, the high-quality 
Oxford and Warwick crystals have been studied further using higher resolution 
germanium optics. 
The Figures 3.15 and 3.16 illustrates the difference between measurements 
obtained using the two resolution modes. The profiles in Figure 3.15 are of the 
Warwick (0 0 20) reflection, showing how much narrower the intrinsic widths 
are, in both c and b*  directions, compared to those presented in the previous 
section which were limited by the graphite resolution. The limit of the germanium 
resolution function has also indicated in the Figure, indicating that the true 
intrinsic widths of the sample are now being measured. In Figure 3.16 the same 
results are presented for the Oxford crystal, and finally Figure 3.17 compares the 
b* profiles of the two crystals. The Oxford crystal is revealed here to have a 
superior mosaic width. 
The widths and positions of the satellites have also been measured for the two 
crystals, and values determined for the FWHM and the modulation wavevector 
q. The overall results are presented in Table 3.2, with the values averaged from 
measurements of a number of reflections. Figure 3.18(a) shows an example of 
a satellite profile for the Oxford crystal compared to that measured under low-
resolution. Despite the substantially lower intensity using germanium it was still 
possible to determine widths for the diffuse streaks, and Figure 3.18(b) shows one 
example set against a first-order satellite for comparison. Even with the much 
longer count times, statistics are still poor however. The values presented in the 
table for the Oxford crystal show the FWIIM of the satellites to be 1.5 times 
greater than that of the fundamental reflections, while the diffuse streaks are a 
further 2.5 times greater than the satellites. The FWIIM values of the Warwick 
crystal are greater all round, but are in similar proportions to each other. 
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Figure 3.15. Profiles of the Warwick (0 0 20) reflection in (a) b*  and (b) e 
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Figure 3.16. The profile of the (0 0 20) reflection from the Oxford crystal, 
measured in both low- and medium-resolution, to contrast the difference between 
the two modes. 
Warwick Oxford 
Fundamental FWHM 0.010(1) 0.003(1) 
Satellite FWHM 0.014(2) 0.005(1) 
incommensurate Pb* 0.209(1) 0.209(1) 
Diffuse streaks FWHM 0.017(2) 0.015(2) 
Table 3.2. The characteristic values measured using medium resolution com-
pared for the Warwick and Oxford crystals. All values are in rlu. 
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Figure 3.17. The (0 0 20) reflection using germanium resolution for both the 
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Figure 3.18. A b4 profile of the (0 -0.21 19) satellite of the Oxford crystal 
measured in medium-resolution is compared in (a) to the same reflection mea-
sured using low-resolution, and in (b) to the (0 -0.21 20) diffuse streak also using 
medium-resolution. 
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It was noted from the low-resolution measurements that an asymmetry existed 
in the c' profiles of the satellite reflections of the Oxford and Beijing crystals, 
while this was absent from the Birmingham and Warwick crystals. The absence 
of such features in the Warwick crystal is confirmed, to a degree, by the medium-
resolution profile presented in Figure 3.19. Although the Warwick profile shape is 
not completely free from all asymmetry, it certainly is free of any distinct splitting. 
And when compared to the same profiles made under medium resolution for the 
Oxford crystal, the difference between the crystals becomes very clear. Two 
examples are shown in Figure 3.20. What in low-resolution was an ill defined 
profile shape which appeared to consist of several overlapping peaks, has now 
been resolved by the higher resolution into two quite distinct reflections. The 
strongest reflection is precisely located upon the commensurate 1 position in both 
figures, as is to be expected. The second, weaker satellite is well separated from 
the first and positioned with an incommensurate value of I, implying a modulation 
wavevector with a c component 'y < 1. Both the value of 1 and the intensity are 
different in the two figures, however. 
Similar observations of the splitting could be made around all the satellites 
studied, with no observable systematic pattern to the variations. The behaviour is 
characteristic of a domain structure with a range of -y values, which are selectively 
sampled as the angle of incidence to the crystal is varied. The range of 'y values 
can be seen to extend out as a tail from the primary satellite as far as a cut-off 
point, which is the same in all cases, at (1 - 'y) 0.15. Whether there exists 
a discrete set of values, or whether the range is continuous, is not possible to 
establish from these results. In Figure 3.20(a) two definite values are measurable, 
(1 - ')=0.14, and a very much weaker reflection at the intermediate value of 
(1 --y)=0.07. The dominant value in Figure 3.20(b) corresponds to (1— 7)=0.11. 
These observations of multiple values for the splitting, when convoluted with 
the resolution function of the graphite, would account for the very complicated 
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Figure 3.19. A c profile measurement of the (0 -0.21 25) satellite position for 
the Warwick crystal. In both low- and medium-resolution the profile is free of 
any signs of splitting. 
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Figure 3.20, c profiles measured from the Oxford crystal of (a) the (0 -0.21 19) 
satellite position, and (b) the (0 0.2121) satellite position. In both the apparent 
splitting of the satellite observed in low-resolution has been separated into two 
distinct reflections by the higher resolution. 
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3.5 Discussion 
The results presented in this chapter have revealed new information about three 
important aspects of the reciprocal space patterns: (i) the forbidden (0 0 0 
positions, (ii) the c splitting of satellites, and (iii) diffuse streaks lying between 
satellites. All three have been reported to varying degrees in the past, and with 
little consensus, but the results here do allow some definite conclusions to be 
drawn about the origin of each, and of the particular relevance of each to the real 
question in hand which is the intrinsic structural characteristics of the Bi-2212 
phase. 
(i) The observations have established that the features around the forbidden 
(0 0 0 positions are not. located upon the nodes of the reciprocal lattice but in 
fact consist of two very diffuse areas of scattering displaced to either side of the 
node, in incommensurate positions. Where they are present in any one crystal, 
their precise position and intensities fluctuate apparently at random from one re-
ciprocal space location to the next. They also show no consistencies between the 
two crystals in which they have been observed, and more significantly have been 
found to be entirely absent in the two higher quality crystals studied. Their char-
acter is therefore very different from that previously postulated, of being weak 
symmetry violating fundamental reflections, and it must be concluded that these 
features do not represent any fundamental aspect of the structure. The result 
therefore confirms the established spacegroup classification. Perhaps the most 
important clue to their origin is that they have only been observed to be present 
in the two crystals which were grown by similar methods using alumina cru-
cibles, while they are entirely absent from both the Oxford crystal grown using a 
platinum crucible, and the Warwick crystal grown using the TSFZ method. Alu-
mina has been perhaps the most widely used crucible material for crystal growth, 
even though it is commonly known to result in aluminium contamination of the 
growth at levels as high as a few percent. In contrast, in studies of other plat-
inum grown crystals, taken from the same melt as the one used in this work, no 
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contamination at all could be detected using electron probe microanalysis [103]. 
Likewise, one of the reasons for the suitability of the TSFZ growth technology is 
the prevention of contact with any potentially contaminating crucible material, 
and hence the ability to grow crystals which are free from impurities. This ap-
parent correlation between the use of alumina crucibles and the presence of the 
diffuse features strongly suggests them to be caused by the inclusion of crucible 
contaminants, probably acting as growth centres for defect structures such as 
dislocations or stacking faults. The results highlight the significant effect such 
low levels of impurities can have upon crystal quality. 
(ii) The c splitting of the satellites has been observed consistently in two 
crystals, one of which is of a very high quality. The splitting appears in low reso-
lutión to have a predomInantly disordered nature; producing a strong broadening 
of the profile along the c axis. A similar observation led Kan [97] to propose that 
the phase of the modulation was poorly correlated from layer to layer. This would 
mean, in Le Page's description of the structure, that there is some variation in the 
5,5,4,5... periodic sequence of blocks from layer to layer, or that in the sinusoidal 
description of the modulation, the modulation function loses phase from layer to 
layer. However, the high resolution measurements show the splitting to in fact be 
very well-defined, with the widths of these 'splinters' being only slightly greater 
than the primary satellites. This is not consistent with the disorder model pro-
posed by Kan [97]. Instead it requires that the modulation wavevector is well 
defined, and that it is tilted by an irrational angle with respect to the c axis to 
produce the incommensurate c component. The wavevector is rigidly defined 
within a large domain volume, but there exists a range of values through which 
the wavevector angle may vary, and this angle distinguishes each domain; the 
large majority still possessing a commensurate e component. The doubling of 
the separation of the splinters at second-order is further evidence for this inter-
pretation. The situation is very similar to that of the Bi-2201 case, though the 
angle is different. Why the effect should arise in one high-quality crystal while 
it is entirely absent from a second is not yet clear, however, and further studies 
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using other crystals will be required to clarify the matter. The c component 
does also vary in the Bi-2201 phase but what factors influence this, and indeed 
why it should depart from the commensurate at all, have not yet been explained. 
Perhaps the most likely influence here is a compositional difference between the 
two crystals. The model of Kan [97] was based upon the knowledge that bonding 
between adjacent BiO layers is weak and so would therefore be conducive to the 
slipping of the phase between them, the fact that this continuous disorder is not 
observed but instead domains with well-defined alignment may perhaps indicate 
an increased interlayer bonding linked with compositional changes. 
(iii) The origin of the diffuse streaks is more puzzling. They have been de-
scribed previously by both Novomlinsky [99] and Bdikin [92] as satellites of the 
forbidden (0 0 0 reflections, a description which was dependent upon the presence 
of the forbidden fundamental reflections. However, such features have been shown 
here to be impurity-related and completely absent in crystals of a high quality 
while the diffuse streaks remain undiminished. The fact that the streaks are po-
sitioned with the characteristic 0.21b*  value does undoubtedly relate them to the 
modulation, and the nature of the streaking along the c direction strongly sug-
gests an origin linked to some form of interlayer disorder. However, any straight-
forward model of interlayer disorder, as has just been discussed in relation to the 
splitting, would be accompanied by the broadening of the satellites in c, and 
none is observed. So as to avoid broadening the satellites, a mechanism is re-
quired then which leaves the overall coherence of the modulation undisturbed but 
which is itself poorly correlated along the c axis; measurement of widths along 
c suggest a coherence of no more than 2 to 3 unit cells. Located as they are 
between the satellites, the diffuse streaks can also be considered to correspond 
to a violation of the body centred symmetry of the modulated structure, some-
thing which has the effect of removing the c component of q. In fact, just such 
a modulation without a c component is already known to exist in Pb doped 
Bi-systems. Although the Pb-type modulation has a b*  component which is less 
than 0.21, it has been observed to co-exist with the normal undoped modulation, 
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even within the same region of a sample. A model for the diffuse streaks based 
upon this would seem the most promising explanation. 
In conclusion, no evidence has been found for any secondary modulation of 
the Bi-2212 structure, all observed anomalous reciprocal space features can be 
accounted for within the existing modulation models. In particular, the detailed 
observations of the features around the forbidden (0 0 1) positions re-affirms 
the accepted spacegroup, and the sample-dependent evidence intimates these 
features to instead be of an impurity-related origin. The results do require two 
specific embellishments to the single wavevector modulation, however, neither 
of which have been considered in the refined models. One is sample-dependent 
and therefore related to either composition or thermal history, and involves a 
variation in the direction of the modulation giving a wavevector with a slight 
incommensurate c' component, a situation previously thought to be confined 
exclusively to the Bi-2201 phase. The second is a universal characteristic of all 
crystals it would seem, and is suggestive of some element in the modulation which 
is relatively coherent and orderly within the b - c plane, most probably within 
the Bi 202  layers, but which is strongly disordered between layers. Given the 
system's strongly anisotropic nature, this is consistent with the belief that the 
Cu0 2 layers are rigid and extremely effective at isolating the Bi 2 02 layers from 
each other. 
Chapter 4 
An In Situ High-Temperature 
Study 
4.1 Introduction 
The response of the incommensurate modulation to elevated temperature can 
provide important information about its properties and origin. The modulation 
is believed to be closely associated with the presence of excess oxygen atoms in the 
Bi 2 0 2  layers (this was discussed in detail in Chapter 3). However, direct proof of 
this is difficult to obtain, and whether the oxygen plays a fundamental role in the 
formation of the modulation is not known. An obvious indirect test is to study 
the response of the modulation to high temperatures, as it is well established 
that under suitable high temperature vacuum conditions oxygen will diffuse out 
of the structure. The behaviour of the intensity of satellite reflections relative 
to that of the fundamental reflections is sensitive to changes in the modulation 
amplitude, and hence an x-ray scattering study of the annealing process in situ 
is an ideal method to study the relationship between oxygen stoichiometry and 
the incommensurability. 
Of further motivation to this work is the potential for structural change due 
to the variation in layer mismatch which must accompany any change in tem-
perature. Amongst the misfit layer structures, such as the examples discussed in 
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Chapter 2, the variation with temperature of a structure's modulation wavevec-
tor is a commonly observed property, and amongst perovskite-related structures 
generally a wide range of structural phase transitions are commonplace. The 
mismatch stress is dependent upon temperature due to the different expansivi-
ties of the intralayer bonds (in this case, the difference being between the Cu-0 
and Bi-O bonds). Determination of this function is of interest in itself, and its 
precise nature may also shed additional light upon the origins of the modulation. 
The Chapter begins with an assessment of the limited number of experiments 
to date, which have previously investigated the structure at high temperature. 
It has been observed for instance that the structure undergoes transitions at 
290°C and 490°C, due perhaps to ordering of oxygen vacancies [106]. The 
diffuse streaks have been observed to disappear upon heating above 450°C [92]. 
Yet in spite of these studies it has still to be definitively established how any of 
these changes come to be actualised in the real atomic structure positions. And 
most importantly, none have been able to measure any change in the periodicity 
of the modulation with oxygen content. 
In situ x-ray scattering is a powerful technique for investigating all of these 
features and the bulk of this chapter presents the results of a detailed study 
made between room temperature and 450'C under vacuum. The results reveal 
the complete temperature behaviour of the incommensurate modulation over this 
range and demonstrate the fundamental control exerted by oxygen content over 
the structure. This latter feature is a theme which will be further developed 
in Chapter 5, where the effects of oxygen variation beyond those of a purely 
structural nature are explored.. 
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4.2 Previous High Temperature Studies 
Despite the importance of studying the structure of the Bi-systems at elevated 
temperatures, there have been remarkably few published investigations concerned 
with this problem. This is perhaps because of the greater practical difficulties 
of high-temperature in situ observations when compared to the more usual low 
temperature studies which are so routine in the high-T a field. There have been 
two previous single crystal x-ray studies: both however suffered shortcomings 
including poor sample quality and low resolution. 
The most direct attempt to establish the role played by oxygen content in 
the modulation of the Bi-systems was carried out by Shen [107]. In situ x-ray 
measurements were made, of a highly oriented powder sample of Bi-2201 heated 
up to 800°C. A flowing oxygen atmosphere was first used to maintain the oxygen 
content of the sample. The satellite intensities were observed to decrease by 
30% over the range from room temperature to 800 0 C whilst the fundamental 
reflections were enhanced. The atmosphere was then switched from oxygen to 
nitrogen at 800°C, initiating a loss of oxygen, and over a period of an hour the 
satellites decreased by over 75% in intensity, they broadened, and their positions 
moved towards that of the fundamental reflections. Upon returning to an oxygen 
atmosphere the satellites were restored to their original positions. Longer anneal 
times in nitrogen led to the decomposition of the sample. The study demonstrates 
that oxygen content does affect both the intensity and positions of the satellite 
reflections. Shen [107] further explored this with ex situ annealing of samples to 
remove oxygen in a more controlled manner. Annealing for 10 hours produced 
a change in oxygen measured to be AS = 0.043 oxygen per formula unit and 
the accompanying change in the modulation wavevector was measured to be 
q = 0.183b + 0 . 315 c* to q = 0.184b* + 0.26c*. So, surprisingly they found no 
change in the V component of q as oxygen is removed, the periodicity within 
individual BiO-SrO-CuOrSrO-BiO slabs remaining unchanged, with only the 
stacking of the modulation changing. In the Le Page model, where it is the 
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periodic insertion of extra oxygens alone which determine q then b*  and not 
yc * ,  would be expected to have shown the strongest variation in this experiment. 
Notably, this led Shen [107] to conclude that the results did not support the extra 
oxygen model. 
One other, less successful, attempt by Bdikin [92] looked at a Bi 2 Sr2 CaCu2 08 8 
crystal in situ up to 700'C and observed a gradual intensity decrease for the satel-
lites, but the crystal was not of sufficient quality to allow any precise measure-
ments of the satellite positions. The only notable observation was the apparent 
total disappearance of the diffuse streaks around 450'C, a disappearance which 
was found to be reversible upon cooling. Unfortunately no details of the vacuum 
conditions or annealing times are given and so no conclusions can be made as to 
the possible role oxygen diffusion played in the change. Bdikin [92] wrongly at-
tributed the diffuse streaks to a monoclinic distortion of the usually orthorhombic 
cell, as was discussed in Chapter 3, and hence also wrongly describes this change 
as a phase transition from a primitive to a face-centred monoclinic cell. 
By far the greatest proportion of the published results have utilised electron 
microscopy techniques. Although samples may be heated in situ in the micro-
scope in TEM they suffer the difficulty of possible electron beam damage at high 
temperatures and so the beam must be switched off during heating. This lim-
its the observations to such effects as remain once the sample has been cooled. 
In cases where high-temperature observations have been attempted, additional 
heating of the sample by the electron beam and the possibility of beam induced 
effects must always be considered. Absolute intensity values of reflections are 
also difficult to obtain, and the experiments are generally limited to the [11 0] 
diffraction plane. 
The earliest TEM study, by Chen [106, 1011, was of two Bi2_PbSr2CaCu208+6 
samples with x = 0 and 0.2. Electron diffraction patterns were taken right up to 
temperatures close to amorphisation at 800°C. Two changes in the patterns were 
distinguished. The first showed the appearance of weak superstructure spots at 
2a, 2b positions at temperatures above 290°C. The main and satellite reflections 
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showed little appreciable change up to 490 0 C, after which the disappearance of 
both satellite and the newly formed superstructure reflections was closely fol-
lowed by amorphisation. The only difference for the x = 0.2 Pb doped sample 
was the earlier onset of amorphisation at 470'C. 
Results of a similar nature have also been obtained by Zandbergen [108] on 
samples of Bi2_PbSr2YCu208+3. The 2a, 2b superstructure appeared in the 
range 450-500°C for the composition x = 0.03 and 375-420°C for x = 0.6 and 
1.0. Amorphisation ranges were 700-740'C and 550-600'C respectively. They 
noted that the superstructure did not disappear upon cooling, which they took 
to indicate that an irreversible chemical change must be the cause. This was 
confirmed to be oxygen related by ex situ heating in oxygen at 450°C which pro-
duced no signs of the superstructure. The superstructure disappeared 40°C before 
amorphisation whilst the incommensurate satellites remained present right up to 
amorphisation. The apparent lack of influence that the formation of the super-
structure had upon the satellites led them to postulate that the superstructure 
must, most probably, be localised within the Sr-O-Cu perovskite block. 
Perhaps the most illuminating of the TEM results were those obtained by 
Gao [109], and later Yang [110]. Annealing Bi 2Sr2 CaCu2 08 8 at 350-400°C in 
vacuum, Yang [110] observed after returning the sample to room temperature, 
twin boundaries in HREM images along the [0 1 0] direction and the associated 
splitting of fundamental reflections in the [1 0 0] direction. The formation of 
the twins required at least 30 minutes anneal time. The observations imply a 
rotation of (0 k 0) planes by 1.3 degrees across the twin boundaries. Again, as in 
the previous studies, the satellites were unaffected, and were observed to persist 
up to about 500°C. On this basis they suggested the diffusion of oxygen out of 
the crystal does not therefore take place from the oxygen-rich Bi 20 2 layers. But 
rather the twinning is associated with loss of oxygen and an ordering of vacancies 
in the Cu0 2  plane. Gao [109] observed identical twinning in as-grown samples of 
Pb doped Bi-2212, and proposed a monoclinic distortion associated with either 
cation or oxygen ordering. The high value of T=90K in these samples, however, 
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would seem to make it unlikely that oxygen vacancies within the Cu0 2 layers 
could be present as proposed by Yang [110]. In both studies, annealing in air 
removed any sign of twinning. 
All of these studies do, therefore, demonstrate that the removal of oxygen 
by high-temperature annealing proliferates significant structural modifications. 
But, that, whatever the nature of these modifications the modulation appears 
to remain impervious to them. In all of the studies, the modulation persisted 
unchanged until very close, to within 50°C, of the amorphisation temperature, 
suggesting that the modulation does not begin to disappear until the fundamen-
tal structure itself becomes unstable. Even where the satellites were observed to 
change, as in the most direct study by Shen, the alteration was still only observed 
just prior to the decompdsition of the sample. The failure of these studies to de-
tect any variation in the $b*  component of the modulation with oxygen content is 
of further concern when variation in the incommensurability is widely discernible 
between samples grown with different cation compositions. The evidence then 
suggests that the oxygen-structure relationship in the Bi-systems is a complicated 
one, and a deeper understanding of it is required before any judgements may be 
drawn conclusively about the role of oxygen in the modulation. 
4.3 The Experiment 
4.3.1 Experimental Details 
The Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 08 o sample chosen for this study was the large Beijing crystal 
which had been previously well characterised at room temperature, the results 
having been presented in Chapter 3. Although, of an intermediate quality, it was 
chosen as it was not wished to inflict the irreversible degradation, which could 
result from high temperature annealing, upon a crystal of higher quality. The 
Beijing sample also has the advantage of allowing the diffuse scattering around 
the odd (0 0 1) positions, something not present in the high quality crystals, to 
be observed. 
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The alignment for the x-ray measurements was as described in Chapter 3. 
Triple crystal geometry was utilised with graphite monochromator and analyser 
crystals chosen to make available the maximum possible x-ray intensity. The sam-
ple was mounted on a ceramic disc using Ge ceramic cement as the adhesive, and 
the disc was then screwed into the copper block support of the high-temperature 
furnace. The furnace is specially constructed for the x-ray diffractometer to allow 
in situ measurements of this kind. A Lakeshore temperature controller was used 
with a chromel-alumel thermocouple attached to the ceramic mount to monitor 
temperature. The temperature was found to be stable to at least ±1°C over 
the entire scale. The experiment was carried out with the furnace under a per-
manent vacuum, which was maintained in the region 4.OxlV 8 to l.0xl0 8 bar 
throughout. 
The experiment was performed in two essentially distinct stages, and the 
presentation of the results will follow this accordingly. The first stage involved 
observations at intervals from room temperature up to 400 0 C, at which temper-
ature the sample was allowed to anneal for a period of 110 hours whilst more 
detailed measurements were made. At the end of each stage, the sample was 
returned to room temperature for comparison with the previous set of measure-
ments to allow the extent of any irreversible changes to be established. The 
second stage involved the heating of the sample to 450°C, at which temperature 
it was then maintained for an extended period, to allow time evolving processes 
induced solely by the vacuum annealing to be observed. The lattice parameters 
were determined at frequent intervals during each of the heating cycles and al-
ways before a set of measurements. The results for this are presented in their 
entirety, for the complete experiment, as a final section. 
4.3.2 Temperature Response up to 400°C 
The profile shapes and peak intensities of the fundamental reflections displayed 
no observable changes up to 300°C, illustrated in Figure 4.1 by the (0 0 20) and 
(0 0 30) reflections. In contrast, the satellite reflections underwent steady, well 
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behaved decreases in peak intensity, examples of which are shown in Figure 4.2. 
Despite the changes in intensity, no change in the location of the satellites was 
observed. Although a slight shift in the shape of the profiles in Figure 4.2 is 
apparent, this is asymmetric about the (0 0 0 axis and, as becomes apparent 
in the higher temperature profiles of Figure 4.1, is linked rather to a growing 
asymmetry of the fundamental reflections. The c positions of the satellites were 
also monitored, scans along the (0 -0.21 1) position of two satellites are shown in 
Figure 4.3(a), displaying their well behaved intensity decreases in combination 
with constant FWHM values. The c positions of the satellites can be seen to 
remain unperturbed from their starting values. The constancy of both the b* 
and c coordinates of the satellites means the incommensurate wavevector can 
be considered to be constant over this temperature range. 
A diffuse streak is also present in Figure 4.3(a) at the 1=26 position, stretching 
out from the tail of one of the satellites; it is shown expanded in Figure 4.3(b). No 
change in nature or discernible difference in behaviour from that of the satellites 
was apparent in the diffuse streaks up to 400°C. The only noticeable feature is a 
steady decrease in intensity with increasing temperature. 
The relative values of fundamental and satellite peak intensities up to 400'C 
are plotted in Figure 4.4. The theoretical logarithmic response of the Debye-
Waller requires decreasing intensity for increasing temperature. The response 
of the fundamental reflections up to 300°C is, however, in the opposite sense to 
that expected. This suggests that the strong loss in intensity of the satellites over 
the same interval goes at least in part towards reinforcing the fundamental reflec-
tions, compensating for the loss which would otherwise be brought about by their 
Debye-Waller component. The overall behaviour is consistent with a decrease in 
the amplitude of the modulated atomic displacements with an accompanying gain 
in order of the average structure. 
A change in the nature of the observed behaviour in Figure 4.4 is apparent 
at temperatures above 300'C. The onset of strong reductions in the peak intensi-
ties are observed for the fundamental reflections and a continued but re-doubled 
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Figure 4.1. Profiles of fundamental reflections, (a) the (0 0 20), and (b) the (0 
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Figure 4.2. 'Profiles (at three temperatures), of two first order satellites, the (0 
-0.21 19) and (0 0.21 19), and of the second order satellite (0 -0.42 20). Each 
shows the decreasing intensity, and the asymmetry commencing at 300°C but no 
change in the incommensurate position. 
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Figure 4.3. (a) Scans along the [0 0 1] direction through two first order satellites, 
the (0-0.21 25) and (0-0.21 27). (b) An expanded view of the diffuse streak which 
lies between the two satellites at (0 -0.21 26). 
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Figure 4.4. The peak intensity values plotted logarithmically as a function of 
temperature for five reflections. The difference in behaviour between fundamental 
and satellite reflections is made most apparent in this plot by the onset of the 
strong decrease in intensity of the two fundamental reflections above 300°C. 
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decrease for the satellites. The change in response is also accompanied by a 
strong broadening of all reflections in the [0 1 0] direction. The profiles in Figure 
4.5 were measured at 400'C over a period of time and show how the developing 
asymmetry and broadening becomes more and more evident. By the time of the 
final profile after 110 hours at this temperature a drastic change in the line shape 
due to multiple splitting has occurred which makes the quantitative comparison 
with intensity values below 400'C inappropriate. 
A careful realignment of the sample was undertaken at 340°C, at the first 
appearance of this change, to ensure it was not the result of any growing mis-
alignment, caused potentially by thermal expansion of the sample holder. This 
was found not to be the case. The evolution of the broadening over an extended 
time period and the consistency of the changes in reflections across reciprocal 
space make it certain that a real physical process is being witnessed. Although 
the splitting of the profiles along b*  is suggestive of a twinning process, this pos-
sibility was eliminated by measurement of off-axis fundamental reflections, the (0 
2 20) and (0 -2 20). In these reflections the splitting was identical but at an angle 
to the [01 01 direction, indicating that the splitting of the reflections is restricted 
solely to the mosaic direction, and is therefore of a more crude origin. 
The observed broadening and eventual splitting in the mosaic direction is 
consistent with the separation of the previously homogeneous single crystal into 
domains with varying angles of tilt between their c axis. The time evolutionary 
nature of these changes strongly suggests that they are linked to the diffusion of 
oxygen out of the crystal. The threshold for their commencement between 300 
and 340°C is in good agreement with the results of oxygen diffusion studies [111, 
1121, and is also in accordance with the results of electron diffraction studies which 
reveal the formation of a-b plane oxygen vacancy superstructures, commencing 
at 300°C [106]. Also, the development of a-b twinning which is believed to be 
due to oxygen loss around 340°C [110]. The related superstructure reflections 
observed in electron diffraction experiments are confined to the a* - b* plane and 
are therefore not observable in the experiments here. However, the broadening 
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Figure 4.5. The (0 0 20) reflection measured at the start of the heating cycle 
at 20°C. Then at 400°C at various times over the continuous 110 hour period at 
this temperature. The evolution of the broadening and splitting of the reflection 
in the mosaic direction seen here was witnessed similarly in all other reflections. 
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observed here at these temperatures is almost certainly a secondary effect of phase 
separation within the sample into domains of varying oxygen stoichiometries and 
ordering due to oxygen diffusing out of the sample. 
After annealing for 110 hours at 400°C the sample was returned to room 
temperature. The profiles remained broadened, with essentially the same shape 
but slightly narrowed to those in Figure 4.5, and had significantly changed from 
the original state before annealing. A behaviour which is again consistent with 
oxygen loss being the cause. 
4.3.3 Extended Annealing at 450°C 
The second heating cycle followed immediately from the first, and without in-
terruption to the vacuum, by restoring the sample's temperature to 400°C. The 
reflection profiles appeared identical in both shape and intensity to those observed 
at the same temperatures during the first cycle. The high degree of reproducibil-
ity is a further indication of the stability of the sample alignment throughout the 
experiment. 
The temperature was next raised to 450'C and was then maintained at this 
temperature without interruption for close to 21 days; measurements were col-
lected continuously throughout the period. Thus eliminating changes of a wholly 
temperature dependent nature from the measurements, and allowing for the study 
of the time evolution of processes associated solely with the vacuum annealing. 
The potential processes of interest being oxygen diffusion out of the sample, and 
decomposition of the sample into separate constituent phases. The upper limit 
for operating the furnace was around 470'C, and so 450 0 C was chosen for the 
measurements as the maximum temperature which could be reliably maintained. 
An unfortunate loss of x-ray intensity, due to a blown filament in the rotating 
anode source, occurred after approximately 120 hours of annealing and is respon-
sible for the gap in the data up to 300 hours, and also for the anneal time being 
extended beyond what had been first intended. 
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A sequence of profiles in Figure 4.6 show the evolution of the (0 0 20) funda-
mental reflection over the entire period of this annealing at 450'C. A very strong 
reduction in intensity occurred, which was similarly observed in all other reflec-
tions, the (0 0 20) having halved in peak intensity by 438 hours of annealing. 
The full width at half maximum (FWFIM), surprisingly, also decreased. This 
is opposed to the strong broadening which was observed at temperatures up to 
400°C during the first cycle of the experiment. This suggests that the previous 
multiplicity of crystallites caused by the annealing at 300'C to 400°C have now, 
in part, re-merged together due perhaps to the re-establishment of a more homo-
geneous oxygen distribution within the sample at this higher temperature. The 
halving in intensity is too large to be attributable to any possible change in the 
structure factor, and is of course, not due to any Debye-Waller effect because 
of the constant temperature. It is most likely caused by the decomposition of 
some of the sample into an amorphous state which therefore no longer contributes 
to the Bragg diffraction, in particular the surface decomposition is a commonly 
reported feature of annealed samples [113, 114, 115]. 
The changes in the satellite reflections over this period are illustrated in Figure 
4.8 by the four first order satellites from around the (0 0 26) fundamental position; 
it can be seen that the second order reflections are already extremely weak. 
Intensity reductions of a similar order to those for the fundamental reflections of 
Figure 4.6 are seen. Although still broad, the FWHM values have also reduced 
in accord with the reduction of the fundamental reflections. And, unlike the 
asymmetrical changes seen during the first cycle in Figure 4.2, a perceptible shift 
in the centre position of the satellites is now apparent. The measurable change 
in peak position is very small, and the reflection shapes make it too uncertain 
to determine beyond stating that the /3b*  value has reduced to approximately 
0.20. But the redistribution of intensity from the outer side of the satellites to 
the inner, c axis, side is quite distinct, and most importantly, the changes are 
observed symmetrically about the c axis. 
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Figure 4.6. The (0 0 20) reflection observed at intervals over the entire period 
of annealing at 450°C. 
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Figure 4.7. Contrasting profiles of the (0 0 26) reflection measured before at 
120°C, commencing annealing at 450°C, and after having been annealed for 462 
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Figure 4.8. The four first order satellites, as they are arranged around the (0 0 
26) fundamental position, illustrating the changes induced by annealing over 400 
hours at 450°C. The satellites are (a) (0 -0.21 27), (b) (0 0.21 27), (c) (0 -0.21 
25), and (d) (0 0.21 25). 
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The nature of this redistribution of scattering away from the previously unper-
turbed 0.21b*  satellite positions becomes further evident if the scattering which 
lies between adjacent satellite positions across the c*  axis is examined in detail. 
Two such scans, taken after 440 hours of annealing, along the [0 1 0] direction 
are shown in Figure 4.9, one crosses the C axis at ( 0 0 19) and one at (0 0 21). 
The change is dramatic, a new and very prominent reflection line has appeared 
inside the _0.2b*  satellites. It is, in fact, so strong as to be almost equal in inten-
sity to the satellite of the (0 0 21) scan, whilst for the (0 0 19) it is roughly half. 
The new reflections correspond to a position of approximately 0.14b*.  These new 
reflections could potentially be satellite reflections with a shortened Pb* value, 
and correspondingly relate to the formation of a new longer period modulation 
within the structure due to the removal of excess oxygens. However, if this is 
indeed the case, it is to be expected that accompanying satellites should also be 
found at the +j3b*  positions. 
To aid the interpretation of the multiplicity of lesser features, a matching scan 
is included for reference in Figure 4.9 across the (0 0 20) fundamental position. 
From this scan it is possible to attribute features in the satellite profiles to their 
features of origin, displaced by 0.2b*,  in the mosaic of the fundamental profile. 
All the features in the satellite profiles should, after all, be identifiable in this 
way as the satellites of secondary crystallites, except, if they exist, the q=0 . 14b* 
satellites. It can be seen, for example, that the strong reflection in the very 
centre of the two satellite reflections, marked X in the figure, originates from a 
quite prominent secondary reflection in the fundamental profile. In this way, the 
asymmetry and splitting of the primary fundamental reflection is reflected clearly 
in the shape of its satellites, with large tails to the left, and several prominent 
steps in these tails which match up between the profiles. In contrast, the right 
side of the fundamental reflection is quite clean from any such features, and 
this means that a clean shape should also be expected to the right side of the 
satellites. This can be seen to be the case for the +b*  satellites, but for the _b* 
satellites it is in just this position that the strong new reflections are observed, 
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Figure 4.9. Scans in the [0 1 0] direction, after 460 hours annealing at 450°C, 
across the (0 0 20) fundamental position, and the (0 0 19) and (0 0 21) positions 
showing the splitting of the satellite reflections. The intensity scale is logarithmic. 
at 0 . 14b*. Now, looking at the more involved left side of the reflections, an 
additional feature is distinguishable in the tail of the +b*  satellites, which does 
not have any equivalent feature in either the fundamental profile or in the —b 
satellites. Although this feature is weaker than that at _0.14b*,  and is less distinct 
due to the large tail which stretches through the position, it is located close to 
+0.14b*. It is found, therefore, that there exist no corresponding secondary 
crystallites in the fundamental profile to which the features at +0.14b could be 
attributed. 
Further evidence in support of interpreting these new features as being due 
to longer period modulations comes from the response upon cooling. No further 
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development in any of the observations was observed beyond 438 hours up to the 
end of the annealing at 504 hours, suggesting an equilibrium had already been 
reached before these measurements. After this, the sample was returned to room 
temperature. Upon cooling, all satellite reflections, both those from the primary 
and secondary crystallites, were observed to increase strongly and in unison. The 
only exception was the reflections at +0.14b* which showed little or no change, 
and so in relative terms decreased in intensity. This further suggests that they 
cannot be described as satellites of a secondary crystallite. 
The behaviour of the diffuse streaks was also studied during this extended 
period, Figure 4.10 shows the streak at (0 -0.21 26) measured in both [0 1 0] 
and [0 0 1] directions. The interpretation of the behaviour is complicated by 
the mosaic of the fundamental reflection which extends through this position, 
and which varies over a greater range in intensity than the streak itself. This 
can be seen best in the [0 1 0] scans where the fundamental mosaic is seen as 
a sloping background upon which the streak is superimposed; the reduction in 
this mosaic which has already been discussed can be seen in the change from the 
profile at 120°C with a very strong background to the lowest profile at the end 
of annealing at 450°C. The effect of the mosaic is to exaggerate the height of 
the streak in the [0 0 11 scans. So, while a significant intensity appears still to 
remain at the end of annealing in Figure 4.10(a), a measurement from the [0 1 0] 
profile shows the intensity of the peak to be entirely accounted for by the mosaic 
background. Similar results from other positions suggest that the streaks have 
indeed disappeared by this point of the experiment. The same result has also been 
claimed by Bdikin [92]. Unfortunately, the quality of the data is not adequate 
to be able to conclude whether this is the result of a true transition or whether 
it is merely a consequence of the greatly reduced intensities which have effected 
satellite, fundamental, and streaks equally. It is however notable that the [0 1 0] 
scans indicate for certain that the b*  widths of the diffuse streaks are consistently 
increasing during a period when the widths of satellites and the fundamental 
reflections were both observed to sharpen. This would support the interpretation 
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Figure 4.10. The diffuse streak in the (0 -0.21 26) position measured in (a) the 
[0 1 0] direction and in (b) the [0 0 1] direction. 
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Figure 4.11. The b lattice parameter measured during each of the experiment's 
three heating cycles labeled chronologically A, B, and C. 
that the behaviour of the streaks is distinguished from that of the other reflections 
and that they undergo a order-disorder transition at temperatures above 400 0 C. 
4.3.4 The Lattice Parameters 
The b and c lattice parameters were regularly determined throughout the experi-
ment. The measurements involved a least-squares refinement of five fundamental 
positions. The complete results are presented in Figures 4.1 land 4.12. The values 
were measured both during heating cycles to determine temperature behaviour, 
and also at regular intervals during periods of fixed temperature as a potential 
additional indicator of oxygen loss. 
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Figure 4.12. The c lattice parameter measured during each of the experiment's 
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Anneal time (hours) 
Figure 4.13. The interplay between the b and c lattice parameters plotted 
against the number of hours of annealing at 450°C. 
The three heating cycles are labeled in order: A, B, and C. Both the b and c 
lattice parameters show essentially linear behaviour up to approximately 400'C. 
The irreversible effects observed due to the first annealing cycle in Section 4.3.2 
are made manifest here in the permanent changes seen in both b and c. Com-
paring the values at 20°C at the start of the A cycle to the the starting values 
of the subsequent B cycle, the b value has extended by 0.019A and c by 0.12A, 
changes of roughly 0.4%. An extension of a similar magnitude again is observed 
in 5 between cycle B and cycle C, resulting from the additional effects described 
in Section 4.3.3. A lessening in the expansivity of the b axis also follows from its 
extension, which is seen as a decrease of slope from A to B to C. The expansion 
of the b axis above 400'C is strongly exponential, and by 450°C all three cycles 
have reached similar values of around 5.455A. 
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The c lattice parameter shows an altogether different form of behaviour in 
the change between cycle B and cycle C as shown in Figure 4.12. The start 
of cycle C, for instance, shows it to have returned roughly to its original value 
before annealing, reversing the expansion of the previous cycle, and in complete 
contrast to the b axis behaviour. The vertical line of points in Figure 4.12 
corresponds to the extended annealing at 450°C and show it to be responsible for 
this contraction of the c axis. The values of both b and c are plotted together 
against time in Figure 4.13 for the duration of the annealing at 450°C. A clear 
interplay between the two axes exists, the collapse of the c axis being compensated 
for by an expansion of the b axis. The leveling out of the values above 400 hours 
suggests the transition in the structure to be completed after this time, and is 
presumably the consequence of the oxygen diffusion ultimately abating. The 
reaching of an equilibrium after a similar time was also indicated by the profile 
measurements. Since during subsequent reheating in cycle C, the c axis shows 
lower expansivity and is restored only as far as the end equilibrium value of the 
annealing cycle, the transition can be considered to be permanent. 
4.4 Discussion 
The results of Section 4.3.2 demonstrate uncontrovertibly the inert relationship 
between incommensurability and temperature in Bi-2212. While the b axis has 
a steady linear response, and the layer mismatch must therefore vary continu-
ously with temperature, the incommensurate value of the modulation remains 
fixed. This demonstrates that the incommensurate state cannot be considered 
in the context of a 'floating phase'. The result is a very precise confirmation of 
that already suggested by electron diffraction experiments, while the additional 
intensity information provides a new insight. The interplay in behaviour between 
the satellite and fundamental reflections indicates the amplitude of the atomic 
modulation function to steadily decrease with temperature with a concordant 
gain in the order of the average structure. Although the reverse of what might 







Figure 4.14. A simple model illustrating the response of the modulation to 
temperature. The incommensurate value is fixed but the modulation is stretched 
by the extension of the b axis with increasing temperature, and the result is a 
decrease in the amplitude of the modulation. 
naively be expected to be the effect of increasing temperature, the results make 
for a straightforward model of the modulation's behaviour which is illustrated in 
Figure 4.14. With the incommensurate value pinned at 0.21b*,  the real space 
period of the modulation becomes solely dependent upon the value of the b lattice 
parameter. The effect of increasing temperature is to increase 6 and thereby to 
stretch the modulation along that direction. The effect, as would be the case for 
the stretching of any corrugated plane, is a flattening of the corrugations, which 
is observed in the decreasing modulation amplitude. It is interesting to note that 
the modulation does not respond to the c axis, which is increasing at the same 
time and night therefore be expected to stretch the modulation amplitude along 
with it. This shows that the dominant parameter controlling the behaviour of 
the modulation is the in-plane Cu-0 bond length which is also responsible for 
determining the b axis. 
Despite the common picture of incommensurate modulations, with wavevec- 
tors which vary continuously or discreetly to some degree with temperature, the 
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phenomenon of systems with temperature independent wavevectors is well doc-
umented [116]. Such phases exist in the 2H-TaSe 2 system, and also in NbSe3 
for example. In the Landau free-energy description of incommensurate phases, 
any change of the modulation amplitude as a function of temperature should 
also lead to a change of wavevector. Explanations for such temperature indepen-
dent behaviour have been established, however, by considering the pinning of the 
wavevector to the underlying lattice. The mechanism for pinning can arise by 
two specific means. Pinning by impurities is one important mechanism, such as 
in 1T-VSe2 where poor stoichiometry plays an important role. In cases where the 
coherence length of the modulation is large, indicating impurity pinning to be 
of minor consequence, then a further mechanism comes about through the prop-
erties of strongly non-sinusoidal functions. The contribution to the free energy 
of higher harmonics of a non-sinusoidal modulation become highly significant in 
a way in which those of a purely sinusoidal one do not, and the sum of such 
terms is able to effectively pin higher-order commensurate modulations. Or, to 
use the language of Chapter 2; these are described as semi-commensurate modu-
lations. Such situations commonly arise in systems with competing periodicities, 
called discommensurations, the phenomena is described by the Devils Staircase 
approach [12]. 
In the case in question, both approaches could potentially account for the 
temperature independent wavevector. The wavevector value of 0.21b*  sits close 
enough to the commensurate value of 1 (or 4)  to potentially be semicommensu-
rate, and a theoretical model of the modulation with discommensurate features 
has even been developed by Walker [79]. The strength of the higher order satel-
lites, observable to third order in these experiments, is evidence of a strong higher 
harmonic component. The sawtooth modulation function proposed to describe 
the oxygen occupancy of the BiO layer by Petricek [86] is strongly deviated from 
the sinusoidal modulation which describes the Cu0 2 planes; this is reflected to 
an extent in all of the other structural refinements. However, the coherence 
of recognised discommensurate modulations in the chalcogenides is typically in 
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excess of 4000A. By comparison, pinning due to a heavily defected structure, 
possibly by poor stoichiometry or dislocations, is one which might seem more 
readily identifiable in Bi-2212. 
The presence of dislocation networks in Bi-2212 has been confirmed in elec-
tron microscopy studies by Lee [117] and discussed in detail by Shang [118]. They 
were first identified by Fung [119] who described them as anti-phase boundaries. 
They involve extended boundaries in the a - b plane across which sites in the 
BiO layer are displaced by a 1/2<1 1 0>. They effectively correspond to a dis-
location in the BiO ribbons and could therefore be a potential source of pinning. 
The disappearance of the dislocations upon heating between 400 and 460'C was 
suggested to be evidence of a structural transition in this range by Yang [120], 
and it is indeed in this temperature window that the changes in the modulation 
wavevector have been observed. Another effect claimed to occur in this region by 
Bidkin [92] is the disappearance of the diffuse streaks. Unfortunately, the data 
here is not conclusive due to the much stronger mosaic scattering which obscures 
their measurement. The possibility cannot be eliminated that the streaks merely 
reduce in intensity in accord with the other reflections but to a level too low to 
be detectable. If the disappearance of the streaks is authentic, it would suggest 
that their origin relates in some way to the dislocations, and that both changes 
are a consequence of the increased mobility of the oxygen in the Bi 2 02 layers at 
the initiation of the second oxygen diffusion process. Their disappearance was 
described as being permanent by Yang, however, while the streaks are observed 
to be at least partially restored upon cooling in these measurements (Bdikin [92] 
also described the transition as fully reversible). 
A further pinning mechanism, potentially the dominant one, which could be 
realisable in Bi-2212 derives from the structural model of Le Page. The model 
is one which has strongly non-sinusoidal characteristics, involving a random se-
quence of 5b or 4.5b commensurate blocks which duplicate the incommensurate 
period. Instead of a semicommensurate phase pinned by discommensuration 
though, it is more reminiscent of a chaotic phase where the interaction with the 
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underlying Cu0 2 layers is so strong as to cause the modulation to lock-on to the 
periodicity of these layers at random (the situation was shown in Figure 2.1(c) of 
Chapter 2). A chaotic phase model would account for the dominance of the Cu-0 
bond length, the temperature independence of the wavevector, and the random 
sequencing of the proposed commensurate blocks. If this picture is correct, then 
it would indicate that a peculiarly strong inter-layer interaction is at work in the 
Bi-systems. The absence of long range order in the modulations of other com-
pounds such as the TI-systems, might then be explained by a weaker inter-layer 
interaction in these systems. 
Above 300°C oxygen diffusion processes enact the dominant influence upon 
the structure. The combined results of the two experimental sections presented 
show there to be two quite distinct oxygen diffusion processes at work, each 
exerting its own particular authority. This has also been evidenced in many 
experiments which have found the effects of annealing upon other properties, 
such as T 0 , to be very different above and below about 450°C [121, 122, 113]. 
The first of the processes commences close to 300'C and is observed in this 
experiment as a growing inhomogeneity in the sample. The loss of oxygen is 
also responsible for a permanent extension of approximately 0.4% in both b and 
c lattice parameters. Such an extension in the c axis is the most commonly 
observed feature to be associated with oxygen loss, and likewise a comparable 
contraction upon oxygen absorption (see the review of this in Section 5.2). The 
observations made by electron diffraction methods of vacuum annealing in the 
vicinity of 300°C, supports the assumption that the changes observed in this work 
are also due to oxygen diffusion. The results here confirm that such diffusion 
mechanisms have little or no influence upon the period of the incommensurate 
modulation. 
The second phase of oxygen diffusion commences above 400°C, and in this 
temperature range at least, appears to be much slower than the first diffusion 
process. Its different nature is also seen in the reversal of the c axis extension 
which was effected in the first. The measurements over the prolonged period 
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of time at 450'C appear to be monitoring the controlled decomposition of the 
sample, due to this slow but continuous escape of oxygen from the structure. It 
is during this period that changes in the modulation period are finally induced, 
close to the amorphisation as has been reported in all previous studies (although 
it is usually observed only fleetingly as a rapid transition at much higher tem-
peratures). The change involves the gradual appearance of diffuse scattering, 
and eventually new satellites, with b*  wavevector components 0.20. Al-
though a diffuse distribution of scattering is found from 0.20b*  to  0.10b*,  very 
strong, well defined reflections were found at 0.14b*.  This corresponds to a 
new modulation wavelength of 7.1b, or 3 x4.7 the old wavelength. Assuming 
this is the result of the reducing oxygen content, then it is strong evidence to 
suggest a phase transition to a new oxygen deficient state, intermediate on the 
route to decomposition. It is noted, that the value observed here for this new 
period is close to that also observed to appear, by many authors, in electron 
diffraction studies of rare-earth doped Bi-systems. For instance, Chen [123] has 
measured the appearance of satellites at 0.125b*  in Bi2Sr2Cai_PrCu208+6 
when x exceeds 0.6, and Inoue [124] observed a similar long period modulation in 
Bi 2 Sr2 Cal _YCu2Os+s. The appearance of these new modulations are observed, 
as is also the case here, as a phase separation, the new modulation coexisting 
with the original modulation in the same sample. Changes in the lattice param-
eters very like those presented here in Figure 4.13 (i.e. contraction of the e axis 
and expansion of the basal plane) are also commonly reported to accompany the 
appearance of this new modulation period. 
The important question which must be answered is to which oxygen sites in 
the structure do these two separate diffusion processes relate. The same con-
clusions of distinct diffusion mechanisms at these temperatures have also been 
reached by other means [111, 125, 1121 (reviewed in Section 5.2), but without any 
knowledge as to the structural changes involved. The sequence of diffusion as a 
function of temperature and time is determined by the activation energy of the 
different oxygen sites; precise data does not exist for this but a good indication 
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Figure 4.15. Three examples of how the modulated structure may change to give 
new values of 3. For simplicity the modulation period of the starting structure 
(lower strip) has been approximated to 5 unit cells (or /3=1/5). To produce the 
experimentally observed value of 0.142/15 it can be seen that an alteration of 
the structure between bridging positions is necessary. 
[126] of how tightly bound a particular oxygen will be is its bond length. Data 
on oxygen bond lengths is available from the structural refinements discussed 
in Chapter 3. In ascending order of expected activation energy the oxygen sites 
would be: inter-ribbon and bridging, rocksalt, apical, and the most tightly bound 
of all, Cu planar. It can be surmised from this that the first diffusion process must 
almost certainly be associated with any interchain oxygens or with the bridging 
sites, and this is a frequent assertion of many oxygen studies. The persistence 
of the modulation well beyond this initial oxygen diffusion process is strong ev-
idence to conclude that the modulation remains stable and well ordered even 
when the excess oxygen of the Bi 2 02 layers has been removed. This is just as 
would be expected in the picture of the BiO layer being strongly pinned to the 
potential of the Cu0 2 layer, and would account for the very similar descriptions 
of the modulation given by all the structural refinements despite very different 
values being determined for oxygen content; even one, for example, in which the 
bridging positions were observed to be entirely vacated [83]. 
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However, the much slower second process did produce a very definite effect 
upon the modulation and it might be argued that this could therefore correspond 
to the change in the bridging oxygens. The change, though, involved the transi-
tion of the incommensurate period to a preferred value of 0 0. 14, and this value 
does not seem consistent with a change due to the absence of the bridging posi-
tions alone. To illustrate this, in Figure 4.15 the modulation periods have been 
approximated to their nearest semicommensurate counterparts, and the position 
of the bridging sites, repeating once for every five unit cells, is indicated. If the 
modulation is considered to still be pinned then it cannot adjust continuously to 
the changing oxygen content, and the first discontinuous change in period which 
is possible is then when every second bridging position has been vacated and 
the modulation relaxes to a value of 0 = or 0.10, which could after further 
oxygen removal be followed by 3 = 11  5 . But, in order to achieve a change to the 
value which is observed in this experiment, of 0 =, a change in the structure 15 
of the central rocksalt sites of the Bi 2 0 2 layers is also required. A fact which 
then suggests that the bridging positions have already been vacated by the first 
diffusion process • and that the second diffusion corresponds to the rocksalt oxy-
gen sites. This is a more dramatic reorganisation of the structure and hence the 
transition is coincident with an extension of the b axis and the. collapse of the c 
axis. This behaviour can also be accounted for in this picture of oxygen removal 
by considering the bonding between adjacent BiO layers. In the fully oxygenated 
structure there is little bonding between adjacent layers, with the Bi lone pair 
believed to be directed along the c axis forcing the layers apart. However, under 
substantially reduced oxygen conditions, the Bi could only maintain the favoured 
oxygen coordination by forming bonds with oxygens in the adjacent layer and 
directing the lone pair instead within the basal plane and thus expanding the 
rocksalt region. 
The above interpretation does run contrary to the assumptions made in the 
high-temperature electron diffraction studies discussed at the start of this chapter. 
In these it was asserted that the deference of the satellites to the low temperature 
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oxygen diffusion indicated that the oxygen was not removed from the BiO layers 
but rather from the perovskite block. From the wider discussion of the mod-
ulations properties though, there appears no compelling reason to assume that 
the structure does not remain impervious to the removal of the bridging oxygens. 
This then overcomes the apparently anomalous requirement that the most tightly 
bound oxygen sites should be those which become mobile at the lowest tempera-
ture. The ordering responsible for the 2ax2b superstructure observed in electron 
diffraction experiments must therefore be either the result of some additional in-
teraction between the electron beam and the oxygen of the Cu0 2 planes, although 
this is thought not to be the case, or it is located elsewhere in the structure. The 
same argument must also be applied to the twinning reported by Yang [110] after 
vacuum annealing. Indeed, they note themselves that the proposed Cu0 2 twin-
ning model is of a previously unknown character for a perovskite structure. It 
should also be pointed out that oxygen vacancies, of the density suggested by the 
twinning and the 2ax2b models within the Cu0 2 planes would surely be highly 
detrimental to the superconducting properties. Whilst Gao [109] has observed 
these features to be present in samples with close to optimum values of T. 
In conclusion, the fundamental properties of the incommensurate modulation 
of Bi-2212 have been investigated using x-ray scattering to observe in situ the 
response of the structure to high temperature (over the range room temperature 
to 450°C). The.results have conclusively demonstrated the temperature indepen-
dent nature of the incommensurability, and several pinning mechanisms which 
would offer explanations for this have been discussed. The strong influence ex-
erted by oxygen diffusion over the structure has also been highlighted, and the 
results clearly indicate the existence of two distinct oxygen diffusion processes, 
the first being dominant over the temperature range 300-400'C, and the second 
commencing above 400'C. However, it has also been found that the wavevector 
of the modulation is in no way a continuous function of oxygen content; a result 
contrary to the assumptions which have previously been widespread in the liter-
ature. Only after very prolonged annealing at 450°C under vacuum was evidence 
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for a structural transition observed, which involved the appearance of satellite 
reflections with a new wavevector of q 0.14b* + c. It is tentatively suggested 
that this transition may relate to the formation of a new oxygen-deficient struc-
ture, due to the removal of oxygen from both the bridging and rocksalt sites of 
the Bi 2 0 2 layer. 
Chapter 5 
Variation of Structural and 
Transport Properties with 
Oxygen Stoichiometry 
5.1 Introduction 
Oxygen content has long been known to be influential to the electrical properties 
of perovskite oxides [5]. In the cuprates, the importance of oxygen content was 
established by the earliest of experiments. The annealing of La2_BaCu0 4 in 
vacuum, for instance, was found to raise the onset of T by as much as 20K 
from the initial as-grown value [4]. Even the non superconducting La 2 CuO 4 can 
be rendered a superconductor by high pressure oxygen treatment [127]. But 
the role played by oxygen is far from simple. The superconducting transition 
temperature, T, is a complex function of oxygen content, cation composition, 
and crystal structure. The carrier concentration, n8 , is the critical quantity in 
maximising T, and it is as a means to controlling the carrier concentration that 
oxygen content derives its primary influence. Along with cation dopants such as 
in La2_SrCu04, or similar variation in cation stoichiometry within a stability 
field (an important feature in the Bi-systems), the variation in oxygen content 
has proved an important means to control ri3 , and has been a key to investigating 
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the high-Ta mechanism. 
The relationship between T and carrier concentration is a relatively straight-
forward one, and is illustrated in Figure 5.1; its nature has been found to be 
universal amongst the cuprates [128, 129, 130]. On the other hand, the rela-
tionship between carrier concentration, oxygen content, and structure is not so 
straightforward. A useful simplification, made by way of explanation, is to con-
sider all cuprates as a charge reservoir separated by a number of Cu0 2 layers. 
Although the carrier concentration is regulated by the charge reservoir, Zhang 
[129] has then shown that the optimum value of it 3 can be considered as a univer-
sal parameter related only to the number of Cu0 2 layers. Thus thereby explain-
ing the universal T 0-n 3 relationship of Figure 5.1. Yet the maximum transition 
temperature achievable, TaX,  which corresponds to the optimum doping of the 
Cu0 2 planes, does vary from structure to structure. This is specific because it 
is determined by other factors, principally involving the immediate structural 
environment around the Cu0 2 planes, and may involve the interplanar coupling 
between CuO 2 layers and the charge reservoirs. Outside this simple model, the 
details of the mechanism of the charge transfer process, for instance, tend to be 
specific to each of the cuprate families. So this means changes in T" 1' may be 
brought about, possibly independent of it 3 , by structural rearrangements within 
the charge reservoir layers. 
The effect of oxygen incorporation within a structure can therefore be twofold, 
controlling the carrief concentration, and accommodating structural readjust-
ments within the charge reservoir. Both hold their own influence over T, and 
the mechanism by which each does so may be different. This is demonstrated 
most clearly by the correlations observed in Y-123 between a plateau in the T-n 3 
curve and the ordering of oxygen vacancy superstructures in the CuO(reservoir) 
layers (as described in Chapter 2); over the range of oxygen content, not all of 
the additional carriers contributed are realised as an increased n in the Cu0 2 
planes, but remain instead localised at sites within the CuO chains. 
A remarkable level of understanding of the interplay between oxygen chain 
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Figure 5.1. A schematic of the universal T-n 3 relationship determined for all p- 
type high-Ta cuprates (after Zhang). The precise shape of the curve is varyingly 
expressed by different authors as having a flat maximum or as a negative parabola. 
ordering and transport properties has emerged in the Y-123 structures [17]. The 
same, unfortunately, cannot be said of the other cuprate families, for which un-
derstanding has sadly trailed. This is especially true of the Bi-systems, due to 
the increased structural complexity of the charge reservoir brought about by the 
presence of the incommensurate modulation. Excess oxygen incorporated into 
the BiO layer every 4-5 unit cells by the modulation is an oft-cited claim, one 
which is all too frequently used as a blanket explanation for results of studies on 
a whole variety of structural, superconducting, and normal state properties (and 
can be found stated in almost all of the references in the following review, Section 
5.2). When fully occupied it follows from this assumption that an oxygen content 
per formula unit of 8.2 (i.e. 8=0.2) can be accounted for, compared to a value of 
8.0 for the ideal unmodulated structure. As has already been discussed in Chap-
ter 3, extra oxygen has indeed been successfully evidenced by neutron diffraction 
experiments [88, 851. However, as was made clear in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.4, 
the real structure may be substantially more complicated than is assumed in this 
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single extra oxygen picture, allowing for a considerable range in oxygen variation 
and involving a number of potential sites. Furthermore, as will be made clear in 
Section 5.2 of this chapter, the results of many experiments which measure the 
variation in oxygen content due to annealing suggest that a range of variation 
in oxygen of AS > 0.2 may be possible. All of this suggests that the currently 
accepted assumptions are at best naive, and that the true degree of subtlety in 
the oxygen-structure relationship has yet to be discovered. 
The failure to describe other structures as correctly as Y-123 is an important 
problem. It has been pointed out by Sendyka [131] that the many experiments 
which suggest subtle structural changes linked to the superconducting mechanism 
in the vicinity of T (and discussed further in Chapter 6) cannot be interpreted 
conclusively because of the lack of understanding of local oxygen structure. The 
question of flux pinning in the Bi-systems is another problem of intense current 
interest. Two regimes of pinning are believed to exist: below about 30K in the flux 
lattice state where oxygen vacancies in the Cu0 2 plane are believed to dominate 
[132], and above 30K in the 2D pancake vortex state where more extended defects 
are required to account for the observed pinning of the pancakes [120]. The lack of 
knowledge about the influence of oxygen incorporation upon micro-structure has 
severely hampered the understanding of these pinning mechanisms, and is also 
of importance in improving processing techniques to maximise J. Also, theories 
describing normal state properties are dependent upon this question [133]. The 
development of a better understanding of the oxygen-structure-T a relationship in 
Bi-2212 is a desirable end for all these reasons. 
The experiments in this chapter attempt to discern changes in diffuse x-ray 
scattering which may be associated with changes in oxygen content or ordering. 
Although neutron scattering is more suitable for this purpose, the ability to ob-
serve oxygen changes with x-rays has been well demonstrated in Y-123 [134]. 
A summary will first be presented of the experimental information available to 
date which relates the behaviour of transport properties with oxygen content and 
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annealing treatments, and in so doing the inadequacies of the current understand-
ing are highlighted. The experiment itself starts by characterising three as-grown 
crystals using EPMA, AC-susceptibility, and x-ray scattering, and identifying 
differences in the diffuse scattering which appear to correlate with differences in 
oxygen content. The relevance of these differences is then confirmed by subse-
quent measurements made after ex situ high temperature annealing treatments 
in either nitrogen or oxygen atmospheres. 
5.2 Oxygen Content and Annealing 
A great amount of experimental effort has been devoted to the development of 
reliable means for the control and measurement of oxygen content (8+8), and 
to its use as an effective variable for investigating transport properties. The 
current understanding relating to the results of annealing experiments upon the 
stoichiometric Bi-2212 phase is briefly reviewed here. A substantial body of lit-
erature also exists regarding the use of cation substitution as a means to similar 
ends. The dopant concentration is an extra variable which may be more easily 
determined than 8, and dopants can also be used to extend the range of vari-
ability AJ. The potential additional structural effects of cation ordering and 
phase separation, however, add to the complexity, and discussion of cation dop-
ing experiments will therefore be confined to appropriate points where they offer 
additional enlightenment not available through annealing alone. 
The earliest literature on annealing experiments, effectively that prior to 1990, 
went only as far as to demonstrate that oxygen content was an important variable. 
The details, however, often relayed apparently conflicting results. For instance, 
the influence on T of oxygen treatment of samples was reported to have little 
effect by Sunshine [45], while a decrease in T, was reported by Morris [135], 
and conversely increases in T by Niu [136] and Forro [114]. The maximum 
attainable T was also widely inconsistent, and Bi-2212 was frequently categorised 
as an 801< superconductor [137]. These initial contradictions evaporate when 
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considered relative to the starting oxygen contents of the samples, and the later 
understanding of the T 0-n 5 relationship; as already mentioned, under-doped and 
over-doped regimes both exist. Some mindfulness for the influence of the various 
experimental parameters (such as anneal temperature, oxygen partial pressure, 
and anneal period) is also essential to understanding the changes brought about 
in a particular experiment. 
An important later experiment in determining the evolution of oxygen loss 
with annealing temperature was that of Nagoshi [lii]. In this, the unusual appli-
cation of a mass spectrometer was made to analysing the evaporating atmosphere 
from a single crystal annealed in vacuum at temperatures between 200-600°C. 
Oxygen loss from the crystal commenced as low as 220°C, albeit slightly. Two 
regions of significance were identified, between 306°C and 500°C, and above 500°C 
where the evaporation increased strongly. A similar two-stage process can be seen 
in the results of Deshimaru [112] using a different technique, the oxygen loss com-
menced at 260'C and initially peaked around 400°C. The results suggest that two 
distinct sites participate in the oxygen loss, and that the two are activated at the 
different temperatures. This fact is reflected in the results of numerous experi-
ments where annealing above about 450'C appears to induce different changes to 
annealing below this threshold [122, 113]. In particular, this may have its most 
striking demonstration in measurements made by Dimesso [121] who annealed 
textured Bi-2212 thick films under flowing nitrogen for various periods at three 
different temperatures. The T varied in an almost identical manner for the two 
temperatures of 300 0 C and 400° C; rising from its as-grown value of 74K up to a 
maximum of 80K for a few hours annealing, and falling again for longer periods. 
But it was only by annealing at 500°C that it was possible to achieve a maximum 
T of 85K. So although the carrier concentration had been varied through the 
optimum value by the lower temperature oxygen changes, it appears necessary to 
also make alteration to the higher activation energy site before T can be max-
imised. It can be concluded then, that to facilitate the most complete change in 
5, temperatures in excess of 500°C are required. 
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However, annealing at too high a temperature for too long is also to be avoided 
with sample decomposition shown to accompany annealing as low as 450°C [113]. 
The nature of the decomposition is highly dependent upon the annealing atmo-
sphere as shown in a study by Forro [114] where annealing at 745°C in various 
oxygen partial pressures produced entirely reversible changes except for oxygen 
partial pressures below 0.04mbar when permanent decomposition resulted. The 
TEM observations by Gao [109] found the majority of decomposition occurs as 
Bi-2201 inter-growths, the samples remaining crystalline. A systematic investi-
gation of the problem using x-rays by Wu [115] also found inter-growths, and an 
additional unidentified phase with a c axis of 9.6A. After 120 hours annealing at 
650 0 C in air Wu [115] also characterised the additional problem of Bi evaporation 
in an oxygen rich atmosphere due to the evaportIon of Bi 2 0 3 . Re-cleaving of 
the crystal surface and SEM views of the cross section showed this decomposition 
to be principally confined to a depth of 10pm, and that the decomposition did 
not progress further below the surface if the annealing was extended. 
The actual parameters of oxygen diffusion as a function of temperature have 
been investigated by Runde [138]. Using tracer diffusion of 180  in single crystals 
annealed in one atmosphere of oxygen it was established that the diffusion is 
highly anisotropic, and is relatively slow below 550°C. The a-b plane diffusion 
was found to have a far larger diffusion coefficient than that of the much slower c 
axis diffusion. The activation energies were also considerably different, suggesting 
an interstitial mechanism within the Bi 2 0 2 layers with a low activation energy 
to be responsible for a-b diffusion: in the c axis no such convenient interstitial 
mechanism exists linking the Bi 2 0 2 layers, and so diffusion is limited by the 
higher activation energy required for oxygen vacancy creation, presumably in the 
Cu0 2 planes. The in situ measurement of the weight change of single crystal 
samples as a function of time and temperature, and of crystal dimensions, by Li 
and Kes [125] showed further anisotropy within the a-b plane itself with > 5. 
Db 
The anisotropic diffusion results overall are very similar to those for Y-123 [139], 
even down to similar values of activation energies for the a-b diffusion. In Y-123 
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the a-b anisotropy is explained by invoking the influence of the oxygen chains, an 
oxygen atom jumps from an oxygen chain into a neighbouring empty row along 
which it can then move rapidly until next encountering a chain fragment. The 
a-b anisotropy in Bi-2212 is almost certainly the result of the modulation, the 
rows of Bi concentrated bands playing a similar role to the chain fragments in 
Y-123. 
In practical terms, then, the change in S can be highly dependent upon the 
period of annealing at lower temperatures. In the results of Li [125], for exam-
ple, periods in excess of 10 hours, extending to over 90 hours, are necessary to 
reach an equilibrium at 500°C. And this is of course strongly dependent upon 
crystal dimensions. Above 600°C, however, the diffusion process is so rapid that 
annealing for periods longer than one or two hours will be of little consequence 
to the equilibrium content. A study by Emmen [122] in which crystals were an-
nealed in an oxygen atmosphere for 60 hours at temperatures between 400°C and 
800'C, found this anneal period to be more than sufficient except at the lowest 
of temperatures below 450°C; the crystal platelets had dimensions lOx3xO.3mm. 
The controllable diffusion of oxygen in the Bi-2212 structure is well facilitated 
by the annealing methods described: quantifying the magnitude of the resultant 
change in oxygen, though, remains unreliable. The classical thermogravimetric 
method (TGA) has been commonly applied, and once contributions from contam-
inants such as water vapour and CO 2 are eliminated, authors show strong faith 
in the ability of the technique to measure relative changes in 5 to +0.001[125] for 
single crystals (the problems associated with polycrystalline samples are far more 
unpredictable, however). The biggest hurdle comes in determining an absolute 
value for 5. For this a reference point is required against which the variations 
may be marked, and this results in large uncertainties which are typically +0.1 
[140]. Potential solutions to this have included iodometric titration, hydrogen 
reduction, and carbon reduction methods, but the results show that no two tech-
niques, even when applied to the same sample, are able to produce the same 
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answer. This is to be held in mind when comparing the contrary results of dif- 
ferent authors. In addition, it must be remembered that the absolute value of 
S is also dependent upon the cation stoichiometry of a crystal, and so will in-
evitably be different to some degree for crystals from different growths. To side 
step such issues, many experiments have instead simply reported results as a 
function of the oxygen partial pressure during annealing, or as a function of the 
anneal temperature instead. 
Common agreement upon the form of the Ta-S relationship established by 
the different means does exist. The first part of the curve in the overdoped re-
gion was measured by Nagoshi [ill], where T, increased with oxygen loss to a 
plateau. Groen [141] established the underdoped region, where increasing the 
oxygen partial pressure resulted in T decreasing, and the same relationship was 
shown by Mitzi [140]. An important measurement was the variation of T across 
the complete plateau region of the curve, going from overdoped to underdoped 
as the oxygen loss increased, as studied by Li [125]. The variation in 5, as mea-
sured by TGA for this plateau region, was 0.12: the range bf T was for about 
85K to T" to 80K on the underdoped side (the maximised T varying between 
particular crystls). Similar magnitudes for S were measured by Mitzi [140], 
and Morris [135], also using TGA. Using iodometric titration, Schweizer [142] 
measured a range of 0.10 for S going from the plateau down to 65K in the under-
doped regime. An anomalously small change in S of only 0.04 for a range of T of 
40K, measured using TGA on powdered samples, caused Groen [141] to invoke 
a charge re-distribution process rather than oxygen loss to be responsible for the 
T changes. The inaccuracy of TGA when applied to powdered samples would 
seem a more reasonable explanation for this inconsistency however. A similar 
charge redistribution argument was used by Nagoshi [111] who measured a tiny 
change of only 0.006 for a T increase of 27K. Again this seems implausible; it can 
only be speculated that a flaw in the analysis of the unusual mass spectrometer 
method is responsible. 
The c axis lattice parameter also varies with 5, and an unequivocal linear 
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relationship exists between c and T0 , for which very good agreement is found 
amongst authors. The magnitude of this variation, in which c increases with in-
creasing T, is typically of the order of Ac = O.ioA for AT of 10K, from a survey 
of the published values [125, 140, 122, 141]. Modifications in the other lattice 
parameters are less well characterised, a few reporting no observable changes in a 
or b, but with more accurate measurement a small degree of change is apparent. 
Making no distinction between the two, Nagoshi [111] measured an expansion for 
a and b over a range of 0.005A accompanying oxygen loss, and Mitzi [140] ob-
served a contraction of 0.005A with oxygen incorporation. Where measured, no 
change in the modulation period has ever been discerned to accompany changes 
in 8 [111, 140, 1431. The observations of Section 4.3.4 are also in accord with this 
result. Because of the linear correspondence between c and T, explanations have 
been sought to explain how, ultimately, the c axis may govern hole concentration. 
Certainly, removal of oxygen from the Bi 2 02 layers could be reasonably expected 
to lead to an increase in the separation of neighbouring BiO bi-layers, and an 
expansion of c [81]. It was similarly reported by Xue [144] that incorporation of 
excess oxygen between the BiO layers causes the repulsion between the bi-layers 
to decrease, and hence the SrO-BiO-BiO-SrO slab to contract. For the c axis 
expansion to be involved directly in the control of it 3 , however, an expansion of 
the interlayer Cu0 2 to BiO distance would seem a more necessary component 
for it to effect charge transfer directly. A discussion of the effects upon hole 
concentration, and whether these alterations actually act in consort with charge 
transfer will require more detailed observations. 
Within the phase range of Bi-2212 a wide variation in cation stoichiometry is 
possible, which can mean samples used in the different experiments and only nom-
inally identified as Bi-2212 can have in reality very different cation compositions. 
Unfortunately, unless some extrinsic doping has been specifically introduced as 
a variable in an experiment, then cation composition is rarely investigated. The 
difference in TX  already mentioned [125], is attributed to just these differences. 
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The work by Deshimaru [112]  has addressed this question by examining the ef-
fects of annealing upon samples with various Sr/Ca ratios, Bi2Sr2_CaCu20 
(x=0.0 to 1.0). The clearest indication of the Sr/Ca ratio was found to be the 
c axis, which ranged from 30.6A for x=0.8 to 30.9A for x=0.0. Upon anneal-
ing, the c lattice parameter appeared to show a linear relationship with oxygen 
content for all values of x, and all varied over similar ranges but within different 
absolute limits depending upon z. The simple T vs. c relationship just men-
tioned was not found to hold, however, with an almost parabolic relationship for 
x=0.8, and even when more linear the slope of the curve changed dramatically, 
becoming much steeper for x=0.0. The TX  which can be inferred from their 
results showed a value of 95I< for x=0.0 but was limited to values less than 85K 
for higher values. In annealing studies of lead doped epitaxial films, Balestrino 
[145] found a similar dependence to that of Deshimaru [112] in the relationship 
between T and annealing; but this time with the lead content. It was also found 
that the c lattice parameter underwent a smaller change with the annealing, the 
greater the lead content. 
Direct determination of the carrier concentration in the Cu0 2 planes can be 
made by Hall measurements. Assuming the oxygen changes do take place in 
the Bi 2 02 layers, then the variation of ri3 with S is an indication of the degree 
of charge transfer which actually occurs between the layers. Hall measurements 
have been carried out by, amongst others, Rateau [146], Mitzi [140], and Nagoshi 
[111]. All provide only lithited data, but there is reasonable agreement upon the 
magnitude of the changes. With oxygen loss, Nagoshi measured ui 3 decreasing 
from 4x1021 to 2x102' carriers per cm', and with oxygen incorporation Mitzi 
measured an increase from 3.lxl0 2 ' to 4.6xl021 . A calculation can be made of the 
expected adjustment in hole content based upon the accompanying measurement 
of the change in J. As measured by Mitzi, Ls8=0.29 and would be expected to 
contribute 0.58 holes p.f.u., compared to the actual change measured from n of 
only 0.32 extra holes p.f.u.. This is an indication that a proportion of the holes 
do not contribute to the mobile carrier concentration but are rather localised and 
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responsible for partially oxidising the BiO layer. A similar localisation of holes is 
known to occur in the CuO chain layer of Y-123. Strong support for this picture 
of charge transfer was provided by a study of the bismuth valence by Schweizer 
[142] using a chemical method. It was found that the bismuth valence varied 
linearly with oxygen content, confirming that oxidation of the BiO layers occurs. 
Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) and microscopy (STM) techniques 
have been used in conjunction to probe changes in the electronic state of the hO 
layer (the methods are described in detail by Zhang [147]). This is facilitated by 
the ease with which Bi-2212 single crystals may be cleanly and reliably cleaved, 
however, the studies are confined to the state of the single surface BiO layer. 
Awana [148] was able to directly observe excess oxygen atoms on this surface 
layer, and even observed the changes due to oxygen añnealiñg with additional 
oxygen being incorporated in a disordered fashion in the STM image. It was found 
that nitrogen annealing produced instead well ordered BiO images. Whether 
the BiO layers may ever be entirely metallic is disputable, but certainly the 
increased oxygen content was found to augment the non-metallic nature of layers 
[148, 1491. Their interpretation of the effects of this upon the superconductivity 
are unfortunately wildly astray, suggesting that the decreasing metallicity of the 
Bi2 02 layers is wholly responsible for the decrease in T [148, 150] but takes no 
account of the overdoping of the Cu0 2 layers by the increasing oxygen content. A 
zero density of states and non-metallic behaviour has also been reported by Shih 
[70] using STS. A study by Wu [143] of samples vacuum annealed for varying 
periods at 400°C, which altered T from 85K to non-superconducting, unlike 
Awana [148] failed to observe any change in the STM images. This led Wu 
(and has been taken up by others) to speculate that the suppression of T may 
not be due to oxygen loss from the BiO layer. However, unlike the images of the 
Awana study, it is not clear whether the images are of the bismuth or oxygen sub-
lattices, and as is admitted in the paper, if bismuth alone were being resolved 
this would more simply explain the failing. A change was found in the local 
electronic states near the Fermi level, with non-periodic variations over a length 
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scale of 20-30A observed in the non-superconducting samples, and which were 
entirely absent from the as-grown samples. Wu suggested these to be significant 
as they occur on the same scale as the coherence length, and they may well be the 
result of oxygen loss accommodated by the BiO layer by changes in the bismuth 
coordination. 
The behaviour of the normal state properties are also, of course, strongly 
affected by the annealing related changes. Because of the highly anisotropic 
nature of the transport properties they must be considered separately within the 
a - b plane and perpendicular to it. As T, decreases so the a - b plane resistivity 
Pab increases systematically, as does the slope dp/dT [114]. The resistivity is 
linear and metallic-like down to temperatures close to T a , but this can change 
for samples rendered oxygen deficient by annealing where a semiconductor like 
increase in Pab  is observed above T [151]. The c axis resistivity p, is upwards of 
several orders of magnitude larger than Pab  due, it is believed, to the localisation 
of the carriers within the Cu0 2 planes and the large separation of these by the 
insulating charge reservoir layers. The behaviour of the normal state properties 
are qualitatively the same amongst all high-T a superconductors. In an experiment 
by Yoo [133] Pc  was found to range from semiconductor-like to more metallic 
behaviour with increasing annealing temperature. This, and the strong sample 
dependence of the behaviour, is explained by some form of structural distortion 
between the Cu0 2 layers which leads to a reduction in the interlayer coupling, and 
which is relieved by the annealing. The overall behaviour can then be explained 
in the context of thermally activated hopping between the Cu0 2 layers. 
The picture which emerges from this survey of the literature is one in which 
the changes associated with oxygen diffusion are complex, and are either contrary 
to, or are far from adequately described by, the currently accepted assumptions of 
oxygen behaviour in Bi-2212. The control of oxygen stoichiometry by annealing 
can be used to range over a substantial range of n, and hence T. There is 
evidence that the full range of AS is greater than the AS < 0.2 which can be 
accounted for by the single excess oxygen model. Although absolute values are 
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difficult to determine reliably, relative changes in oxygen content of AS > 0.3 have 
been commonly reported amongst annealing experiments [135, 140, 152]; Mitzi 
[140], for example, observed a fully reversible variation in S of 0.29(5) which 
corresponded with the alteration of T c by 13K (the full range by which T. can 
be varied is substantially larger). The variation of oxygen in excess of AS=0.2 
must, therefore, involve the variation of oxygen at additional crystallographic 
sites. This is supported by the wide range of values summarised in Table 3.1 of 
Chapter 3. A further commonly cited assumption is that the modulation period 
is a function of S. But this runs contrary to the actual observations of structure 
studies, and the results presented in Chapter 4 confirm this to be a false picture. 
Clear evidence for two distinct sites comes also from the evolution of the annealing 
process with temperature (this is further suppoitèd bythe results presented in 
Chapter 4). Most importantly, there is some suggestion that alteration of the 
lower activation energy site alone is not sufficient to achieve the highest values 
of Tc [121]. There is also much evidence that substantial structural adjustments 
accompany the variation of oxygen stoichiometry [142, 140, 143, 148]. That some 
form of structural adjustments have additional influence beyond controlling ri 5 
alone, and effecting T', is a distinct possibility, and would also explain the 
change in nature of Pc [133]. The oxygen content question therefore remains 
controversial, but there is much to suggest that the commonly assumed picture is 
at best a naive one, and that subtle oxygen related structural adjustments have 
yet to be identified. 
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5.3 Investigation of Oxygen Related Changes 
5.3.1 Experimental 
Five samples of Bi-2212, originating from three different growth methods, were 
selected for use in this study. The first was the Oxford flux grown crystal, the 
x-ray characterisation for which was presented in Chapter 3. Two other crystals 
which will be identified as Al and A2 were grown by the travelling solvent floating 
zone method (TSFZ) at Warwick. Both Al and A2 were from the same batch, 
grown from a starting composition of Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu=2-2-1-2. The x-ray charac-
terisation of one of these, Al, has already been presented in Chapter 3. The final 
two crystals were also TSFZ grown by Warwick, but were grown from a batch 
with astarting composition of Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu=2.0-1.64-1.16-2.0, they will be iden-
tified as Bl and B2. Knowledge from previous studies of TSFZ grown crystals 
has already been published by Balakrishnan [104]. It is known that the 2212 sto-
ichiometric growths produce crystals which are close to optimum doping in their 
as-grown state with T close to its maximum. The off-stoichiometric composition 
produces on the whole larger single crystals which are, however, overdoped and 
with a lower T. In this case, the Al and A2 samples had similar dimensions 
6x3x0.lmm while the Bl and B2 samples were 1-2mm longer. 
Of the five samples under study, three were used for the determination of dif-
ferences in composition and included the A2, B2 and Oxford crystals. The deter-
mination of the composition was made by electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) 
by A.J.S. Chowdhury at Oxford University. The EPMA method has only re-
cently been established as an important tool for the characterisation of oxides, 
a full review of the technique is given by Mackenzie [153]. Improvements in the 
method's accuracy have now made possible the determination of oxygen content 
to an accuracy comparable to that of thermogravimetry, providing a new, more 
expedient means which is ideally suited to the study of single crystals. 
The remaining two samples, Al and Bi, were selected to undergo ex situ high 
temperature annealing treatments. The annealing strategy is based upon the 
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pre-existing knowledge about the characteristics of the two growth types and was 
designed to bring about an opposite effect upon T, in each case. The Al sample 
was annealed for 24 hours in an oxygen atmosphere at 720'C with the intention 
of increasing the oxygen content of this crystal and hence lowering T. The 
crystal Bl, however, was annealed in a nitrogen atmosphere at 720°C for only 10 
minutes. Both samples were quenched to room temperature after annealing. The 
anneal times were chosen based upon previous experience of heat treatments on 
such crystals. It has been found that only a very short anneal period is necessary 
to effect an increase in T when the as-grown value of T is lower than optimum, 
while much longer anneal times have been found to be necessary to produce any 
lowering of T,, by oxygen incorporation. 
The superconducting transitions were characterised for all five crystals in 
their as-grown state as well as post-anneal for Al and Bi. The measurements 
were made using AC-susceptibility with HAC parallel to the c axis. The critical 
temperature T was defined as the onset temperature of diamagnetism. These 
measurements were carried out by J. Gardener at Warwick University for crystals 
Al and BI, and by A. J. S. Chowdhury at Oxford University for the remainder. 
X-ray characterisation of both Al and Bi samples was made prior to and after 
the annealing treatments, and to the Oxford crystal for comparison. The x-ray 
measurements were carried out as described in the earlier chapter, using graphite 
for both monochromator and analyser crystals. It was consistently found by the 
x-ray measurements that the samples were generally made up of at least two 
or three large misaligned single crystals, which means the crystals under study 
have dimensions somewhat less than those given for the sample. However, the 
triple crystal geometry is such that the scattering from any additional crystal-
lites, even when only slightly misaligned from the one under study, can be easily 
discriminated against. 
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5.3.2 Susceptibility and EPMA Characterisation 
The results of the compositional analysis are presented in Table 5.1. The different 
starting compositions of the growths can be seen to be reflected to a fair degree in 
each of the samples. Relative to the ideal 2212 stoichiometry the Al sample comes 
closest, while both the BI and Oxford samples have increased Bi contents and 
reduced Sr contents. Measurements made of several different areas of each crystal 
showed some variation in the composition, this is very difficult to quantify without 
intensive measurements, and the variations did not appear significant enough to 
significantly effect the relative differences between the crystals indicated in the 
table. The values for oxygen content 8 determined by this method are a good 
indication of the relative differences in oxygen content between the samples but 
are not as accurate as the data for the cations, and the absolute values must 
be taken with a degree of caution. It can be seen that, as was expected, the 
excess Bi content of the B2 sample combined with growth in a flowing oxygen 
atmosphere has resulted in a significantly larger oxygen content than either of 
the other two samples. As an indication of the absolute oxygen contents, 8+8, 
the numbers are accurate at best to only 5-10%. The values for T determined 
from the susceptibility results are also included in Table 5.1. The higher oxygen 
content of B2 can be seen to correlate with a considerably lower value of T, 
T=82K, than in the other two samples with T=94K for A2 and T=93F( for 
Oxford. In comparison with the values quoted earlier in the review, the oxygen 
difference here of AS = 0.09 for a AT = 10K is in good agreement with those 
determined by TGA [125, 140, 135] and iodometric titration [142]. 
The results of the AC-susceptibility measurements of the Al sample are pre-
sented in Figure 5.2, both in the as-grown state and after the oxygen annealing. 
The T was initially 93K reducing to 88K after annealing. The results for Bl 
are presented in Figure 5.3; it can be seen that the nitrogen annealing has had 
the reverse effect to the oxygen annealing of Al, raising the T of 82K in the 
as-grown state to close to 86K after annealing. These measurements established 
that the transitions for both Al and BI in their as-grown states were very similar 
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Oxford 2.3-2.1-1.0-2.05 2.05-1.92-0.85-2.00 0.06 93K 
A2 2.0-2.0-1.0-2.0 1.970-1.810-0.915-2.00 0.013 94K 
B2 2.2-1.64-1.16-2.0 2.057-1.603-1.09-2.00 0.104 82K 
Table 5.1. The results of EPMA determination of the cation stoichiometry and 
oxygen content of the three crystals. The starting composition was that of the 
growth, and T. was determined by AC-susceptibility. 
to those of their respective partners A2 and B2 from the same growths, and so 
it will be assumed that the samples Al and BI before annealing have closely 
similar compositions and oxygen contents to those determined by EPMA. Whilst 
the transition width remained essentially unaffected by the annealing in the case 
of Al, it has degraded considerably in the BI sample. The low-temperature 
diamagnetic signal also showed a marked change in both cases. The width of a 
transition as measured by susceptibility is principally associated with the super-
conducting homogeneity of a sample. The value of the remaining diamagnetism 
at temperatures well below the transition (i.e. the amplitude of the shielding 
effect) is an indication of the superconducting volume fraction of a sample. The 
observed decrease could be attributable to some surface decomposition of the 
samples which is commonly, observed to accompany exposures to temperatures 
above 500°C [115], thus increasing the non-superconducting volume. It is worth 
noting that these changes are not intrinsically linked to the alteration of T, as is 
shown by the example of identical variations in T observed without degradation 
of the superconducting properties by Mitzi [140]. 
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5.3.3 X-ray Scattering Measurements 
A comparison of the x-ray measurements made prior to the annealing of the two 
samples revealed only one clear difference. Overlaid in Figure 5.4 are c profiles 
along the (0 -0.21 1) position for both crystals, they encompass two first order 
satellites and a diffuse streak lying between them. To allow comparison of the 
relative intensities, the values have been normalised to that of the neighbouring 
fundamental reflection, in this instance the (0 0 26); this method of normalisation 
will be used for all subsequent data presented in this Chapter. It can be seen 
that while the shape and the peak intensities of the satellites are very similar in 
both cases, the shape of the diffuse streak is much less well defined for the crystal 
denoted as Bl. This is made quite explicit by the expanded picture of the streaks 
shown in Figure 5.5. As well as being more diffuse and flattened in nature, it has 
an intensity at the peak almost half that of the diffuse streak for the Al crystal. 
The data for the Oxford crystal has also been included in Figure 5.4. It has a 
broader width to the incommensurate satellites compared to those of Al and B  
due to the splitting discussed in Chapter 3, however, it too has an intensity for 
the diffuse streak almost double that of BI. The same differences in shape and 
relative intensity were consistently observed for the three crystals in the diffuse 
streaks at the other reciprocal space positions investigated, (0 +0.21 20) and (0 
+0.21 26). 
The values of the lattice parameters, b and c, and of the incommensurate 
wavevector 3 were determined from the x-ray measurements. They are sum-
marised in Table 5.2, for the samples both as-grown and post annealed. The 
most significant observation which can be made from Table 5.2 is the constancy 
of fi for both Bl and Al despite the annealing treatments, and despite their 
differences in oxygen content in the as-grown state. Yet a slight difference is 
discernible between the Oxford and Al crystals which have similar T values and 
oxygen contents. This is a further demonstration that the value of the incom-
mensurate wavevector cannot, in any way, be considered a continuous function of 
oxygen content. In addition, the lattice parameters for B1 showed a clear change 
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Figure 5.4. Scans along the (0 -0.21 0 position comparing measurements of the 
Al and Bi crystals before annealing. Intensity values are normalised to the (0 0 
26) fundamental reflection. 
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Figure 5.5. An expanded view of the of the diffuse streak at (0 -0.21 26), 
comparing measurements of the Al, Bl, and Oxford crystals. Intensity values 
are normalised to the (0 0 26) Fundamental reflection. 
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b0 (A) c 	(A) Pb* (r.l.u.) 
Oxford 5.40(1) 30.910(5) 0.207(2) 
Al (as-grown) 















Table 5.2. Lattice parameters of as-grown and annealed crystals. 
after the annealing. The C axis expanded by 0.08A, a change which is commonly 
reported to correlate with an increase in T, as is the case here. Anomalously, no 
decrease in the C axis of the Al crystal was observed (within the errors at least) 
which might have been expected considering the decrease in T for this sample. 
The x-ray measurements of crystal Al, made after it had undergone oxygen 
annealing, are illustrated in Figure 5.6. It can be seen that there is remarkably 
little difference from the picture before annealing. A very slight increase in the 
intensity of the satellites is observed, relative to that of the fundamental reflection. 
The peak intensity of the diffuse streak is unchanged but it has possibly narrowed 
slightly in width. Measurements made of the same reflections for the crystal Bl 
after it had undergone nitrogen annealing are shown in Figure 5.7. The change in 
intensity of the satellites is this time in the opposite sense to the Al crystal, with 
a quite strong decrease. But the most pronounced change is in the shape of the 
diffuse streak, where previously it was flattened in the as-grown crystal, it has now 
transformed into a well defined peak. This change is further illustrated in Figure 
5.8 for the streak at (0-0.21 20) which shows an even more pronounced re-shaping. 
The increased prominence of the streak is also accompanied by a decreasing 
FWHM value, and so cannot be the result of increased disorder or defects being 
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introduced by the annealing process. The observed changes are rather indicative 
of a disorder-order related change having taken place. No changes in the widths 
in the b*  direction could be observed due to the limiting graphite resolution in 
this direction. So, it cannot be ruled out that an improved FWHM may also have 
resulted in the [0 1 0] direction as well. 
The changes in the relative values of the normalised intensity which are ob-
served in the scans, and the variations which also existed between the different 
crystals in their as-grown states, in Figure 5.4, are difficult to quantify reliably. 
The measurements have to be first normalised in some way before quantitative 
comparisons can be made; for instance, the intensity measurements presented 
here have all been normalised to the intensity of a nearby fundamental reflection. 
However, there exist differences in the intensity ratios of fundamental reflections 
between crystals, and this makes the interpretation of absolute differences be-
tween crystals far from clear cut. The intensity of the satellites do, however, 
relate potentially important and relevant information regarding the amplitude 
of the modulated atomic displacements. So, although precise quantitative state-
ments about the intensity changes cannot be made from this data, it is appropri-
ate here to at least attempt a qualitative assessment of the manner of the change 
caused by the annealing of the crystals. 
Measurements were therefore made of the intensity changes from scans through 
peak positions in the [0 1 0] direction, shown for example in Figure 5.9; these are 
preferable to the [0 0 11 scans because they allow for the subtraction of the back-
ground contribution. The tail of the fundamental reflection which overlaps with 
the positions of the diffuse streaks is responsible for the high sloping background 
seen in Figure 5.9 for example. The data presented in Table 5.3 for the crystal 
Al, and Table 5.4 for Bl, summarise the differences in normalised intensity for 
both satellites and streaks measured in this way. It should be noted that no 
change in either position or shape was observed in the [0 1 0] scans for either 
crystal, confirming the invariance of b. 
The intensity changes measured for crystal 131 show large and quite certain 
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Figure 5.6. Scans along the (0 -0.21 1) position measured for the Al crystal 
before and after annealing in oxygen; an expanded view of the diffuse streak at 
(0 -0.21 26) is shown in (b). Intensity values are normalised to the (0 0 26) 
fundamental reflection. 
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Figure 5.7. Scans along the (0 -0.21 1) position measured for the BI crystal 
before and after annealing in nitrogen; an expanded view of the diffuse streak 
at (0 -0.21 26) is shown in (b). Intensity values are normalised to the (0 0 26) 
fundamental reflection. 
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Figure 5.8. Further scans for the Bi crystal before and after annealing in 
nitrogen, here showing the changes in the (0 -0.21 20 ) streak. Intensity values 
are normalised to the (0 0 20) fundamental reflection. 
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Figure 5.9. Scans along the [0 1 0] direction through the (0 0.21 20) streak of 
the BI crystal, showing the strong increase in intensity upon annealing. 
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decreases in the satellites, in addition to the very definite increase in the diffuse 
streak already discussed. The measurements for the Al crystal, 011 the other 
hand, appear to show changes which are on the whole of an opposite nature to 
those for BI, all be they of a much smaller magnitude. The overall qualitative 
trend suggested by the data presented for both crystals in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, is 
that the sense of the change in satellite intensity, and hence in the modulation's 
amplitude, is opposite to that of the change in T. That is, where the T has de-
creased in Al, and perhaps more importantly the oxygen content has increased, 
it has been accompanied by an increase in the amplitude of the distorting modu-
lation. While the increase in T in Bi has been accompanied by a decrease of the 
amplitude. A variation in the amplitude of the atomic displacement function is 
certainly a physically reasonable structural adjustment to associate with changes 
in the oxygen content or configuration. However, with the results here of only two 
crystals to consider, it is somewhat too speculative to suggest that this variation 
in amplitude can be directly associated with the changes in T observed. 
5.3.4 Discussion 
The presence of diffuse streaks, associated with, but distinct from the satellite re-
flections, was shown in Chapter 3 to be an intrinsic feature of the reciprocal space 
pattern of Bi-2212. Their origin, however, was not clear. The x-ray scattering 
results presented in this chapter have revealed new information about the nature 
of these streaks and, most importantly, have shown them to be strongly affected 
by certain annealing treatments. This observation in combination with the com-
positional analysis of the crystals makes possible some definite judgements about 
the origin of the diffuse streaks. 
As was made clear in Chapter 3, their diffuse character indicates them to be 
associated with some structural feature which must be closely linked to the modu-
lation within the basal a-b plane and which disrupts its body-centred symmetry, 
but which is poorly correlated between layers along the c axis. The transfor-
mation observed in the streaks of the BI sample indicates that the annealing 
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(h/cl) Al (as-grown) Al (annealed) % change 
(0-0.21 27) 0.112 0.115 +3% 
(0-0.21 25) 0.461 0.451 -2% 
(0-0.21 26) 0.022 0.020 -9% 
diffuse streak 
Table 5.3. Normalised peak intensities for the Al crystal, measured before and 
after annealing in oxygen. 
(h/cl) Bi (as-grown) B1 (annealed) % change 
(0-0.21 27) 0.159 0.139 -12% 
(0-0.21 25) 0.555 0.460 -17% 
(0-0.21 26) 0.009 0.024 +170% 
diffuse streak 
Table 5.4. Normalised peak intensities for the Bi crystal, measured before and 
after annealing in nitrogen. 
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treatment has brought about an ordering of this structural feature along the c 
axis which results in an even more distinct violation of the symmetry. The an-
nealing treatment of the Al sample, however, brought about little or no change 
in the streaks. The compositional analysis identifies the primary differences be-
tween the A and B samples to be the low Sr, and slightly higher Bi content of the 
B samples, along with a greater oxygen content. An annealing induced ordering 
of either cation substitutions (possibly Bi on Sr sites) which are not present in 
the Al sample, or an ordering related to the additional oxygen content of the BI 
sample could therefore be potentially responsible for the observed changes. It is 
notable, however, that the Oxford crystal, which has a similar Bi stoichiometry 
to that of BI, has a diffuse streak closer instead to that of the Al crystal in 
intensity and shape, and also that both the Al and Oxford crystals have similar 
oxygen contents and T values. This suggests that the larger oxygen content of 
the BI crystal is the more significant parameter. 
In as-grown crystals a large excess of oxygen will most reasonably be incorpo-
rated in a highly disordered manner; this is evidenced in STM images of oxygen 
rich BiO layers for instance [148]. If oxygen is indeed at the root of the streaks, 
this lack of coherence in the oxygen arrangement would explain the very flattened 
shape of the diffuse streak observed in the ill sample before annealing. Upon 
annealing, the subsequent ordering may be dependent upon the extent to which 
oxygen content has also changed. The ordering could involve either the excess 
oxygen atoms themselves or vacancies created after oxygen loss. The brief ten 
minute annealing treatment of the BI sample is, on the basis of the results of 
the many other annealing experiments discussed at the start of this chapter, too 
short a time to have resulted in a substantial change in the bulk oxygen content of 
the sample, particularly considering the sample's large dimensions. The effect of 
this brief annealing may then be rather to facilitate the establishment of a more 
ordered oxygen distribution, or to allow a slight oxygen loss which then facilitates 
the ordering of the remaining excess of oxygen. Perhaps this latter explanation 
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Figure 5.10. A schernaticview of the Bi and Cu b-layers in the [1 00] projection 
illustrating the symmetry of the modulation. The large circles indicate positions 
which when altered would disturb the body-centred arrangement (outlined). 
is the most reasonable picture. A further potential experiment would be to in-
vestigate the effect of annealing at some lower temperature where oxygen loss 
will be more definitely curtailed. Low-temperature annealing of Y-123, for in-
stance, has been found necessary to achieve the most ordered oxygen states [154]. 
The post-anneal quenching may also have been a factor in achieving the ordered 
state, and the effect of slow-cooling could also be investigated. The behaviour 
of the Al sample in this picture is understandable if the oxygen annealing leads 
to oxygen incorporation at other vacant sites, and not to the additional oxygen 
positions responsible for the streaks. This is sensible because sample Al starts 
from a much lower oxygen content, and even after the annealing the change in 
T indicates it's oxygen content remains lower than BI. 
A schematic representation of the modulated structure in the [1 0 0] direc-
tion in Figure 5.10 illustrates how a violation of the body-centred ordering of the 
modulation, necessary to be consistent with the streaks, may be brought about 
(the large circles in the figure). The locations also correspond to areas of great-
est separation between neighbouring Bi-O planes, and they would therefore be 
favourable locations for the incorporation of additional oxygen. The effect of the 
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annealing is to allow the oxygen to migrate to this more favoured position, no 
c axis interaction is required between the oxygen to achieve the increased cor-
relation, the guiding potential is provided by the modulation, and they merely 
align themselves within this. The readjustments of the local structure which may 
then result could include a closer bonding of the adjacent Bi0 2 layers due to the 
linking oxygen, and would reduce the amplitude of the modulated displacements 
along the c axis. This effect would account for the reduction in satellite intensity 
observed to accompany the ordering of the streaks. If this ordering and associated 
change in the amplitude of the modulation are anything other than coincidental 
with the increase in T, which also resulted from the annealing, then it could be 
effected through a change in the tilt of the Cu0 5 octahedra. The tilt angle is 
known to be an important quantity in determining superconducting properties 
[155], and would certainly alter along with the modulation. The flattening of the 
corrugation of the Cu0 2 layers could also be a factor, and it is interesting to note 
that a change in the b axis was also observed to accompany this, in agreement 
with the model proposed at the close of Chapter 4. If there was indeed little 
change in oxygen content, the suggested model of ordering could explain the ob-
served increase in T of around 3K by these means. The ordering may also bring 
about an increase in the inter-layer coupling. The c axis resistivity Pa  in Bi-2212 
is believed sensitive to the coupling and is known to be highly dependent upon 
annealing treatment and to vary considerably between samples. An ordering of 
the sort suggested here could explain the relief of interlayer distortion previously 
suggested by Yoe [133] to explain the change in Pa  due to annealing. 
The suggestion that structural change induced by annealing has been responsi-
ble for influencing superconductivity and T a has been made by other experiments 
when it was believed that no suitable change in oxygen content to effect the car-
rier concentration could have occurred. Two already mentioned in the review 
[141, 111] could perhaps be attributed to underestimates in the degree of oxygen 
evolution. A result which is harder to explain in this way is that obtained by 
Wu [113] who found that the T, of single crystals could be raised to around 86K 
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by annealing at 550°C but that the change was independent of both annealing 
period and, most striking of all, the atmosphere (be it oxygen or nitrogen); it 
was therefore concluded only a structural modification, and not changing oxygen 
content could be responsible. It has similarly been found in previous annealing 
studies of the Warwick samples of the B type used here, that it is difficult to 
effect T. any further than the initial rise to 86K, even with greatly extended 
periods of annealing. Evidence of a different kind comes from Mossbauer studies 
of Fe doped Bi-2212 by Lin [1561. The technique probes the local structure of 
the Fe atoms substituted onto the Cu sites and is sensitive to the distortions 
of the Cu0 2 layer by the modulation. Vacuum annealing was found to induce 
changes in these local distortions, and this was in association with the rise of T 
to its maximum value. It is always a problem to disentangle the individual effect 
of structure from that of carrier concentration upon the superconductivity, and 
very rarely are transport measurements combined with an explicit study of the 
affects upon the structure. But these interpretations are in agreement with the 
results presented here. The speculation needs now to be confirmed by careful 
measurement of oxygen content both before and after the annealing, and per-
haps in combination with Hall measurements, to allow a definite conclusion to 
be made. 
The model proposed here cannot be conclusively established by the data avail-
able, but it does appear the most viable picture compatible with the current 
information. Alternative structural modifications can be imagined which might 
be responsible, such as excess oxygen incorporation into the Ca layer perhaps, 
or the ordering of cation substitutions in the Ca or Sr layers. However, these 
alternative models must also be able to account for the associated changes of 
the modulation amplitude, and it is not so easy to visualise how the ordering of 
interstitial oxygen in the Ca layer for instance, would be so closely tied to the 
modulation period. Further studies are clearly warranted. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
The oxygen-structure-property relationship in Bi-2212 is a complicated one, and 
there remain some important grey areas which need to be elucidated if full un-
derstanding of the doping mechanisms in this system are to be achieved. The 
results of the experiments described in this chapter have successfully related dif-
ferences in the diffuse scattering of as-grown crystals to variations in the oxygen 
content of the crystals, and have observed a dramatic transformation in shape 
and intensity of the diffuse streaks of an oxygen rich crystal by briefly annealing 
at 700'C. The change in line shape is indicative of an ordering transition having 
taken place. The combination of these two observations is strong evidence to 
reason that oxygen ordering is the root cause of these diffuse streaks. Such oxy-
gen ordering effects are well known in the other cuprate system Y-123, and are 
known to hold an important influence over T. Unfortunately, the information 
provided here by the diffuse x-ray scattering measurements is not sufficient on its 
own to establish the precise crystallographic sites responsible. The exact location 
of the excess oxygen and its role in the electronic properties of the system is an 
important question, but one which still remains to be resolved. 
Chapter 6 
In Search of Low Temperature 
Structural changes 
6.1 Introduction 
The crystallographic structures of the high-T a superconducting cuprates are now 
well established. There remains, however, much interest in the existence and 
nature of possible structural changes associated with the electronic transition to 
the superconducting state. Although no major structural transition takes place, 
there has been ample evidence from a range of techniques demonstrating the 
major role played by the crystalline lattice in these materials (for an early re-
view see Ranninger [157]). A strong electron lattice coupling is believed to be 
either actively participating in the high-T a  superconducting mechanism, or at 
least sensitively mirroring the interactions in some way [158, 159, 1601. Local 
structural distortions and instabilities have been reported in cuprates at temper-
atures above the superconducting transition, as T, is approached, and at T itself. 
The most dramatic results being for T1 2 Ba2 CaCu2 08  where neutron diffraction 
and pair distribution analysis [161] revealed correlated displacements of 0 and Cu 
perpendicular to the Cu0 2 plane coincident with the onset of superconductivity. 
Studies enquiring into the structure in the vicinity of the superconducting 
transition have tended to fall into one of two camps. (i) Probes of the local 
148 
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structure such as EXAFS, and PDF, have offered strong indications of struc-
tural changes across T; and (ii) measurements of the average structure using 
diffraction techniques which have on the whole, and to the contrary, failed to 
confirm the existence of any specific changes. The analysis of EXAFS results 
from Y-123 by Conradson and Mustre de Leon [162, 1631 for instance, produced 
evidence for a double-well potential along the c axis at the apical oxygen site 
which they observed to soften in the vicinity of T. Ion channelling experiments 
also revealed anomalous changes across T, specifically in the oxygen sub-lattice 
of Y-123 [164, 165]. Despite the most exhaustive of neutron diffraction studies 
into various R-123 systems Schweiss [166], however, failed to find any evidence for 
the existence of a double-well potential. The general trend would seem therefore 
to indicate that local lattice distortions over a length scale of only a few unit cells 
are of importance to the superconducting mechanism. 
In the case of the Bi-systems, which are structurally closely related to the 
T12 Ba2 CaCu 2 08 system, the ever present incommensurate modulation severely 
hampers the reliable observation of such subtle results. As has already been 
stated in previous chapters, the modulation originates with the mismatch in bond 
lengths between the BiO and Cu0 2 layers. The widely studied high-temperature 
tetragonal to low-temperature orthorhombic transition in La2_ T SrX Cu04 [23], 
which is known to be influential to superconductivity, is similarly related to the 
relief of stress due to mismatch between LaO and Cu0 2 sheets. The related tilting 
of the Cu0 6 octahedra has been observed to directly change at T, by Braden [167] 
suggesting that a coupling exists between the orthorhombic distortion and super-
conductivity. Unlike the lanthanum compounds, however, no phase transitions 
are known to occur in the Bi-systems, with no change in the incommensurate 
wavevector observed down to at least 10K [93, 100]. The change in mismatch 
stress which must accompany a change in temperature may nonetheless produce 
a more subtle response within the structure. 
Investigations of the temperature dependence of the Bi2Sr2Cacu208+8 lat-
tice have therefore concentrated upon phonon behaviour and upon the electronic 
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structure. Neutron scattering experiments have indicated large anharmonic ef-
fects for oxygen modes below T [168]. Whilst positron annihilation studies, 
which are strongly influenced by the incommensurate modulation, have observed 
discontinuous changes across T indicating a change in the electronic state of the 
Bi2 02 layer at the onset of superconductivity [169]. Similar to Y-123, ion chan-
nelling has also measured an anomalous change near T [170]. Also observed (in 
the n=3 phase) is evidence of structural instabilities and lattice softening in the 
normal state at temperatures between T=160K and 120K [171]. A discontinuity 
in Young's modulus and a peak in the internal friction have also been observed at 
145K [172]. Determination of the elastic constants from sound velocity data has 
shown a small softening in a longitudinal mode at T, [173], whilst quite strong 
softening of in-plane shear modes has been obseiVèd at a variety of temperatures; 
results which could be caused, according to Wu [174], by the mismatched struc-
ture becoming thermodynamically unstable at lower temperatures. A number 
of other acoustic experiments have consistently reported internal friction peaks 
(that is rapid changes with temperature in the damping of the ultrasonic signal), 
which are suggestive of structural phase changes at similar temperatures of 250K 
and 160K (see Anderson [175] and references therein). 
Most recently, EXAFS studies by Bianconi [176, 177] of the Cu site con-
figurations have investigated the involvement of the modulated structure with 
electron-lattice interactions. The evidence reported shows a non-homogeneous 
change in the Cu-O(apical) Debye-Waller factor close to T, with hardening at 
some Cu sites and softening at others. The different sites are distinguished by 
their position in the corrugation of the Cu0 2 plane, i.e. the phase of the in-
commensurate modulation at each site. It has further been proposed that the 
non-homogeneous Cu sites could be correlated with the ordering of polarons in 
the Cu0 2 layers; the implication is that confinement of polarons along one dimen-
sional stripes in the corrugated Cu0 2 plane is at the origin of the superconducting 
pairing mechanism [178, 179, 180]. This is a similar interpretation to that of the 
local structural distortions observed by PDF in other systems but is given here, 
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it is claimed, a long range order by the incommensurate modulation. It would 
therefore produce a change detectable in a diffraction experiment caused by the 
weakening of the modulation at the onset of polaron formation at a temperature 
slightly above T. 
A complete knowledge of the behaviour of the modulation at low tempera-
ture is therefore necessary for two important reasons. To allow the elimination 
of modulation related changes from the results of other experiments which are 
seeking exclusively superconductivity related changes. And to establish whether 
the proposed structural links between the modulation and the superconducting 
mechanism itself in the bismuth compounds has any basis. The only previous 
dedicated study of the incommensurate modulation at low temperature, carried 
out by Thkenaka [93], was 'limited to a low resolution x-ray diffraction measure-
ment of the positions of the incommensurate satellite reflections down to 10K; 
no change was observed. Whilst the satellite positions are linked to the period of 
the modulation, it is the intensity of the satellite reflections which relate infor-
mation about the amplitude of the modulation, i.e. the magnitude of the atomic 
displacements. The temperature dependence of the intensity is in turn related to 
the Debye-Waller factor. Presented in this chapter are the most precise measure-
ments to date on the temperature response of the incommensurate modulation 
in Bi-2212; the study utilises single crystal x-ray scattering methods over the 
temperature range T=200K to 18K. 
6.2 Experimental 
The Bi-2212 sample chosen for this experiment was the Oxford crystal grown by 
the flux method in a platinum crucible and previously characterised in Chapter 
3. The very high quality of this crystal was demonstrated by these measurements 
and makes it the most suitable for this study. The sample was mounted using 
silicon rubber on to the copper holder of the cryostat. The temperature was 
controlled by a closed cycle helium cryostat, maintained to within 0.5K. The 
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x-ray alignment was as described in Chapter 3. 
The experiment was first performed in low-resolution mode using graphite 
monochromator and analyser crystals. To ensure the reproducibility and high-
est possible accuracy of the results, four temperature cycles were completed over 
the range T=200-20K, measurements being made in stages, during both heating 
and cooling cycles, at temperatures of 197K, 138K, 118K, 98K, 69K and 20K. 
Stabilisation after each change in temperature was followed by a least-squares 
refinement of the lattice parameters, calculated from the positions of five fun-
damental reflections. Checks of the relative fundamental intensities showed the 
alignment of the crystal to be unchanged throughout the experiment. An attempt 
was also made to repeat the measurements using medium-resolution germanium 
iiionochromator and analyser crystals. The sensitivity of the medium-resolution 
measurements to very slight changes in the sample position with changes in tem-
perature proved to be too much to maintain the alignment, however, and reliable 
intensity comparisons could not be made. 
6.3 Results 
Because of the large number of repeated measurements and the extended counting 
time required for each reflection, the measurements had to be concentrated upon a 
restricted area of reciprocal space which included one fundamental reflection, the 
four surrounding first-order satellites, two diffuse streaks, and the corresponding 
second-order reflections. The area around the (0 0 22) fundamental reflection 
was chosen for this study to avoid the scattering from a secondary crystallite 
which confuses the pattern to the right of the stronger (0 0 20) reflection (seen 
in Figure 3.9(a) of Chapter 3); The actual measurements at each stage consisted 
of detailed small area intensity maps around each of the reflections. The method 
allows precise location of peak positions along both reciprocal axes, and more 
accurate measurement of peak intensity than a simple rocking curve would allow. 
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The incommensurate wavevector q*  which describes the position of the satel-
lites was measured to have a value at room temperature (which has already been 
presented in previous chapters) of: 
= 0.207(1)b* + c 
From the measurements of both the first- and second-order satellites, no changes 
in the satellite positions either along b*  or C were discernible over the entire tem-
perature range studied. This is illustrated by profiles along the b*  direction of two 
satellites in Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b): the results of measurements at 197K, 138K 
and 20K are overlaid, showing the constancy of the satellite positions despite the 
temperature related changes in intensity. The periodicity of the modulation can 
therefore be considered to be constant, and displays no temperature dependence, 
in agreement with the results of Takenaka [93]. The full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of the peak profiles, such as those in figure 6.2, are limited in these 
measurements to that of the mosaic width of the pyrolitic graphite crystals used 
as monochromator and analyser. The values were nevertheless monitored for any 
possible increase beyond that of the graphite width which would signify a change 
in the coherence of the modulation. No reproducible changes in the FWHM 
values were observed, however. 
The influence of temperature upon diffracted intensity can be interpreted in 
terms of the Debye-Waller theory, as was discussed in section 2.4.2 of Chapter 
2. Any instantaneous deviation of an atom from its ideal crystallographic site, 
such as by thermal vibration, is observed in a diffraction experiment as a time 
average, and can be accounted for by the introduction of the Debye-Waller factor 
(from equation 2.16): 
D = k2 <tsr> 	 (6.1) 
The diffraction equation, in the simplest terms using an Einstein model of the 
vibrations, is then: 
I=I0exp(-2D) 
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Figure 6.1. Scans along b*  of the (0 0 22) fundamental reflection at the tem-
peratures 200K, 120K, and 20K. 
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Figure 6.2. Scans along b*  for: (a) the first-order satellite at (0 0.21 23); and 
(b) the first-order satellite at (0 -0.21 23). For each reflection, profiles measured 
at the temperatures 200K, 120K, and 20K are overlaid. 
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This shows the intensity of a diffraction peak to increase with decreasing tem-
perature, and that reflections further out in reciprocal space to be affected to 
a greater extent. The quantity is also sensitive to any form of static distortions 
and the possible structural changes already discussed would be expected to reveal 
themselves as deviations from this idealised Debye-Waller curve. 
The temperature dependence of the peak intensity for the (0 0 22) fundamen-
tal reflection and for each of the four first-order satellites is plotted relative to 
each other in Figure 6.3. The intensity values, although arbitrary, do indicate the 
relative values for each of the reflections. The slight difference in the satellites' 
intensities, the +ve b*  satellites being slightly higher than the -ye b*  (when ide-
ally they should be equal), is merely due to the difference in their inclination to 
the incident beam. As can be seen from the constancy of these relative values, no 
systematic changes in the alignment are introduced by the repeated cooling and 
heating. The results of least-squares fitting of the data to the logarithmic curve 
of the Debye-Waller theory are shown as solid lines in Figure 6.3. A reasonable 
agreement is obtained. In particular, the slope of the satellites is almost twice 
that of the fundamental reflection, which is in agreement with the Debye-Waller 
equation considering the larger reciprocal space positions of the satellites. 
The linear intensity changes indicated in Figure 6.3 demonstrate that there 
is no major change in the structure with temperature. The standard deviation 
of the points from the straight line fit limits any anomalous intensity change to 
within 5%. The scatter in the data is an indication of the uncertainty introduced 
by random changes in the sample position after separate heating and cooling 
cycles. No noticeable hysteresis was observed, the peak intensities being approxi-
mately equal after heating or cooling. Scans along b*  of the (0 0 22) fundamental 
reflection and the (0 0.21 23) and (0 -0.21 23) first-order satellites are shown in 
Figures 6.1 and 6.2. It is noted that there was often observed a very small de-
crease in intensity over the range 200-140K, or sometimes no change in intensity 
whilst at lower temperatures (100-20K) the expected increase occurred. Such 
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Figure 6.3. The intensity as a function of temperature for the (0 0 22) and for 
four first-order satellite reflections. The straight lines are the result of fitting to 
the expected Debve-Waller behaviour. 
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a small effect was consistently observed for nearly all the reflections and repro-
ducibly observed on both heating and cooling cycles. Such an effect is, however, 
so small as to be within the scatter of the data points in Figure 6.3, and hence 
no conclusion about this observation can be drawn with any certainty. Such a 
change could occur because of an anomalous disordering at ' 140K which would 
cause the peaks to broaden, but this would be unobserved because the instru-
mental resolution is greater than the intrinsic peak width. Careful examination 
of Figure 6.3 reveals that in most cases there is a marginal deviation below the 
straight line at -S-' 140-120K. From the results of this experiment on their own, it 
is uncertain whether this is a real effect or perhaps due to some small systematic 
misorientation of the sample. Further studies with considerably higher resolution 
would be needed to verify such an effect. 
The diffuse streaks which exist in addition to the satellites, and were iden-
tified as important by the previous room temperature measurements were also 
investigated. Their much lower intensity, and considerable overlap with neigh-
bouring satellites, make the intensity measurements much less accurate. The 
results, though, do indicate their temperature dependence to be similar in nature 
to that of the satellites, and again a loss in the intensity is observed at 140-120K. 
With each change in temperature, the calculation of the lattice parameters 
was undertaken, and the results of this are presented in Figure 6.5. The b axis 
showed a marked change between room temperature and 240K with a smaller 
decrease thereafter down to 20K; the b axis is 5.403(2) at room temperature, 
5.387(2) at 240K and 5.383(2) at 18K. The long c axis showed a linear behaviour 
over the entire range, it has values of 30.905(5), 30.86(1) and 30.755(5) at 300K, 
240K and 18K respectively. A common property observed in the cuprates is a 
small cusp in the linear expansivity close to T, [181]. In Bi-2212, a previous 
study has suggested a small discontinuity in the c lattice parameter, of the order 
of Ac = 0.004, in the temperature region T=110-75K [182]. But the precision in 
the work here was not sufficient to determine any such small anomalous changes. 
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Figure 6.4. The temperature dependence of the integrated intensity for the 
diffuse streaks. The arbitrary intensity scale indicates relative values only. The 
straight lines are the result of fitting the points to the expected logarithmic 
behaviour of the Debye-Waller theory. 
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Figure 6.5. The behaviour of the lattice parameters b and c plotted from values 
measured during the four temperature cycles of the experiment. 
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6.4 Medium Resolution Results 
In an attempt to conclusively establish the apparent anomalous change in inten-
sity in the vicinity of 140-120K which was suggested by the low-resolution results, 
the experiment was undertaken a second time using the medium-resolution ger-
manium optics. The immediate consequence of the higher resolution, however, 
is an order of magnitude reduction in the scattered intensity. More critically, it 
was also found that the very precise alignment required with higher resolution is 
affected much more significantly by the random fluctuations in sample position. 
Although also encountered in the previous measurements, they only resulted in 
low random fluctuations limiting the accuracy of the measurements. In this case, 
where the observations are no longer averaging over a distribution of grains within 
the mosaic of the crystal, but are selecting a single grain, the thermal changes 
between temperatures were sufficient to completely destroy the alignment. This 
made realignment necessary after every temperature change, and consequently 
made reliable and repeatable measurements of the kind required for this study 
impossible. 
The problem is illustrated in Figure 6.6(a) where profiles of the (0 0.21 19) 
satellite reflection are shown at a succession of temperatures. It is impossible 
to make any comparison when such random fluctuations in the reflections are 
present, and these measurements were only possible after careful re-alignment of 
the sample. The problem was nearly as pronounced in the fundamental reflections 
as well. The attempt to make a quantitative study of the intensity behaviour at 
medium-resolution could not therefore be completed. 
However, the measurements do produce one interesting and unexpected result 
which was not apparent in the low-resolution work. The profiles in Figure 6.6(b) 
show the c splitting of the satellites which was first investigated at room tem-
perature in Chapter 3. The changes with temperature appear to be very marked, 
and to involve a transfer of intensity from one of the C splinters to another. Al-
though it is difficult to disentangle these changes from those random fluctuations 
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of the fundamental reflection, the [0 1 0] profiles do show that in some cases 
there is an almost complete reduction in intensity of the primary satellite at the 
commensurate c position. Due to the difficulties discussed, it proved impossible 
to establish whether there was any systematic process at work in these changes 
with temperature. Perhaps the simplest explanation would be if the modulation 
corresponding to the non-commensurate & resided exclusively in single crystal 
grains whilst others possessed exclusively the commensurate version. The only 
effect of temperature is then to see-saw between the different grains with changes 
in temperature. Therefore, no structural change is required to explain the ob-
servations, but it does then indicate that the two modulation structures do not 
co-exist within the same crystal areas. 
6.5 Conclusion 
In conclusion, no changes in the incommensurate modulation of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+5 
are observed over the temperature range investigated (200K - 18K). The results 
confine the existence of any changes in the modulation, such as those proposed 
by EXAFS studies to be associated with superconductivity, to short range dis-
tortions with a correlation less than the iooA coherence of the x-rays, or to 
distortions with long range correlation but which induce less than a 5% change 
in the intensity. A small deviation from expected behaviour is observed, as a 
weakening in intensity over the temperature range T140-1001(. The anomaly 
is not restricted to the modulation alone as it is also observed in a fundamental 
reflection. The effect could be associated with an anomalous disordering, but it 
is at the limits of these measurements and cannot be observed with any certainty. 
It is noted that the temperature range for this anomaly is coincident with that 
cited for the anomalies observed in studies of elastic constants and internal fric-
tion peaks. In particular, the acoustic damping changes of Anderson [175] are 
convincing evidence for a structural change below 160K, a change suggested to 
be associated with oxygen arrangements [183]. An attempt to further investigate 
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Figure 6:6. Profiles of the satellite (0 0.21 19) in (a) the b*  direction and in (b) 
the e direction; measured at various temperatures using medium-resolution. 
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this possibility using medium-resolution methods was unsuccessful due to poor 
thermal stability of the sample holder combined with insufficient intensity. A re-
peat of the experiment at a high intensity synchrotron source would be necessary 




Whilst measurements of x-ray diffuse scattering in reciprocal space are readily 
obtainable using the experimental techniques described in this thesis, the ex-
trapolation needed to visualise the implication of these results for the real space 
structure is less unequivocable. This has remained an intractable problem ever 
since the advent of diffuse scattering, spawning various ingenious methods (such 
as optical transforms) which attempt to aid the interpretation of experimental 
data. With the availability in recent years of increasingly powerful computing 
resources the most favorable, but previously impractical, approach has become 
feasible: the direct numerical calculation of the diffraction pattern. Although 
this has been limited in the past to very simple systems, the viability of simu-
lation on computer of scattering from even very complex structural models has 
recently been demonstrated [184], and it now has the potential to be a valuable 
complement in the analysis of almost any experiment. In Bi-2212, the task of 
calculating the scattered intensity is rendered non-trivial by its incommensurate 
nature, which brands every unit cell as unique by way of the modulated displace-
ments. Amongst the results presented in this thesis, those of particular interest 
are the diffuse streaks, which were shown to be of importance in Chapter 5, but 
whose origin cannot be defined with any certainty from the experimental results 
165 
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alone. In an effort to judge this problem more clearly, this chapter details the 
neccessary steps to simulate the scattering from a model of the Bi-2212 structure, 
and presents some preliminary results. 
The equations neccessary for the calculation of diffuse scattering for vari-
ous types of disorder were introduced in Chapter 2. In equation 2.14 it was 
demonstrated that the form of the diffuse scattering depends strongly upon the 
correlation of the disorder between unit cells. So, for the simplest form of dis-
order, a point defect without correlation, only the evaluation of the structure 
factor for a single unit cell would be required. Where correlations exist, it must 
be possible to incorporate them within the description of the structure to create 
a realistic model of the disorder. Analytical approaches to describing the diffuse 
intensity have included the use of either correlation parameters or modulation 
waves (equation 2.20) to express the disorder. But the complexity of the equa-
tions necessary to describe any but the simplest of disordered systems in this 
way limits their usefulness. An alternative to this analytical approach has been 
developed by Welberry and Butler [32] involving the direct numerical calculation 
of the scattering from a computer model of the structure. This method can be 
applied regardless of the complexity of the disordered system, as it is ultimately 
only limited by the computing resources at hand. It is also desirable to be able 
to generate the calculated intensity on a scale in reciprocal space comparable 
with the resolution of the experimentally obtained measurements; typically this 
can mean of the order of lO data points in an intensity map. The task of any 
simulation method therefore is to find a means to accommodate both the han-
dling of a suitably large model crystal and the generation of results of a desired 
resolution, and at the same time, present a calculation of a size no bigger than 
can be feasibly executed by the available computing resources. 
With access at Edinburgh to some of the most powerful parallel processing 
facilities possible, this direct numerical method of the large scale computation of 
the scattered intensity from a computer model of the structure was considered 
the most amenable. The next section describes how a model of the structure was 
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constructed, incorporating the incommensurate modulation, whilst the following 
section details the route taken to developing an efficient parallel code for the 
calculation of the diffraction pattern. In the final section, the results of the 
simulation are presented. 
7.2 Modelling the Structure 
The effects of deviations from the ideal structure were discussed earlier in Section 
2.4, and were described by introducing a displacement term Ar in equation 2.9. 
Following that same methodology here, the modulated structure may be described 
by placing Ar = U, where U is a function describing the modulation. The 
position of the nth atom in the mth unit cell can then be written as 
R=m+rn +TJmm 	 (7.1) 
where m = rn 1 a + m 2 b + m3 c is a lattice vector of the inth unit cell, and 
r = xa -1-  yb + zc is the position of the nth atom in the cell. The fractional 
atomic coordinates (x, y, z) can be generated for all equivalent positions in the 
unit cell by applying the appropriate symmetry operations of the space group 
to the set of unique coordinates. The necessary starting information to apply 
this (space group, atomic coordinates of the fundamental structure, and atomic 
modulation function) can be obtained from any of the structure refinements listed 
in Table 3.1 of Chapter 3. In the work which follows, the results of Yamamoto [85], 
which is amongst the most extensive and detailed of the studies, will be drawn 
upon exclusively for this data. Listed in Table 7.1 are the starting coordinates for 
each atom position and the necessary symmetry operations for the Bbmb space 
group are given in Table 7.2. A similar approach to generating the structure, 
though based upon a different model, has been described by Heinrich [185] for 
the purposes of simulating HREM images. 
The modulation function is contained within the displacement vector U(t) 
and is a periodic function of t = q. (m + r) where q is the wavevector of the 
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Bi 0.25 0.5 0.0528 81 1.0 
Sr 0.25 0.0 0.1409 81 1.0 
Ca 0.25 0.0 0.25 4e 1.0 
Cu 0.25 0.5 0.1963 81 1.0 
0(1) 0.0 0.25 0.1963 8g 1.0 
0(2) 0.5 0.25 0.1963 8g 1.0 
0(3) 0.25 0.5 0.1170 81 1.0 
0(4) 0.25 0.0 0.0528 81 0.5 
0(5) 0.5 0.25 0.0528 8g 0.5 
0(6) 0.0 0.25 0.0528 8g 0.5 
Table 7.1. The atomic parameters of the fundamental structure for each unique 
atomic position (from Yamamoto [851). 
site 
origins 	(0,0,0)+ 	 (1/2,1/2,0)+ 
81 x, y, 0 	-x, -y, 0 	-x, y, 1/2 	x, -y, 1/2 
8g x,0,1/4 	-x,0,1/4 	-x,0,3/4 	x,0,3/4 
4e 1/4,1/4,0 	3/4,1/4,1/2 
Table 7.2. The symmetry operations for each type of Wyckoff position in the 
structure (from the International Tables for Crystallography [1861). 
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Atom u,, u, z, V, v t,, 	v 
Bi -0.01 -0.0052 0.0745 
Sr 0.0161 -0.0091 0.0365 
Ca 0.0142 -0.0099 
Cu 0.0142 -0.0102 0.0094 
0(1) -0.0074 0.0040 -0.02 
0(2) -0.0097 0.0216 0.0173 
0(3) -0.0545 -0.0058 -0.0945 
0(4) 0.0198 -0.0103 0.1280 
0(5) -0.0311 -0.1620 -0.0312 
0(6) 0.0281 -0.1324 0.2337 
Table 7.3. The parameters of the atomic modulation function, U, for each site 
in the structure (from Yamamoto [85]). 
modulation. The function can be expressed as a Fourier series 
U(i) = L ucos(27rjt) + v1 sin(27rjt) 	 (7.2) 
with uj and vi being the Fourier amplitudes associated with an atom ii, and the 
sum is over the number of harmonic components, j, of the Fourier series. In the 
analysis of Yamampto [85], and so in this work also,the function is approximated 
to only the first order, j = 1, to reduce the number of variables. In this case, 
there are six amplitudes associated with each atom, and the values refined for 
these by Yamamoto are listed in Table 7.3. The zero components, such as 
in the modulation function are the result of restrictions imposed upon particular 
sites by the symmetry operations of the space group. 
7.3 Computing The Scattered Intensity 
The relative advantages of the two mathematical approaches suitable for the com- 
putation of the intensity sum have been discussed by Butler [184]. To calculate 
the intensity a Fourier Transform of the real space coordinates is required, and 
this may be achieved using either a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique or 
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by direct application of the Fourier sum to each reciprocal coordinate. As the 
atoms do not lie on a regular grid, and the intensity data is only required in 
specific regions of reciprocal space, an FFT is inappropriate, and so the latter 
approach will be taken. 
Ultimately, the optimisation of the computing time is dependent upon the 
number of atoms in the model crystal, given by (Ni , N, N, n o ) where is 
the number of unit cells along a particular axis and n 0 is the number of atoms in 
each unit cell, and this will be determined by the size of the model crystal which is 
found to be necessary to produce physically realistic results. The optimum size of 
the model crystal is not known in advance, and the variation of (Nm, N, N) must 
be allowed for within the simulation. This is an important point, because it will 
ultimately be the factor which will decide between the two possible programming 
algorithms: (i) The atomic coordinates of the simulated crystal are generated in 
advance and stored in datafiles ready for the intensity calculation, or (ii) each 
atomic coordinate is regenerated, each time it is required within the intensity 
calculation. The distinguishing merits of the two approaches are that method (i) 
is intensive in its use of memory, whilst method (ii) makes greater demands upon 
processor time. If the number of atomic coordinates is too large for storage in 
the available memory then method (i) becomes impractical. 
The decision was made to first start by applying the second method described 
above, which is the more straightforward of the two. This would then allow judge-
ments as to the size of the model required, without any limits being placed upon 
it, and at the same time the efficiency of this algorithm could be gauged. If nec-
essary, the alternative algorithm could be adopted at a later stage. The program 
was first coded in FORTRAN on a serial machine for testing, before being paral-
lelised using CM FORTRAN. The program was run on the Connection Machine 
200 at the Edinburgh Parallel Processing Centre. A listing of the program code 
is included for reference in Appendix A. 
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7.4 The Results 
A large intensity contour map calculated using a simplified computational ap-
proach, suitable for the unmodulated structure only, is shown in Figure 7.1. The 
structure model was of 200x200x20 unit cells generated from the coordinates of 
the fundamental structure in Table 7.1, without any modulation. The result can 
be seen to include only scattering located at the fundamental positions. Arte-
facts of the calculation which are related to the size of the crystal model used 
are always present, however, this calculation demonstrates that the size of the 
model in this case is more than sufficient to reduce such features to below sig-
nificant levels; the difference between maximum and background values is eight 
orders of magnitude. The difference between the intensity of a reflection cal-
culated from the fundamental structure and that calculated from the structure 
when the modulation has been applied is shown in Figure 7.2. The difference in 
the two intensities is effectively the term < (k.ir) 2 > in equation 2.14, and it 
is this reduction in intensity which distinguishes the scattering from the average 
structure as opposed to the fundamental structure. Both these profiles were cal-
culated using the parallel code described in the previous section. The size of the 
model was (N3,xNxN4=(1x60x2). This value for the b dimension was found to 
be a suitable compromise size, with the artefact features still being satisfactorily 
suppressed. 
The advantage of one-dimensional scans such as those in Figure 7.2, as op-
posed to the two-dimensional maps, is that the size of the model may be reduced 
appropriately in the two other directions, and this of course dramatically reduces 
the computing time. Only approximate timings of the run times for code were 
made, but it was immediately apparent from the runs that it would require un-
feasibly long periods of processor time to generate the two-dimensional maps of 
Figure 7.1 using this method. The one-dimensional scans, however, could be 
quickly generated, with the processor time on the full Connection Machine, for 
one of the profiles in Figure 7.2 being less than 20 minutes, which involved the 
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Figure 7.1. A contour map around the three fundamental reflections calculated 
from the unmodulated atomic coordinates. 
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Figure 7.2. Profiles °along the (0 1 0) direction of the (0 0 20) reflection. They 
are both calculated from models of the structure with (N,N,N4=(1x60x2), but 
in one the modulation is absent, and in the other it is present. 
calculation of the intensity at 21 k-points. 
The profiles in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 demonstrate the success of the simula-
tion at reproducing the incommensurate satellite features. The calculations were 
.again performed on a model of size (lx60x2), modulated with a wavevector of 
q = 0.211b* + c, identical to that measured experimentally. Figure 7.3 profiles 
two first order satellites, one at (0 -0.21 19) and the other at (0 0.21 21). In 
Figure 7.4, the effect upon a first order satellite of varying the if component 
of the modulation wavevector is tested. The value of wavevector applied to the 
structural model is 0.21b*  in the first, and 0.26b in the second. The Figure 
demonstrates that the simulation correctly reproduces this in the change of the 
coordinates of the satellite reflection. 
A profile of the satellites in the c direction, running across the (0 0.21 1) 
position, is shown in Figure 7.5. The calculation was made from the same model 
as that used in the previous figures. The widths of the reflections are, of course, 
now significantly broadened due to the restricted c axis dimension of the model 
crystal. Weak second harmonics of the satellites are also produced due to this, 
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Figure 7,3. The profiles of two first order satellites located at (0 -0.21 19) and 
(0 0.21 21). 
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Figure 7.4. Two (0 1 0) scans through the same reciprocal space coordinates, 
calculated in one case when q = 0.211b* and in the second, when q = 0.261b*. 
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lying at values of 1=0.25; these would disappear if the c dimension of the model 
was to be extended further than N=2. What is made apparent in this Figure is 
the presence of a minimum in the calculated intensity at the 1=20 position (the 
even value of 1) as is to be expected due to the symmetry of the modulation. 
This is just the position at which a maximum in the diffuse scattering is observed 
experimentally due to the diffuse streaks. This is even more clearly illustrated in 
Figure 7.6 which contrasts a b scan through a second order satellite position at 
(0 0.42 20), with that through the position at (0 0.42 21). Correctly, according 
to the symmetry of the modulation, the second order satellite is reproduced 
for 1=20, and is entirely absent for 1=21. Where only background scattering 
is calculated for the 1=21 position (slowly sloping away from the fundamental 
position), experimentally a second order diffuse streak would be observed, with 
an intensity comparable to that of the second order satellite. These two results 
prove that the streaks are not in any way accounted for by the refined models 
of the modulated structure, such as Yamamoto's used here [85], and that the 
program is producing sensible and consistent results. 
7.5 Conclusions and Further Work 
The preliminary results obtained in this chapter have shown that the simulation 
of diffraction patterns from the complex modulated structure of Bi-2212 is en-
tirely possible by means of large scale calculation of scattering from computer 
models of the structure. Unfortunately, the computational algorithm requires 
further tailoring for optimising its performance to the parallel architecture of the 
Connection Machine. It is expected this would then allow fully two-dimensional 
maps of reciprocal space to be generated without excessive requirements for pro-
cessor time. It should also be possible to improve the simulation further by 
subtracting the contribution of the average structure from the scattering, leaving 
only the diffuse scattering component which is the quantity of interest. Although 
this would lengthen the amount of processor time required for a calculation, it 
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Figure 7.5. A C scan through the position of two satellites at (0 0.21 19) and 
(0 0.21 21). 
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Figure 7.6. Two scans along the b*  direction through second order positions. 
In one, a second order satellite is realised correctly at (0 0.42 21), while in the 
other only background scattering is found through the (0 0.42 20) position which 
is where experimentally second order diffuse streaks are observed, at least as 
intense as the second order satellite. 
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would be repaid for by the removal of the background features, seen as spikes at 
commensurate points, which are artefacts of the size of the model crystal. Un-
fortunately, due to the constraints placed on the time for writing a thesis, it has 
not yet been possible to implement any of these further developments. 
The next step in this work is, of course, to introduce disorder effects, in ad-
dition to the modulation, into the model of the structure with the intention of 
reproducing the experimentally observed diffuse streaks. The methods used in 
this simulation, of generating a fully developed real space model of the structure, 
makes it an easy task to manipulate the atomic coordinates in any manner nec-
essary to introduce the disorder, and as this can be done entirely separately to 
the intensity calculation, the computational task is in no way lengthened. In the 
model of the structure used here, a harmonic approximation has been used. One 
possible route, for instance, to simulating the diffuse streaks would be to intro-
duce a second modulation wavevector q, using equation 7.2 but with a variation 
in its symmetry, or amplitude components u and v as necessary. The model 
suggested at the close of Chapter 5 could also be tested, by the incorporation of 
additional oxygen sites into the Bi 2 02 layer and by applying different correlations 
to their positions along the b axis. 
Considerable scope also exists for further experimental investigations of the 
changes which were observed to be induced in the diffuse streaks by annealing, 
in Chapter 5. This is a potentially important observation which could provide 
another key to finally understanding the inter-relationships between oxygen stoi-
chiometry, structure, and transport properties in both normal and superconduct-
ing regimes. The x-ray study needs to be extended to a number of additional 
single crystals, to confirm the nature of the changes- and rule out any possibility 
that they could be some effect specific to that one particular crystal. Annealing 
schemes at temperatures different to those used in Chapter 5 should be adopted, 
and the effects of slow cooling instead of quenching the samples could be explored 
(as low temperature oxygen-ordering has proved significant in Y-123). Ideally, 
although always problematic, more precise efforts need to be made to measure the 
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change in oxygen content induced by the annealing using again EPMA, or some 
other method, and this time measuring the same sample both before and after 
the annealing. A most valuable complement to this, and a more direct way of 
linking the structural changes with the charge transfer process is to carry out Hall 
measurements of the carrier density before and after annealing (should it prove 
that a more significant change in it 3 occurs than can be attributed to a small 
or non-existant measured value of AS, then oxygen ordering would be a likely 
candidate). Ultimately, if the specific oxygen sites associated with the diffuse 
streaks, and with the two distinct oxygen diffusion mechanisms of Chapter 4 are 
to be unequivocably identified, then neutron diffraction studies of the structure 
will be required, which would unfortunately require crystals of a larger size than 
are presently available. 
The strong dependence of a number of other properties, such as magnetic flux 
pinning, and c-axis and ab-plane resistivity, upon oxygen stoichiometry suggests 
that correlations might also be found between changes in their unusual behaviour 
and the effects of annealing observed in the diffuse streaks. A coordinated pro-
gramme of measurements of all these variables alongside the characterisation just 
described, could prove the most productive route to establishing conclusive evi-
dence for the importance of oxygen microstructure within the Bi 2 02 layers, which 
has been suggested by the conclusions of Chapter 5, and potentially throw light 
on a number of poorly understood phenomena associated with these properties. 
Such results would certainly provide the most persuasive link to relating the 
effects observed, so far in isolation by using x-ray scattering, with the effects dis-
cussed more generally in the literature and observed by other more conventional 
means (the electron diffraction evidence relating to flux pinning mechanisms dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, is just one example). 
Finally, the experimental work in this thesis has been limited to only a single 
cuprate system, Bi-2212. This was not a deliberate choice but rather an enforced 
one due to the unavailability of crystals of a size large enough to make feasible the 
kinds of laboratory based x-ray measurements which have been undertaken here. 
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However, now that the value of x-ray scattering measurements in characterising 
the complexities of the cuprate structures has been thoroughly demonstrated in 
its application in this thesis to Bi-2212, future efforts should be encouraged to 
extend this work to other systems. Improvements in growth techniques have 
been such that single crystals of Bi-2201 of a suitable size may now be available. 
Where crystal sizes remain severely restricted, as is the case in the Ti-systems and 
Bi-2223, valuable measurements should still prove possible if use is made of the 
availability of the far greater x-ray intensity (combined with smaller beam size) at 
a synchrotron source. The extra efforts needed to undertake such work could be 
rewarded by revealing the subtleties of these structures, which are amongst the 
least well described. Also, how the the modulations in the Tl- and Bi-systems re-
spond differently, particularly with regard to the strength of the bonding between 
the double rocksalt-type layers (the separation of these layers is only 2)1 in Tl-
2212 compared with 3.25)1 in Bi-2212) may provide new insight into establishing 
which crystallographic parameters have the dominant influence in determining 
the nature of the modulations in this whole class of layered structures. 
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Appendix A. 
Simulation Program 
Included below, is a complete listing of the program discussed in Chapter 7 to 
calculate diffraction patterns from a computer model of the Bi-2212 structure. 
The program is in CMFORTRAN. 
PROGRAM SCATTER 
C 	Version (7/95) 
C 
C 	file unit 7 SASIS.DAT 
C unit 8 SCANLIST.DAT 
C 	 unit 9 OUTPUT 
C unit 10 AB-COEFF.DAT 
INTEGER scan, stepR, stepQ 
REAL IT, IA 
REAL rO(1:3), A(1:20,1:3), 3(1:20,1:3), beta 
REAL h, k, 1, NR, dR, NQ, dQ, tmp(4000,1:5) 
PARAMETER ( P12=6.283185 ) 
COMPLEX Pay, Fto, PSI, ci, ci, c2, c4, cS, c6 





C ri. .3 and ci .... 6 are general use numbers 
C ________________________________________________________ 
C Interrogate the BASIS.DAT file 
OPEN(unit=7,file='basis.cjat' ,status='old') 
195 
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READ (7,'(a20) 1 ) latfile 
READ (7,*) Nx, NY, Nz 
READ (7,*) aO, bO, cO, nO, beta 
ntot=1 
5 READ(7,*,end6) tmp(ntot,1),tmp(ntot,2),tmp(ntot,3), 
& 	 tmp(ntot,4) ,tmp(ntot,5) 
ntot = ntot + 1 
GOTO 5 
6 WRITE(*,*)'Found ',ntot-1,' atoms' 
C------------------------------------------------------
C Read the AB_COEFF.DAT file 
OPEN(unitlo,file'ab-coeff.dat' ,status='old') 
n=1 
7 READ(10,*,end10) rO(1), A(n,1), B(n,1) 
A(n,1)=A(n,1)/10000 
B(n,1)=B(n,1)/10000 
READ(10,*,end=10) rO(2), A(n,2), B(n,2) 
A(n,2)A(n,2)/10000 
B(n,2)=B(n,2)/10000 






C Doing it just like a SPEX scan 
10 OPEN(unit8,file'scanlist.dat' ,status='old') 
scan = 1 
C 	just a count of the number of scans done 
25 READ (8,'(a20)',end=220) outfile 
C 	 the name of the output file 
READ (8,*,end220) h, k, 1, NQ, dQ, NR, dR 
OPEN(unit=9,file=outfile,status='unkn6wn') 
PRINT '(T2,A,12,T15,F5.2,T25,F5.2,T35,F5.2) 1 , ' SCAN #',scan,h,k,l 
PRINT 1 (T12,A,T22,A,T32,A,T42,A) 1 , ' NQ', 'dQ', 'NR', 'dR' 
PRINT '(T10,F5.0,T20,F5.2,T30,F5.0,T40,F5.2)', NQ, dQ, NR, dR 
CALL parallel-part( 
& 	ci,cl,latfile,Nx,Ny,Nz,aO,bO,cO,nO,rO,a,b,scan, 
& outfile,h,k,l ,nq,dq,nr,dr,tmp,beta) 
C Do next scan. 
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CLOSE (9) 







C 	The parallel part in one subroutine 
SUBROUTINE parallel_part ( 
& 	.ci,cl,latfile,Nx,Ny,Nz,aO,bO,cO,nO,rO,a,b,scan, 
& outfile,h,k,l,nq,dq,nr,dr,tmp,beta) 
INTEGER scan, stepR, stepQ,at 
REAL IT, IA 
REAL rO(1:3), A(1:20,1:3), 3(1:20,1:3), beta 
REAL h, k, 1, NR, dR, NQ, dQ, cell(n0,5),tmp(4000,5) 
PARAMETER ( P12=6.283185 ) 
COMPLEX Fav, Fto, PSI, ci, ci, c2, c3(nO,nO), c4, c5, c6 
CHARACTER outfile*20, latfile*20 
REAL tl(nO,nO), t2(nO,nO),U1(nO,nO,3),U2(nO,nO,3) 
REAL trnpx(nO) ,xcelll(nO,nO,4) ,xcell2(nO,nO,4) 
REAL apar1(nO,nO,3) ,bpari(nO,nO,3) 
REAL apar2(nO,nO,3) ,bpar2(nO,nO,3) 
INTEGER icell(nO) 
cmf$ layout a(:news,:news),b(:news,:news),rO(:serial) 
cmf$ layout ti(:news,:news),t2(:news,:news) 
cmf$ layout icell(:news) 
cmf$ layout cell(:news, :news) ,tmpx(:news) 
cmf$ layout U1(:news, :news, :serial) ,U2(:news, :news, :serial) 
cmf$ layout c3(:news,:news) 
cinf$ layout xcelll(:news, :news,:serial),xcell2(:news,:news,:serial) 
cinf$ layout aparl(:news, :news, :serial) ,bparl(:news, :news, :serial) 
cmf$ layout apar2(:news, :news, :serial) ,bpar2(:news, :news, :serial) 










C Set lookup tables for A and B and spread cell over nO axes. 
tmpxO .0 
DO 1=1,3 
forall(at=1 :nO)tmpx(at)=A(nint(cell(at ,5)) ,i) 
aparl(: ,: ,i)spread(tmpx,diin=1,ncopies=nO) 
apar2(: ,: ,i)=spread(tmpx,dim=2,ncopies=no) 
forall(at=1 :nO)tmpx(at)=B(nint(cell(at,5)),i) 
bparl(: ,: ,i)=spread(tmpx,dim=1,ncopies=no) 
bpar2(: , : ,i)=spread(tmpx,dim=2,ncopies=no) 
END DO 
DO .1=1,4 
xcelll(: , ,i)spread(cell(: ,i),diml,ncopies=nO) 
xcell2(: , : ,i)spread(cell(: ,i) ,dim2,ncopies=nO) 
END DO 
C-------------------------------------------------
C The intensity calculation proper 
DO 200, stepR = 1, NR 
h3 = 1 - (NR-1)*dR/2 + dR*(stepR-1) 
DO 200, stepQ = 1, NQ 
h2 = k - (NQ-1)*dQI2 + dQ*(stepQ-1) 
IT = 0 
C The sum for one k point 
DO 130, xl = 	1, Nx 
DO 130, x2 = 	1, Nx 
DO 130, zi = 	1, Nz 
DO 130, z2 = 1, Nz 
DO 130, yl = 1, Ny 
DO 130, y2 = 	1, Ny 
c2 = cexp(ci*P12*(hl*(xl-x2)+h2*(yl-y2)+h3*(zl-z2) )) 
Fto = (o.o,o.o) 
tmpx(beta*(cell(: ,2)+yl)+cell(: ,3)+zl) 
tlspread(tmpx,dim=1 ,ncopies=nO) 
tmpx(beta*(cell(: ,2)+y2)+cell(: ,3)+z2) 
t2spread (trnpx , dim2 , ncopiesno) 
DO 1=1,3 








	 xcell2(: , : ,1)-U2(: ,: .1))) 
c3c3+cexp(ci*PI2*h2*(xcelll(:, :,2)+U1(:,: ,2)- 
Sc 	 xcell2(:,:,2)-U2(:,:,2))) 
c3c3+cexp(ci*P12*h3*(xcelll(: ,: ,3)+U1(: ,: 
Sc  xcell2(:,:,3)-U2(:,:,3))) 
Fto = Fto + sum(xcelll(:,:,4)*xcell2(:,:,4)*c3) 
IT = IT + c2*Fto 
130 CONTINUE 
WRITE (9,*) h2, IT 
PRINT *, h2, h3, IT 
C---------------------------------------------------------
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High-resolution X-ray scattering experiments have been performed on single crystals of Bi 2Sr2CaCu2O, grown independently 
by three different research groups. Detailed measurements are presented of the X-ray scattering in the b-c plane, paying partic-
ular attention to the weak diffuse features arranged around Bragg reflections in addition to the satellites from the incommensurate 
modulation. The results clarify exactly which features are fundamental to the Bi 2Sr2CaCu2O structure and which are due to 
sample-dependent effects. Features previously suggested as indicating a primitive monoclinic symmetry are shown to be caused 
by defects, thus confirming the generally accepted Bbmb space group. There are however, (in all crystals studied) extra diffuse 
peaks lying on either side of the Bragg reflections which are unaccounted for by current structural models. These are shown to be 
characteristic of a loss in ordering of the incommensurate modulation from layer to layer along the c-axis. 
1. Introduction 
The 	high-temperature 	superconductor 
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O (a member of the series 
Bi2Sr2Ca0 _ 1 Cu00 with n= 1, 2 or 3) is a repre-
sentative example of the structurally similar com-
pounds which feature perovskite copper oxide planes 
separated by a double layered charge reservoir of 
either Bi-0, 11-0, or Pb-0. Common to all com-
pounds in this class, the charge reservoir layers dis-
play a large degree of inherent disorder and this has 
left the task of solving the exact crystallographic 
structure by traditional techniques of X-ray and neu-
tron refinement a very difficult problem. The diffi-
culty of growing large good-quality single crystals has 
compounded the problem and hence in the past many 
studies by a variety of techniques have resulted in 
offering conflicting views. 
The Bi2Sr2CaCu2O compound is most widely 
studied due to the relative ease with which single 
crystals can be grown and for its conveniently high 
transition temperature of around 90 K. The funda-
mental lattice structure is orthorhombic with a unit 
cell of ab=5.4 A and c=30.8 A, containing four 
formula units. In this system the disordered nature 
of the charge-reservoir layers becomes manifest in 
the form of a modulated structure which is easily 
identified in diffraction experiments by the presence 
of satellite reflections in the b--c' and a—b recip-
rocal planes. Several models were originally pro-
posed to account for the incommensurate structure 
but a consensus of experimental facts has developed 
which associate the presence of additional oxygens 
in the Bi-0 layer to a displacive modulation [1]. 
The origin lies in the existence of a mismatch be-
tween the crystallographic units of the rocksalt-type 
0921-4534/94/$07.00 © 1994 Elsevier Science BY. All rights reserved. 
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charge-reservoir layer and the more rigid perovskite 
Cu-0 layers. To accommodate this mismatch the Bi 
atoms adjust their coordination and there is then ex-
cess space for the oxygen atoms within the plane. Ex-
tra oxygens are incorporated every four to five unit 
cells with accompanying atomic displacements in the 
a-b plane producing the Bi concentrated bands ob-
served in HREM images [2]. Atomic displacements 
in the remaining Cu-O, Sr-O and Ca layers are pre-
dominantly along the c-axis, transverse to the mod-
ulation's direction, and lead to the effective corru-
gation of these planes. The exact structural 
determination has proven a difficult task due to the 
light oxygens being in the presence of the heavy Bi 
ions which are much stronger X-ray scatterers. Tra-
ditional Rietveld refinement techniques, which use 
only the Bragg reflections and so refine only the av-
erage structure, have been adapted using four di-
mensional superspace groups to take account of the 
satellite reflections [3]. Combined X-ray and neu-
tron studies by Petricek [ 4 ] and by Yamamoto [5], 
despite disagreement over the space group assign-
ment, have both proposed structures where the mod-
ulation has a sinusoidal function with a period which 
is incommensurate with the fundamental lattice. A 
single crystal neutron refinement by Beskrovnyi [ 6 ] 
recognised the modulated structure as being com-
mensurate with a period 4.75a and a supercell of 
19axbxc. The results of X-ray studies by Le Page 
[1] on the isostnictural compound Bi 10Sr 15Fe 10046 , 
where the refinement can be more accurately solved 
due to the modulation being commensurate with a 
period of 5 unit cells, suggested the Bi-22 12 structure 
could be similarily locked onto the underlying Cu-
0 lattice and repeated after every four or five unit 
cells. The incommensurate satellites then result from 
the pseudo-periodic 5, 5, 5, 4... sequence of these 
blocks. HREM images have been interpreted by 
Onozuka [7] with the same result and a theoretical 
model based on the concept has been suggested by 
Walker [8]. 
Despite the detailed pictures of the structure which 
have emerged, achieving at least a certain level of 
agreement, it is surprising there should still remain 
controversy over the positions and nature of the sat-
ellites that are seen arranged around Bragg reflec-
tions. Previous single-crystal diffraction studies us-
ing both electron and X-ray methods have  
consistently observed additional incommensurate 
satellites which are not accounted for by any of the 
current refinement models. To illustrate the situa-
tion, fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing the po-
sition of the main satellites that are observed around 
a Bragg reflection; these are described by the 
wavevector 
q7=0.211(2)b*+c* 
and arise from the Bi-O modulation. In addition, 
peaks have been observed on the forbidden reflec-
tion positions (001) with odd 1 [9-121 which vio-
late the accepted Bbmb space group and were pro-
posed by Eibl [9] to indicate a primitive Bravais 
lattice, while Zaretskii [12] proposed a second mod-
ulation to account for them. Asymmetry about the 
(001) axis has been observed in the main satellites 
by electron and X-ray diffraction [10,13,12] which 
showed a small incommensurate component along 
the c-axis, similar to the Bi-2201 compound, and 
implied a monoclinic unit cell. Satellite peaks have 
also been observed lying either side of the Bragg re-
flections with the characteristic 0.21 b* value but with 
no c*  component [10,14-16]. These were first re-
ported in X-ray studies by Patterson [161 who 
showed them to be broadened along the c direction 
and suggested a second, longer incommensurate 
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Fig. L.A schematic diagram of an on-axis area of reciprocal space 
in the b—c plane showing Bragg reflections (large circles) along 
with their companion incommensurate satellites, 1st order (large 
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tional peaks were satellites of the forbidden Bragg 
reflections. High-temperature studies by Bdikin [101 
showed the additional peaks to decrease in intensity 
with increasing temperature, linked their presence to 
that of the forbidden odd (001) reflections and con-
cluded that they derived from the sensitivity of su-
perreflections to symmetry violations and hence in-
dicated the structure to have a primitive monoclinic 
unit cell. All of these features then are often inter-
preted as suggestive of a second weaker modulation 
being present in the structure or of there being some 
lowering of symmetry in the Bi—O layer model, and 
are in contradiction to the results of structural 
refinements. 
The motivation for this work was to study in detail 
the diffuse scattering that is associated with each 
Bragg reflection and by looking at a variety of crys-
tals to ascertain which features are fundamental to 
the structure of the Bi-2212 compound. 
2. Experimental details 
Each of the three crystals used in these measure-
ments was grown independently by a different re-
search group: Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, 
University of Birmingham, England, and University 
of Oxford, England. Crystals grown by both Beijing 
(as described by Yan [17]) and Birmingham were 
grown by the flux method in alumina crucibles while 
the Oxford crystal was grown in a platinuni crucible 
[18]. All three crystals were carefully selected from 
batches of samples by initial microscopic examina-
tion for large flat shiny surfaces and their true crys-
talline nature was then checked by preliminary X-ray 
diffraction. Many apparently single-crystal samples 
under detailed examination were often found to have 
a multi-crystalline nature, being composed of several 
single-crystal grains all of which have their axes 
slightly misaligned by only a degree or two, and are 
unsuitable for these measurements. The three crys-
tals so selected were of roughly similar dimensions 
lx I xO.02 mm and with the characteristic plate-
let shape with the c-axis as face normal. 
The X-ray measurements were performed at the 
University of Edinburgh on a two-circle, triple-crys-
tal diffractometer using a GX21 rotating-anode 
source operating at 3 kW. Eat pyrolitic graphite  
monochromator and analyser crystals were used, with 
the Cu Ka i (A= 1.54 A) wavelength selected. A sam-
ple was aligned on the diffractometer in Bragg re-
flection geometry with its reciprocal b—c-axes in 
the horizontal scattering plane. The incident beam 
was reduced to a size less than that of the sample's 
face allowing for the elimination of any secondary 
crystallites by translation of the sample across the 
beam. The arrangement gives a resolution limited 
only by the mosaic spread of the graphite, is ideally 
suited for measuring weak and very diffuse features, 
and has the advantage of discriminating against scat-
tering from slightly misaligned secondary crystallites. 
3. Results 
Identical measurements were carried out on each 
of the three crystals and the results are presented for 
each one individually. Because the experiments util-
ise a triple-crystal geometry which provides a high 
resolution in two dimensions in the scattering plane 
it is possible to map out the intensity distribution of 
the scattered X-rays in an area of reciprocal space. 
Using such maps large sections of reciprocal space 
were systematically explored to identify all the sat-
ellite features present before carrying out more de-
tailed scans, using longer count times, to cover the 
areas of interest. Presented for comparison in fig. 2 
are maps from each of the crystals, showing the area 
centred around the (0020) Bragg position. This 
Bragg reflection is chosen for its strong intensity, but 
the map is typical of that observed around other 
Bragg reflections. 
3.1. The Beijing crystal off 1g. 2(a) 
The. main satellites due to the Bi—O modulation 
are seen sitting on the four corners of a rectangle 
centred around the Bragg peak and visible on either 
side of the map are the weaker second-order satel-
lites. However, the pattern displays a confusion of 
additional features, all are at incommensurate po-
sitions, and all of the features details were given of 
earlier are observed. The weak features (marked) 
close to the forbidden Bragg positions (00 21) and 
(0019) are those previously identified as violating 
the generally accepted space group but the feature 
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Fig. 2. Contour maps of the scattered intensity centred around 
the (0020) Bragg reflection for each of the three crystals. The 
lines are drawn to a pseudo-logarithmic intensity scale, weighted 
to accentuate weaker features. In (a), the Beijing crystal, features 
around the forbidden Bragg positions are marked; (b) shows the 
Birmingham crystal. In (c), the Oxford crystal, the extra diffuse 
peaks are marked (the peak to the far right is the (0020) Bragg 
peak of a small second crystal only slightly misaligned). 
has been resolved here into two separate peaks. A 
detailed map, fig. 3(a), this time close around the 
(0035) position shows the two peaks to be in in-
commensurate positions and asymmetrically on 
either side of the (001) axis. The main satellites are 
also seen to be asymmetric, the right is stretched 
above and the left below the (0035) line, giving an 
apparently incommensurate value for the c com-
ponent of 1.03c*.  This is caused, however, by the vis-
ible splitting of the two peaks, which is made yet more 
obvious in the second-order satellites of fig. 2(a) 
where the splitting has clearly seperated into extra 
peaks along the c direction, 
3.2. The Birmingham crystal offig.  2(b) 
The pattern is dominated by a broad width to all 
peaks showing the crystal to have a large mosaic 
spread. But the pattern is simplified compared to fig. 
2(a). The main satellites are now more sharply de-
fined along the c direction, have no asymmetrical 
features, and as a result the splitting of the second-
order satellites has completely disappeared. This 
clearly demonstrates the sample-dependent nature 
of such asymmetry and confirms the c component 
to be commensurate. The splitting presumably arisc, 
from some defect structure and is not a feature of the 
fundamental structure. Intergrowths perpendicular 
to the c-axis are common in such layered com-
pounds; polarized-light studies [19], HREM pic-
tures [20] and electron diffraction [13] have all ob-
served a variety of phases to be present as 
intergrowths in Bi-22 12 single-crystal grains and these 
must be likely candidates. 
3.3. The Oxford crystal of fig. 2(c) 
Comparing the peak widths with the previous two 
pictures shows this to be a very high quality crystal. 
The pattern is also vastly simplified, looking much 
like the expected schematic picture of fig. 1. Again 
there is no splitting of the main satellites and no 
asymmetry. The improved quality has also led to the 
complete disappearance of the weak features on the 
forbidden Bragg positions. A repeat of the detailed 
(0035) map, fig. 3(b), shows only slight traces of 
diffuse scattering in the area. This confirms their ab-
sence, and demonstrates the sample-dependent na-
ture of these low-intensity diffuse peaks. As before, 
this must be interpreted as being due to disorder, 
most likely stacking faults, along the c-axis and is 
of no relevance to the fundamental structure. The 
additional satellite peaks lying either side of the Bragg 
reflection with no c component are still present 
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Fig. 3. Detailed maps highlighting the scattered intensity around 
the forbidden Bragg position (0035), (a) for the Beijing crystal, 
and (b) for the Oxford crystal. 
though, and are now very well resolved. Although 
much less intense, peaks are also seen on the equiv-
alent second-order positions. These extra peaks are 
clearly more diffuse than the main satellites and are 
broadened along the c direction in such a way as to 
almost link the two neighbouring main satellites. 
4. Discussion 
The presence of the extra diffuse peaks, or addi-
tional satellites, which are unaccounted for by cur-
rent models of the Bi—O modulation, now remains 
the sole anomalous feature. Their shape, position, 
and intensity are consistent in pictures from all three 
crystals and we must therefore conclude that they are 
fundamental to the structure. The patterns showing 
the presence of peaks in the second-order positions 
make it possible, as both Novomlinsky [15] and 
Bdikin [10] did, to describe them as satellites of the 
forbidden Bragg reflections with the characteristic 
q7 wavevector and the required change in the de-
scription of the structure. However, this description 
also required the presence of the forbidden Bragg re-
flections and this has been shown here to be disorder 
related and completely absent in a high-quality crys-
tal while the extra peaks remain undiminished. To 
investigate this further, profiles of the incommen-
surate satellites have been carried out in the c di-
rection; examples are shown in fig. 4 from the Ox-
ford crystal. The profiles clearly show the extra 
diffuse peaks to have widths at least twice those of 
the main satellites along c while the widths along b 
are comparable. In some cases the diffuse peak even 









Fig. 4. Two examples of profiles along the c direction of the first-
order incommensurate satellites of the Oxford crystal. The main 
satellites are seen with c=25, 27 and 31,33 while the associated 
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ellites. This broadening along C' might suggest their 
origin lies in some loss of symmetry of the modu-
lated structure which removes the C' component of 
the main satellites. A possible explanation would 
come from some loss of order in the modulation along 
the c-axis. This would mean, in Le Page's description 
of the structure, that there is some variation in the 
5, 5,4, 5... periodic sequence of blocks from layer to 
layer, or that in the sinusoidal description of the 
modulation, the sinusoidal function loses phase from 
layer to layer. The measurement of widths along C' 
suggests a coherence for this ordering of only two to 
three unit cells, all of which is consistent with the be-
lief that the Cu-0 planes are rigid and extremely ef-
fective at isolating the Bi-O layers from each other, 
hence the highly two-dimensional nature of this 
material. 
A further observation of significance is the pres-
ence of features near the forbidden (001) reflection 
positions for both crystals grown in the alumina cru-
cibles, which are most widely used, while they are 
absent from the crystal grown in a platinum crucible. 
Contamination from crucible material can com-
monly be as high as a few percent in the alumina case 
but no platinum contamination was detected by 
EPMA studies carried out on the Oxford samples 
[18]. So the apparent correlation would suggest the 
diffuse peaks to be caused by crucible contaminants, 
probably acting as growth centres for defect struc-
tures such as stacking faults. This highlights the sig-
nificant effect such low levels of impurities have on 
the crystal growth. 
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The atomic struture of the Bi 2Sr2Ca, 1 CuO high-Ta  superconductors is distin-
guished by incommensurate modulations, but their implications for superconductiv-
ity are as yet uncertain. Recent studies have suggested a strong invlovement due to 
the modification of the Cu site environment, and a strong electron lattice interaction 
would be expected to produce distinct structural changes in the vicinity of T. This 
paper presents the first detailed study of the temperature response of the incom-
mensurate modulation in a high quality single crystal of Bi 2Sr2 CaCu2O. The x-ray 
scattering measurements show no evidence of any changes in either the period or the 
amplitude of the modulation over the temperature range studied (T=200-18K). The 
results limit any possible structural involvement to distortions with a local ordering 
of less than 10OAin size. A very small but reproducible decrease in the intensity 
of Bragg and satellite reflections was noted at '140-120K which is suggestive of a 
minor change in electron distribution. 
Keywords: A.high-T superconductors, C.X-ray scattering, C.crystal structure and 
symmetry, D.phase transitions 
The crystallographic structures of the high-T a super-
conducting cuprates are now well established [1]. There 
remains however much interest in the existence and na-
ture of possible structural changes associated with the 
electronic transition to the superconducting state. Al-
though no major structural transition takes place, there 
has been ample evidence from a range of techniques 
demonstrating the major role of the electron interac-
tion with the crystalline lattice in these materials [2]. 
A strong electron lattice coupling is believed to be ei-
ther actively participating in the high-T a superconduct-
ing mechanism or at least sensitively mirroring the inter-
actions in some way. The most dramatic results being 
for T12Ba2 CaCu 2 O, where neutron diffraction studies [1 
revealed correlated displacements of 0 and Cu perpen-
dicular to the Cu-0 plane coincident with the onset of 
superconductivity. 
In the case of the Bi 2 Sr3 Ca_,Cu0 series which 
is structurally closely related to Tl 2 Ba2 CaCu 2 O, a long 
range incommensurate modulation is stabilised, a unique 
feature amongst the high-T a  cuprates. The tetrago-
nal geometry of the average structure is rendered or-
thorhombic by an incommensurate modulation with a  
clearly defined wavevector along the b axis. The result-
ing modulated structure has been investigated in detail 
[4, 5, 6, 7]. Structure refinements of both x-ray and neu-
tron data show that displacements in the Cu-0 planes 
important to superconductivity are predominantly per-
pendicular to the a - 6 plane, producing a sinusoidal, 
corrugated arrangement. A consensus has emerged that 
extra oxygen atoms inserted in the Bi-O layers are linked 
to a displacive modulation with its origins in the mis-
match between the crystallographic blocks of the per-
ovskite Cu-0 planes and the rocksalt-type Bi-O layers. 
The widely studied high temperature tetragonal to low 
temperature orthorhombic transition in La3_SrCuO4 
[SI, which is known to be influential to superconduc-
tivity, is similarly related to the relief of stress due to 
mismatch between La-0 and Cu-0 sheets. Unlike the 
lanthanum compounds however, no phase transitions are 
known to occur, with no change in the incommensurate 
wavevector observed down to 10K [9, 101. The change 
in mismatch stress which must accompany a change in 
temperature may nonetheless produce a more subtle re-
sponse within the structure. 
Investigations of the temperature dependence of the 
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Bi2 Sr2C4_,CuO, lattice have therefore concentrated 
upon phonon behaviour and upon the electronic struc-
ture. Neutron scattering experiments have indicated 
large anharmonic effects for oxygen modes below T 
[11]. Whilst positron annihilation studies, which are 
strongly influenced by the incommensurate modulation, 
have observed discontinuous changes across T indicat-
ing a change in the electronic state of the Bi-O layer at 
the onset of superconductivity [ 121. Also observed (in 
the n=3 compound) is evidence of structural instabil-
ities and lattice softening in the normal state at tem-
peratures between T=160-120K [13]. More specifically, 
XAFS studies [141 of the Cu site configurations have 
investigated the involvement of the modulated struc-
ture with electron-lattice interactions. The evidence 
reported shows a non-homogeneous change in the Cu-
O(apical) Debye-Waller factor close to T, with hard-
ening at some Cu sites and softening at others. The 
different sites are distinguished by their position in the 
corrugation of the Cu0 2 plane, i.e. the phase of the in-
commensurate modulation at each site. It has further 
been proposed that the non-homogeneous Cu sites are 
correlated with polarons confined along one dimensional 
stripes in the corrugations of the Cu0 2 plane, and that 
this could be at the origin of the superconducting pair-
ing mechanism [15, 16]. 
A complete knowledge of the behaviour of the mod-
ulation at low temperature is therefore necessary to the 
understanding of the possible structural links with su-
perconductivity in the bismuth compounds. The only 
previous dedicated study of the incommensurate mod-
ulation at low tenperature, by Takenalca [9], was lim-
ited to a low resolution x-ray diffraction measurement of 
the position of the satellite reflections down to 10K; no 
change was observed. Whilst the satellite positions are 
linked to the period of the modulation, it is the inten-
sity of the satellite reflections which relate information 
about the amplitude of the modulation ie. the magni-
tude of the atomic displacements. The temperature de-
pendence of the intensity is in turn related to the Debye-
Wailer factor. In this paper we present the most pre-
cise measurements to date on the temperature response 
of the incommensurate modulation in Bi2Sr2CaCu 2O,. 
The study utilises single crystal x-ray scattering meth-
ods over the temperature range T=200K to 18K. 
The x-ray measurements were performed at the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh on a two-circle, triple-crystal diffrac-
tometer using a CX21 rotating-anode source operat-
ing at 3kW. Flat pyrolitic graphite monochromator and 
analyser crystals were used, with CuKo 1 (A = 1.5418A) 
radiation. A sample was aligned on the diffractometer 
in Bragg reflection geometry with its reciprocal 6 - C 
axes in the horizontal scattering plane. The arrange-
ment gives a resolution limited only by the mosaic spread 
of the graphite, is ideally suited for measuring weak and 
very diffuse features, and has the advantage of discrim-
inating against scattering from slightly misaligned sec-
ondary crystallites. 
The crystal used for these measurements was grown 
by the flux method in a platinum crucible, it possesses 
a size of roughly IxlxO.02mm and T was measured to  
be 90K. An EPMA study detected no signs of crucible 
contamination [17]. Previous x-ray characterisation of 
the crystal has been reported [7] demonstrating it s high 
quality nature and suitability for this study. 
The temperature was controlled by a closed cycle he-
lium cryostat, maintained to within 0.5K. Four temper-
ature cycles were completed over the range T=200-20K, 
measurements being made in stages, during both heat-
ing and cooling cycles. Stabilisation after each change in 
temperature was followed by a least squares refinement 
of the lattice parameters, calculated from the positions 
of five Bragg reflections. Checks of the relative Bragg 
intensities showed the alignment of the crystal to be un-
changed through out the experiment. The 6 axis showed 
a marked change between room temperature and 240K 
with a smaller decrease thereafter down to 20K; the 6 
axis is 5.403(2) at room temperature, 5.387(2) at 240K 
and 5.383(2) at 18K. The long c axis showed a linear be-
haviour over the entire range, it has values of 30.905(5), 
30.86(1) and 30.755(5) at 300K, 240K and 18K respec-
tively. Previous studies have suggested small discontinu-
ities in the c lattice parameter, of the order of Sc=0.004 1  
in the temperature region T=110-75K [18j. But the pre-
cision in this work was not sufficient to determine any 
such small anomalous changes. 
The measurements concentrated in detail upon an 
area of reciprocal space such as that illustrated in figure 
1, which is a large scale intensity map in the 6 - 
plane centred around the (0 0 20) Bragg reflection. The 
first order satellites lie either side along the incommen-
surate *0.216 positions and further out are the much 
weaker second order satellites. The picture is represen-
tative of that observed around other Bragg reflections, 
except for some scattering from a secondary crystallite 
which confuses the pattern to the far right. The area 
around the (0 0 22) reflection was therefore chosen for 
detailed study to avoid the secondary crystallite, and 
for its strong intensity and high scattering angle. The 
actual measurements at each stage consisted of small 
scaie intensity maps around each of the peaks seen in 
figure 1. The method allows precise location of peak 
positions along both reciprocal axes, and more accurate 




Fig. 1. A contour map of the scattered intensity 
centred around the (0 0 20) Bragg reflection. The lines 
are drawn to a psuedo-logarithmic intensity scale. The 
incommensurate wavevector q' is shown, indicating the 
position of a first order satellite. 
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measurement of peak intensity than a simple rocking 
curve would allow. 
The incommensurate wavevector q' which describes 
the position of the satellites is also indicated in figure 1. 
This well measured quantity is known to vary slightly 
between samples due, it is believed, to differences in 
thermal processing during growth. The wavevector at 
rocin temperature measured for this crystal was: 
= 0.207(1)6 + c?*. 
This corresponds in real space to a period of 1/0.21 
4.8b, or 27A. From the measurements of both first 
and second order satellites, no changes in the satellite 
positions either along b' or C were discernible over the 
entire temperature range studied. This is illustrated by 
profiles along 6 of two satellites in figures 2(b) and 2(c), 
the results of measurements at 197K, 138K and 20K are 
over-layed, showing the constancy of the satellite posi-
tiois despite the temperature related changes in inten-
sity. The periodicity of the modulation can therefore be 
considered to be constant, and displays no temperature 
dependence, in agreement with the results of Takenalca 
[9]. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 
peak profiles are limited in these measurements to that 
of the mosaic width of the pyrolitic graphite crystals 
used as monochromator and analyser. The values were 
nevertheless monitored for any possible increase beyond 
that of the graphite width which would signify a change 
in the coherence of the modulation. The FWHM values 
were however observed to remain constant. 
The influence of temperature upon diffracted inten-
sity can be interpreted in terms of the Debye-Waller 
theory. Any instantaneous deviation of an atom from 
its ideal crystallographic site, such as by thermal vibra-
tion, is observed in a diffraction experiment as a time 
average, and is accounted for by the introduction of the 
Debye-Waller factor: 
8=1/3< u2 >02 
The diffraction equation, in the simplest terms using an 
Einstein model of the vibrations, is then: 
I=I0exp(-B) 
This shows the intensity of a diffraction peak to increase 
with decreasing temperature, and that reflections fur-
ther out in reciprocal space to be affected to a greater 
extent. The quantity is also sensitive to any form of 
static distortions and the possible structural changes al-
ready discussed would be expected to reveal themselves 
as deviations from this idealised Dehye-Waller curve. 
The temperature dependence of the peak intensity 
for the (0 0 22) Bragg reflection and for each of the four 
first order satellites is plotted relative to each other in 
figure 3. The intensity values although arbitrary do in-
dicate the relative values of the reflections. The slight 
difference in the satellites' intensities, the +ve b satel-
lites being slightly higher than the -ye 6 (they should be 
equal), is merely due to the crystal being aligned slightly 
off center. As can he seen from the constancy of these 
relative values no systematic changes in the alignment 
are introduced by the repeated cooling and heating. The  
(0 0 22) 
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Fig. 2. Scans along b' for: (a) the (0 0 22) Bragg 
reflection; (b) the first order satellite at (0 0.21 23); (c) 
the first order satellite at (0-0.21 23). Profiles measured 
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Fig. 3. The temperature dependence of the inte-
grated intensity for the (0 0 22) Bragg reflection and for 
four first order satellite reflections. The mintensity scale 
indicates relative values only. The straight lines are the 
result of fitting the points to the expected logarithmic 
behaviour of the Debye-Waller theory. 
results of fitting the data to the logarithmic line of the 
Debye-Waller theory are shown as solid lines in figure 3. 
A reasonable agreement is obtained. In particuar, the 
slope of the satellites is almost twice that of the Bragg 
reflection, which is to be expected considering the larger 
reciprocal space positions of the satellites. 
The linear intensity changes indicated in figure 3 
demonstrate that there is no major change in the struc-
ture with temperature. The standard deviation of the 
points from the straight line fit limits any anomalous 
intensity change to within 5%. The scatter in the data 
is an indication of the uncertainty introduced by ran-
dom changes in the sample position after separate heat-
ing/ cooling cycles. No noticeable hysteresis was ob-
served, the peak intensities being approximately equal 
after heating or cooling. Scans along b' of the (0 0 22) 
Bragg reflection and the (00.21 23) and (0-0.21 23) first-
order satellites are shown in figure 2. It is noted that  
there was often observed a very small decrease in inten-
sity over the range 200-140K, or sometimes no change 
in intensity whilst at lower temperatures (100-20K) the 
expected increase occurred. Such a small effect was con-
sistently observed for nearly all the reflections and re-
producibly observed on both heating and cooling cycles. 
Such a change could occur because of an anomalous dis-
ordering at 140K which would cause the peaks to 
broaden, this would be unobserved as our instrumental 
resolution is greater than the intrinsic peak width. Care-
ful examination of figure 3 reveals that in most cases 
there is a marginal deviation below the staight line at 
- 140-120K. Such an effect is however an small as to 
be within the scatter of the data points in figure 3, and 
hence we are uncertain whether this is a real effect or 
perhaps due to some small systematic misorientation of 
the sample. Further studies with considerably higher 
resolution are needed to verify such an effect. 
The diffuse strhks which exist in addition to the 
satellites, and were identified in our previous room tem-
perature study [7), were also investigated. These diffuse 
streaks, visible in figure 1, lie either side of the Bragg 
reflection in the same ±0.216 positions butare streaked 
along the c' direction in such away as to almost link the 
two nearby satellites. These diffuse streaks are believed 
to be due to a loss of order in the modulation along 
the c axis. Their much lower intensity, and considerable 
overlap with neighbouring satellites, make the intensity 
measurements much less accurate. The results though 
do indicate their temperature dependence to be similar 
in nature to that of the satellites. 
In conclusion, no changes in the incommensurate 
modulation of Bi 2Sr3 CaCu2 O, are observed over the teal-
perature range investigated (200K - 18K). The results 
confine the existence of any changes in the modulation, 
such as those proposed by XAFS studies to be associ-
ated with superconductivity, to short range distortions 
with correlations less than the iooA coherence of the 
x-rays or to distortions with long range correlation but 
which induce less than a 5% change in the intensity. 
A small deviation from expected behaviour is observed, 
as a weakening in intensity over the temperature range 
Tc140-100K. The anomaly is not restricted to the mod-
ulation alone as it is also observed in a Bragg reflection. 
The effect could be associated with an anomalous disor-
dering but it is at the limits of these measurements. 
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